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One June 20, Sidney- 
Anacortes ferry became the 
second largest ferry operation 
serving the Greater Victoria area. 
The new summer schedule 
provides two large super ferry 
class vessels — the MV Kaleetan 
and MV Elwha —with a capacity 
of 160 cars and 2,500 passengers. 
Both vessels can handle all types 
of vehicles.
There are now three daily 
departures from Sidney at 12:10, 
1:45 and 7 p.m. From Anacortes, 
departure times are 8:30 and 
10:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m. 
Optional vehicle reservations 
during the summer service can be 
made by call ing 3 81 -15 51.
The one-day excursioh and San 
Juan Island round trips are 
available by taking the 12:10 
p.m. departure from Sidney. For 
ferry information call 656-1531 
or 381-1551. The dowhtown- 
Victoria to downtown-Seattle 
daily bus service will be increased 
to two departures per day, 
connecting with the 1:45 and 7 
E pi.m. ferry departures from 
r ^ Sidney. For more information on 
the bus service call 384-2442.
Washington State Ferries is 
increasing the Sidney-Anacortes 
ferry service this summer and 
conducting a comprehensive 
advertising program to promote 
the increasingly popular cruise
No more
0 0 on firoboll site
Land at the corner of Cresswell 
and McTavish will be the site of 
North Saanich’s new satellite 
Firehall, council decided Monday 
night.
Council was presented with 
two choices by Aid. Harold 
Parrott — the Cresswell site or an 
acre at Panorama Leisure Centre. 
The alderman said the fire 
committee’s unanimous 
recommendation was for the 
Panorama site but, since council 
had been “scorched” before 
when the B.C. Land Commission 
refused to release land for the 
firehall, he suggested council also 
proceed to procure the land at 
'Cresswell.;'^
Aid. Dave Terrell spoke 
against the Panorama site. A 
school would be built there, 
development costs would be high
and it meant making another 
submission to the ALR, he said.
Aid. Jim Cumming said the 
application for the Panorama 
land dated from 1975 “and 
we’re still twittering around.” 
The firehall should be in the most' 
strategic place to service future 
populations and council was 
making decisions based on today 
“and that’s got to be ridiculous.”
He argued ongoing projeciions 
of populations showed figures 
would be reaching 20,000 in each 
of the highly developed areas. :
A motion to proceed with the 
Cresswell/l^cTavish site ‘‘with 
d i s patch ” was carried
unanimously. '
L rthfbUgh the San Juan Islands.
The summer schedule will run up Passengers off big new ferry arrive in Sidney. The MV Elwha has capacity of 160 cars and
to and including Sept. 19; 2,500 passengers and is one of two yessels boosting Washington State Ferries service to three
g thereafter reverting to the winter 
';:':schedulel
yiaily departures^
A masked robber escaped with 
about $500 cash from the ferry 
terminal at Swartz Bay early 
Sunday morning, after holding 
four employees at gunpoint.
Sidney RCMP said the man 
walked into the office before 6 
a.m. and took all four people 
into an upstairs office, but they 
would give out no further details.
The rnan escaped by car. In 
spite of the mask police feel they 
have a good description. ; ^ v
Four owners of 30 acres in the 
Tatlow Road area want per­
mission to divide the land into 
four 7.5-acre hobby farms but 
North Saanich council was split 
Monday night on the issue.
A motion by Aid. Alan 
Cornford that the application be 
denied and not forwarded to the 
' B.C. Land Commission was 
defeated on a tic vote.
Cornford told council a soil 
study report on the land — which 
is in the Agricultural Land 
Reserve —- was for “18 pages 
telling us how bad it was and in 
the final paragraph that the 
majority of the land was good;”
Cornford argued; council 
hasn’t let other people in North ; 
Saanich subdivide land in the 
ALR. Council should look at 
policy and previous decisions 
taken, he said.
Aldermen Harold Parrott, Nell 
Horth and Jirn Cumming spoke v 
in favor of subdividing the land, 
described as rocky and un- 
farmable, and reminded Cor­
nford even when subdivided the 
land would remain in llic ALli.
Bui Cornford said Tuesday 
that although one of the;dwncrs 
Ken Pearce, has said’; he is 
prepared lo preserve the ALK, he 
was not willing to pul a SO or 100-
year covenant on it. a a ■
In other council hews:
•Council approved rezoning of 
2l0 acres on Cloake Hill, 
providing A; for ISOg one-acre 
homes. The approval is subject to 
the development fitting in with 
the community plan review, 
currently underway.
•Council approved that $2,000 
be set aside to provide for the 
services of former municipal 
clerk Ted Fairs, who has agreed 
to act as consultant in the 
community plan review. Council 
expects a provincial grant of 
$ 15,000 plus a budgeted to 
Coiiliiiiicd on PuKC A3
North Saanich council took a 
cool view of a suggestion 
Monday night that it take a poll 
of residents before recom­
mending any marina expansion .
A letter from Deep Cove 
Eastern A District ■ Property;; 
Owners’ Association stated the; 
motion was carried unanimously 
at its June 8 meeting.
Aid. Jim Cumming said people 
expected council to make 
decisions for them —- and he 
couldn’t recall that the Deep 
Cove association had ever been 
appointed to make decisions.
Aid. Alan Cornford riioved the 
letter be put in a special
‘marina” file and Aid. Harold
Parrott suggested ah addition to 
the motion — that council 
respond with thanks, noting the 
association’s concern.
Cornford said he “didn’t think 
that was really necessary” and 
Aid. Nell Horth said she un­
derstood there w'erc only 20 
people at the June 8 meeting. 
Cornford added he didn’t sec any 
reference to any particular 
marina in the
•A letter to North Saanich 
council fwm Sidney.. Bj.eakwajer,... 
Developments Ltd. quoting a 
resolution council made in April, 
1980 supporting the concept of a 
Sidney breakwater, drew the ire 
of Aid. Alan Cornford Monday 
night.
The alderman said the com­
pany was registered in the name 
of C.R. Ward Associates and 
charged Bob Ward had in the 
past written two letters which 
took shots at his, professional 
integrity.
“When that person is part of 
that organization I will not 
support it,” he said.
aMso charging the company of 
‘ ‘undue amount of pressure” and ; 
of “hiding in the bushes”, 
Cornford said it had been 
pestering couricif for support but 
“we don’t know who they are” 
and “they are businessmen who 
arc not prepared to identify
r':themselvesi’'’;,''';:s'.';''''A
Cornford said he has always 
supported the concept of a
€« 111 I in lied im Page A2
' By PEGGIE rowand;:, :
Go back 15-2() years to the 
early 1960s and the computers 
being produced were light years 
away frpin the current 
sophisticated technology that 
provides small businesses and 
liomcs with neat, efficient 
machines which have become so 
popular some 200,000 North 
Americans now own one and 
supply cannot keep up with the 
“cmand,
That's ' the message Robin 
Bickricll Af/ MictoConsputcr' 
Services Ltd. gave Saanich 
Peninsula chamber of commerce 
111 n tune 17 dinner mwtln|. 
Guest speaker Bickncll who was 
born in lamaica and educated In 
England, charmed Jhc chamber 
'w'ith ^ siofics, advice,. :,samC; har'd, 
file t sand; 'figures"' *■ ■ and.' sorhe 
warnings.'''":'''"'"'
Those bid computers in the 
, '60s cost $100,000 gnd $200,000, 
were unreliable, always breaking 
down and heeding an engineer’s 
attention. And they were so large 
they needed to be housed ip huge 
■.''■'"rooms.:;.'Only’'''':’yery,. ■A'lafge'" 
organizations could afford to use 
them—- and then they were by no 
■' means peffedt.''.;-::"'':^
But 10 years ago things began 
to change, Bickncll explained,
)i Researchers came up with 
enormous cost reduction in 
' ’computer "memory '"hanks' "’and ' 
soon began shrinking the 
memory and tlic: size of the 
’' machine.^^"" /̂■ 
When memory banks were
:.H:'bi1jcr,‘'arcas'..iiii..'''the::coniputcf.:an.d 
A thc'sc',:";'hdo',.'^:';'nhally';.:: became 
'■.s'sm.ailcf,’;cnding^''Jtp.':An":thc"v‘80s;' 
with lightweight, good looking
compact machines which sit so , 
well bn small desks or table;
At the same time floppy discs 
began to replace the mammoth- 
size cxjicnsiyc discs, there was no 
longijr any need to worry about 
air conditioning — and the 
machines beciime vastly more" 
^.■■rclialhe.';;^.A:Tod.a'y,;::': they■.■;; usc'''I a:A:. 
nellible aihobm of electricity and 
plug into a normal wall sockets 
AThe TRS-80 microcomputer V 
side by side with a printer on c 
; .'.demonstratiQn;...:''atAAhe:''miccling'^\''l"A'>:.' 
"'A'uscs'’ 'the’-'" floppy ' ''dl'ricS'; '.WhichA;."''A' 
contain SbO,000 characters equal / A 
; .:A'fb ■ 240.,letter “ages.’of i.typedhext A.:
■■"'■ —'" ■' andihev’rc'- In'crefflsifiii!"^^ the 
capacity every day, Bicknell told 
the chamber.
Fuelled by n unique North 
American market and (he 
'A','.' cvolutiotV:T>f Jdeas" in'J'he :^micro.;'::
Cunihiued on'I*age'A2''"’"':f’'’''"'’''"'";’'
nHILLEgl’S - ^ ' 
FAI^ILY RESTAURANT
Comer Eeacon Ave.
& 2nd Street, Sidney
)REDDI-GHEF
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
From 9 a.in.- IQ p.m.
{Fri & Sat. till 1 A.M.)
BREAKFAST-LUNCH-QINNER
Italian, Ukranian and Western Cuisine 
Pizzas, Cabbage rolls, Perogies
TAKEOUT
656-5331
9816 - 4th ST , SIDNEY
•Chicken •Ribs •Burgers 
•Soft Ice Cream ,
MON. - FBI. 11 - 8
Sat. 11:30-8 Sun.12 - 8
RESTAURANT
in or take ©ut
656^1224
17855 East Saanich Rd.
SAANICHTON PLAZA 
Chinese & Western Food^
; - Specializing in 
Chinese & Canadian Food
iOPEN Mon.'-,Thurs;4:30 - Midnighl : 
Fii.-Sal:-l;30-1:30am , “ v/ Suni4:30-8:30pm,
r'/ Delivery v,:ilh minimum order :
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
mWRici^
: i^srauRaNT;
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT - FREE OELIVERY 
Irom 5 p.m, witliin'4 railes;^^ order.
OPEN Monday Id Saturday It am - 9 pm 








Open for Lunch and Dinner
'ill; (closed for Lunch Tuesday)
tor FAMILY DINING 
at FAMILY PRICES
Mon. to Fri. 9 am - 9 pm 
Sat; 9am-ip pm Sun. 9 am-9pm;
6S6i-4115 2359 Beacon Ave.
CuisineJrangaiief
Wednesday Smorgasbord Dinner and 





: Evening Dining from 5 plrri. 
(Closed Tuesdays) 1:
Vifest Saanich Rd, by ; 
Royal Oak Shopping Centre
Reserions 47S-2123 ;
SIDNEY FISH & CHIPS
''Joan & George:l'^'.'Vi
Broaklasl, Lunch a Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11 ;30 and 1:30
7172 Brenkood Drive 652-2413
OPEN DAILY Tuos. thru Saturday 
11:30 a m. - 7:30 p.m.
9807 - 4th St., Sidney 
TAKEOUT 656-6722
SPEC IALIZING IN SE AF00(] ,& ST E AK 
;; (Sorry -- no crabs tor 2 months):
1 OPEN DAILY FOR LUNCH & DINNER 
(Closed Tuesday)
2558 Bevan, Sidney ;
"On the Waletlront"
6Se^4640
lANOUS CHARBROlUD STEAKS ?
Enjoy our 24-iletit Salad Bar
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL 
2321 Beacon Av8. Sidney 
656-4822
Silver Dragon Restaurant
Chinese Food at 
Reasonable Prices
DAILY LUNCH S'PEcUl 1 '
: i ,1 PICK; UP, & TAKE OUT l^: -' l
2470 656-1812
SEA BREEZE CAFE
'9776 - 4lh St., Sidney;
FAMILY RESTAURANT ;
" „:0PEN OAtlLY l j AMTori: ,,,; 
Fine Canadian & Chinese Food 
1 DINE IN OUR TAKE OUT : 




' BREAKFAST ^ LUNCH - DINNER 
H, Open Daily 8:0d ami!- Tiat) pmr ; 
Tlllli; Closed Suriday:&''lHo'l)davs^'l'''i‘;;
CowpicleTihe Out Service 65151621
GOOD rOUTUNE 
RESTAURANT
MeltlltlMi ta CMimm I Wtlltr* rM
lUNCH; Mon, lo Ffi 11:30 «in • 2 |).m: 
DINNER; Mun, lo Wed- 4 30 p.m, • 0 p.m 
, :Tiw, 4,'3(»pm.,''iOp.m,'
Ir^i. to Our 4:30' Mitimohi'
. ,, Sut«l»y 4;30p,m.-" 8,p.m,
TAKE OUT SERVICE 10% OFF 
9838 *3nl St, Sidney 656-5112
STEAK. PIZZA & SPAGHETTI HOUSED 
Evening Olning ln 
Fine Mediteffanean Tradlllon
' $,UII J IJ HI <(} }V,I
W.8 !*« H : Tlk'lOMllllHIHtoVf
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^ I
YOUR PROFESSIONAL BARBER & HAIR STYLIST 
Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyling 
Perms (Body Waves), Colouring
MARINA COURT onZndStreet 
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9788 - 2nd Street 656-7535






*1.49 lb. . • •
$^28
. /kg
SIDE BAC N *1.89 lb.
V. 1. AGED GRADE ‘A’ #1 FREEZER BEEF
hi,r^LS & FRONTS AVAILABLE
PENINSULA CHURCH DIRECTORY
LiSlinCjS in inns (Jtrt’Cioty are 
Review, 6‘)6- t1!j1
“d tree oj criaige to Saanicn Peninsula Cnurcties .as a public set vice cl the Sidney
i'l
V'* ; 'll. *■ ! ■
■ ft
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliencc Church — P,isw' Mel Hosftyn. Creenglade Scnool. ?18' lanrron Way
ANGLICAN
652-9573
•SI, Andrew'sRev David Fuller ............
9682 ■ 3idSI Sicney
•SI, Mary's — 193d Cuilra Ave., Saamchlcin 
•SI. Slephen's — Rev, Ivan Pullei 
Si SteiJhen s Ro
•Brenlwood Parish Church — Rev A Peine. 79? Sea Drive, Btenlwood Bay 








•Bethel Fellowship — F’aslor N B, Hamsori.............
2?69 Mills Rd Sidney
•Friendship Baplist Church — Pastor Ernie Kratoiil Sicily's Cross Rd.
•Sluggetl Memorial Church — 7008'vV. Saanicti Rd . Brentwood Bay • Pastor V Noidsitom 







•Our Lady ol the Assumption --- 7726 West Saanich Rd. 
•St. Elizabelh'sChurch — 10030 Third Si Sidney 656-7433
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church — Pasior Tom Gardner 




•Beracah Bible Church:— Paslorfoy L. Spivey. 5500 Hamsletly Ro.
^ LUTHERAN:,-;




•Oldtield Road Gospel Chapel --- Rev , Joel D Nenieion. 6606 Oicheid Road (P,A:0 CJ 
^ •Sidney Pentecostal — Rev. Ve:n Tisdalie, 10364 Mcdonald Park Rd (P.A O.C.),
PRESBYTERIAN :





Keating School. 6843 Central Saanich Rd, ft' ; ft, ft,
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST : J
■ Pastor M,A'Atwood. 10469 Resthaven Dr, ,Sidney: ft ,. ft. ,ft '-ft; ' ;
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST, LATTER DAY SAINTS
;■ ','2210Ea5tleigh;WayftSidnef'i::'., ft,;,: y , ft -ft',,:- ; 'ftftn.ft , ,




.'.•St,.'John'S,--.Reuft'H'ori Pratt ft,. ft'ft'ftftft,
10990 West Saanich Rd
•St. Paul's
,ft , 24lOMalaview —Rev Hon Pratt
ft Vshady Creek ft— ft'j'i 80 East iSaanich: Rd:ft'Rey MMoiti ftfl ftAtlams
•Brentwood , . ,








computer world, machines now 
tost one-twentieth of the old ‘60s 
models and factories simply 
cannot keep up with the demand.
Says Bicknell: ‘’We must 
recognize computers are here to 
stay, that .they will have an 
impact on our lives and that it 
doesn’t make sense to try and 
beat the trend.”
So how does a small to medium 
sized business go about using a 
computer? Bicknell warns these 
are hard times and the machines 
are expensive — the TRS-80 
microcomputer and printout 
costs $8,000 but it’s also possible 
to lease it for $320 a month.
How does a merchant measure 
savings? Bicknell advises em­
ployers to be careful about 
trimming staff — in fact, at first 
there may be more work 
associated with coming to grips 
with the machine. In a big typing 
pool a computer could likely 
effect significant staff reduction 
with perhaps none in a small 
office with few staff.
The benefits? There’s a closer 
“feel” of how your business is 
doing, Bicknell explains, and you 
can turn out a complete up to 
date financial statement daily.
The key word, he says, is 
flexibility. The demonstrated 
I machine is a word processor, an 
accounting computer and it can 
communicate — it can even 
control the environment by 
turningheat bn and off.
And, yes, it can play games, 
Bicknell assured the chamber. He 
says he’s seen it beat half the 
ftpeople who tried to win but “it 
can be beaten.”
He advised members:“lf you 
ft can justify ftit, buy one—- and 
don’t be scared.” But he also 
issiied a few warnings. Describing 
; the computer business as a ‘ ‘dog- - 
K eat-dog ft world
“cutthroat game with everyone 
trying to sell’’ there are some low 
punches being pulled, he says.,ft;
Be critical, and don't go into 
computer buying with precon­
ceived ideas. “It’s the same old 
con game,” he says. “Look at it 
with an open mind and ask what 
the machine can do.”
The best piece of advice he 
could give potential customers 
was to “gel it in writing”, to get a 
commitment from whoever is 
selling.
So you’ve purchased the 
computer and you want to get 
programs together Bicknell says 
it’s madness to attempt to write 
them yourself — it takes a year 
and a day to get moving. The 
customer can buy off-the-shelf 
packages — but be careful of 
these, too, he says.
The final answer is to choose 
local people who will stand by the 
customer and solve any problems 
that come up, he explains, so 
“look for local facilities.”
Above all, don’t pioneer with 
the newest machines, he warns. 
They have new problems for 
which solutions have not yet been 
found — stick lo something tried 
and proved, he advises.
He cautions the machines 
should have a nice environment 
— not just any old corner —^ and 
should be kept out of direct 
sunlight and have adequate 
ventilation.
Finally he told the interested 
crowd of some 60 chamber 
members,” If it’s done right, the 
grass is really greener over the 
computer fence—- but you can’t 
see it. You have to jump over and 
seeforyouself.” : ^
Bicknell works in harness with 
Lykel Hoekstra, of Sidney 
Electronics, 2496 Beacon. Both 
men look after sales but Bicknell 
also takes on programming and 
after-sales service. ; ;
Breakwater
Continued froiTi Page A1
Sidney “feakwaterv while Aid: 
Nell Horth said it vybuld have 
been different if the letter — 
which thank eci; couhcil; “ for any 
assistance you may be able to 
offer us in the future with our 
project” — had come from 
Sidney couricil ‘‘but this comes ft 
directly from the developer and 
that puts a different color on it.”
Mayor Jay Rangel said 
couhcil’s position was clear.“If 
and when Sidney council asks us 
tomake a comment we will do 
Council had had no dif­so.
ficulty in accepting the general 
principle of enhancing Sidney 
with a breakwater, he added.
Cornford said Tuesday he 
believed the two letters North 
Saanich council had received 
from Sidney Breakwater 
Developments Ltd. asking for its 
support was to enable to com­
pany to use that support to put 
prc.s,surc on federal small craft 
harbors to come up with some 
■■■money.'; ■
“The only waylhat breakwater 
will be built is with federal 
assistance,” he said No one I
know of has en' '! *.: siftks to do
it privately — 1! > to have a
.massive siibsidy.'”:,' ■
It jilst doesnU fly, Cornford
;;''saidk "'ft'':
In council, the letter was 





leadiiTg students in grade 9 ~ alT^^^ ' 
;;"licd’':;ft—were kelly ;':Knulspn,:;:'ft, 
Graham Cross and Todd Jacob,,; “ k
'ft'ThiS:.Ts;ft:to,.;''Correct;^:'incorrect 'Jn-''I 
formation supplied previously to 











ntemhershlp (ee ■ 
appliriaflie irward oiir
ft,"''''.' ftSKlATOjiT: N'ft '
.:.A
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Direct dial 
at booth
Merchants in Victoria and on 
the Saanich Peninsula can reserve 
a place for their businesses on the 
new direct dial system now in 
place at the Saanich Peninsula 
chamber of commerce booth at 
John Road/Pat Bay Highway.
There’s room for 32 clients and 
phone reservations are going fast, 
says chamber director Roy 
Spooner. The chamber’s visitor 
information bureau will also 
display business brochures and 
locate the business on a map for 
visitor convenience.
Outgoing Lions president 
Mike Sealey with Lion of 




Some 20 members of Ardmore 
Ladies Golf Club competed with 
14 women from Pender Island 
Golf Club June 17. In the 18-hole 
match low net was won by Fran 
Ewart, second low net by Janet 
Webb and third low net, Mabel 
Slow. Ella Sterlingand and Mabel 
Slow tied for the least number of 
putts. Thelma Caulfield won the 
mystery prize. Ardmore hosted 
Pender Island ladies.
Officers installed at Sidney Lions annual bash June 19 are left to right, standing, Ken 
Pleasance, president; Larry Lewis, tailtwister; Andy Andrew, 3rd vice-president; bottom, 
left to right, Don Phillips, director, and Mike Sealey, immediate past president. Executive 
missing frbm photo include Ken Friesen, 1st vice-president; A rt Kool, 2rid vice-president; 
Jim Curtis, secretary; Howard Rossherf treasurer, Roy Millar, lion tamer arid Tut fuskin,
director. Tom Cronk Photo
® tv..:,.
issued
Aid. Alan Cornford withdrew 
a motion v Monday night that 
council approve in principle 
expansion at Peep Cove Marina. 
Instead, the issue was tabled and 
will be “thrashed through” at a 
special meeting to be called soon.
Aid. Jim Cumming said he was 
“very much opposed” to any a 
change in zoning to meet the 
expansion since it meant council 
would have to relinquish its 
foreshore rights in favor of the 
marina. Granting approval in 
principle would indicate council 
was prepared to relinquish those 
rights, he said.
Mayor Jay Rangel said he was 
most concerned about the sewage 
situation at the marina where 41 
people have moorings. There 
were also conflicting reports 
from health authorities, he 
padded. Ly;.'\
Deep Cove Marina has three 
lots, two zoned commercial and 
one residemial. The company 
wants a water lease expansion to 
restructure moorage so there’s 
access from the seaward end 
currchily ; access is I'rom the 
oittside and The marina tends to 
encroach on the ntvtnicipal water 
r lease, Cofnfdrd'saidTucsday.::;:'''v;
A cep r d i h g ” t o ; municipal 
bylaws, V'the marina is i 
conforming, and sewage is a-lso 
nbn-conforming and wiihoth a ; 
fimctiohing septic field. ;
William Garnet Towle, 10276} 
Rest haven D r: ^ Si dney, was fined 
$1,500 in Sidney provincial court 
Thursday for driving with blood 
alcohol level over .08 per cent. 
He was also sentenced to seven 
days in jail, to be served on 
weekends, for driving while 
under suspension.
^ Douglas Ernest Cropp, 560 
Phelps Rd., yictoria, was fined 
$350 for driving with bipod 
alcohol level over :08 percent.
On Thursday Gregory Allen 
Colban, 10110 Fifth St., Sidney, 
was fined $400, and John Albert
Pelkey, 2701 Mt. Newton Cross 
Road, Central Saanich, was fined 
$500, both for impaired driving.
David Douglas Brown, Canoe 
Cove Rd., Sidney, was given a 
suspended sentence and six 
months probation for theft under
■S200.^''v':
David John j. DeChaniplain, 
915 Whittaker, Shawnigan Lake, 
was given a suspended sentence 
and six months probation for 
misleading a police officer about 
his age and was fined $75 for 









Other sizes available; in kit form; 
easily assembled; city survival 
gardens; heavy duty models: plus 
the unbreakables in custom 
design.






V " ALYCPS FASHIONS v
•Sportswear ®Dresses ®Sweaters and 
Tops>Lingerie ®Swim Wear
ALl:at:2©%-S@%:oFr;'
Good Value tor you and reduce stock, for us.; See us 
early in Brenlwood Bay.
MLYCrS FMSmNS
7105 WEST SAANICH RD. 
at the Stop Ligtity Brentwood Bay ; T
6523143
Car Clliiie
Our labour rate is
CHEAP
but our work is
Compare our ^
per ■ h®yr■ 
with anyone elses.
Increase your holiday spending 




(Lube & oif al ho extra cost > 
still in effect)
FitEE ESTERIATES
SIDHEY CAR iiie 
2491 BEVAIi
‘ ““
...... . , .
Continued from Page Al
pay for the revievv. Council 
agreed it was cost«cffcctive to use 3 
'' Fairs’'scrviccs.'v„i3.;
",,•Co.u nc,iI ected.'J 6;a'p'-:" " 
plications for mooring buoys in 
".3:J>cep03Cdve,'^Thcy,;;;\vduld3.3con-'!',3;^' 
xtitute jL hazard to navigation and 
could jiot be approved due to an 
uhacecpluble density in the area, ; 
V council agreed.'.3.;',
.,''3''•Headed '33'' Dick ",:."3'3'
Herlinveaux, council is planning : 
to tidy up and prevent crosion on 
Pat Bay Beach, A motion to takc 
$ I ,(K)0 from the com ingency 
33' fiind-'to 'pay; 'for'The^';work; was.:,';,;;3 




newlyweds to be! 0ur coin tmi, s
giiide to planning die perfect 




FOR A COMPLETE WEDDING PACKAGE
IHIcmiso of
-FACIALS - MANICURES -- PEDICURES -> 3 ^
- HAinSTYLlNG - HAIR REMOVAL -
PINK KITTEN BEAUTY CENTRE
2405 Beacon Ave. 656-2233
MAJOntCA PEARLS 3 ■ t 




FOR YOUR TROUSSEAU & LINGERIE
:;245TBeaconAve.y,:.3:;3'
FOR ALl YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS 
CLL THE PROFESSIONALS AT
■''33:,',''.:;^^'''::3':;3:^"3"'>':::1,ibwian:tra
2468 Beacon„Avc." 3 V';.'''.' ; ;,'3',''3';'"
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The spokesman for the Central Saanich businessmen 
who are asking for some sort of relief in paying their 
property taxes suggested that the politicians and 
bureaucrats do not yet seem to have realized the 
seriousness of the country’s economic plight.
There seems to us to be no doubt that is true, and it is 
one particular aspect of that failure to grasp reality 
which is primarily responsible for pushing the country’s 
economy to the brink of collapse.
It seems that the McEachens and the Buoey’s and their 
advisors don’t understand a basic change that has taken 
place in this country in the past decade or so.
It used to be that when they used the interest rate to try 
to control the money supply in the country they were 
dealing in the main with people who had an option 
whether to pay those rates or not.
Businessmen and householders were expect^ to hold 
back from borrowing when rates were high, thus cooling 
off the economy .No one was much hurt, in theory at 
least, because if they couldnT pay the interest they had 
the option of not borrowing.
In those days, however, mortgages ran for 30 years or 
So and loans tended to have fixed interest rates. -
Today about the longest of ‘iong-term” mortgages is 
three years; and most business loans are at floating rates. 
When interest rates are raised, therefore, they are ap­
plied to money which has already been borrowed. The 
borrowers have no choice, they have to pay.
That fact effectively sets limits within which interest 
rates can be used as a monetary tool, but our leaders 
apparently don’t know it.
Specifically, it is not possible to raise rates to the 20 
per cent range, because there are very few individuals or 
businesses that can pay that kind of usury.
A r- 11 •j'
back
Fuss about trees?
Reading your front page item 
in The Revie’s June 16 edition 1 
wondered if Sidney is not drifting 
into the category of Kipling’s 
Village That Voted The Earth 
Was Flat.
Such a fuss about a man trying 
to improve his place by the 
removal of a few unsightly trees 
Trom what he honestly believed 
W’as his property and which he 
had never been informed was not 
his. Neither probably was Dr. 
BruceUhe original owner .
I have seen these trees almost 
daily since they were planted,
letters
planting either as tree or hedge.
" I should say that a note from 
council to Mr. Dietiker 
acknowledging fault' and 
thanking him for his efforts to 
improve this area would be a 






cent interest ionia 
enough income
After all, if you can 
mortgage that means 
available for housing
saving for something less than four yearsv There sirhply 
are riptivery maiiyppople iii th^t income bracketj and at 
20 per cent the rest will lose their homes.
T In the; same way, there are few businesses that can 
generate revenue to pay interest rates in that range. The 
busirieSsman who has financed a major expansion at 10 
per cent in most cases cannot pay 20, no matter what. He 
will go tinder.
That being so, the policies now being applied by 
Ottawa to combat what they consider to be the main 
problem; inflation , wni inevitably wreck the economy i f 
they are continued long enough —- and there are ample 
indications that it isn’t going to take much longer.
W can only hope that the new budget to be brought 
down next Monday will reflect a last-minute realization 
that it is interest rates, not inflation; from which this 
country has most to fear. —
If hot there isn’t much to hope for.
haying grown tbenv frp^ 
and given them to Dr. Bruce as OXFAM-Canada has launched 
seedlings some 40 years or so ago. a special emergency campaign to
His hope was to keep them l^elp the Nicaraguans through
clipped as a hedge, a popular this disaster and we need your 
effort at that period. However, support, 
severe winter nor'*'—i.:n„j • rr\r mpfin 
some and badly 
as happened
species was planted localliL arid Li ^asure That your donation will
previously commercial zoned lots 
9 and 10 at the corner of 
Resthaven Drive and Malaview 
Ave. VVith the approval . of 
council at that time, council 
rezoned the property to special 
commercial, to allow us to build 
a house with art office to carry on 
ourbusiness.
It is the present council; who 
has taken away our commercial 
zoning and has now made us non- 
conforming.
1 trust our next council will be 
more interested in the protection ; 




Your donation will go
Thanks^
l rthcasters killed for edicines, food, shelter and
damaged others reconstruction.
whenever this C)ur expeiicnce and contacts Open letter to Sidney council:
_ ______ t l lly n en r ili t r ti ill On behalf of the concerned
to buy your home outright by survivors gradually recovered reach the people who need it. fi.sherman and boaters in Shaol
;s . m -
resistance to cold.
However, the branch /not 
characteristic of cupvessus 
inacyocaypa has been evident for 
several years. This trouble is 
caused by wind stress twisting 
and cracking the branches 
followed by interval rot.
— This can be seen clearly in 
some of the trees growing on the 
property of Mr. Munro opposite 
to Mr: Dietiker. Almostj all the 
trees of this species grown Ideally 
are Irom my seedlings, and while 
one or two have grown into fine 
specimens they are still subject to ■ may 1 clarify your report vvhich 
the dangerous weakness noted. states, ‘‘Russell Kerr, who carries
No one I'amiliar with the on a business on a non­
history of cupvcssusniacvocavpa conforming lot.” /
locally would advocate its' In 1966 wc purchased
K,. ^ . our appreication for your
^’caragua Campaign, 2524 replacement ; of the loading
' wharf. /';/Cypress Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
;V6j: 3 N2;',
Katharine Pearson 
Latin America Coordinator 
/ OXI’AM-Caiiada
", Council madel'iis:} : 
V /'' non-conforming
In response to your June. 16 
edition of The Review, under the 
heading zoning amendments.
''^our'iriends?-XNdmcsrsii>ne<i on hack:: iif 
GeraldCiodfrey, EHIvCarter* VictorM'arren, Tom llowcn, 
"Clmr/es Sanshnry.' Ted Skinner, hyvnn ElnyVElhen^KfekenV 
ikTTte((y:'Rfineffy;VMamt^ liullerV Jimmy GardnerFE,- 
EorsteT zL.V. FofifiP, A'lVO* flamtmmd, Dmtylas l.mvsmi,
iiicn Uurrb^ .^iAudreyrJ.vyJ'Uckf MarKaret ■ Mor>T)\ ■Yl^nc'A., 
McKecknie, Phyllis,; Dereson,': Cnfiert.'"Moutm\ '■■'Glett' 
Cnchran, Hriice nraidas, SyMKimfiy John Utwond, Muriel 
llali "dnd: Tlsk:'']GummcK;‘I—' 'Oeveson,.''] Photo'''courtesy:, 
MarlonTiulme.:'.TF:F^^^^ /';,
This valuable asset to those 




: William i. Thornmn?^^^":
William Thomson, a ship’s 
carpenter, sailed from England 
for Victoria in the mid-18()()s. His 
ship was wrekeed on the west 
coast of Vancouver Island and he 
was takent prisoner by a tribe of 
Nitinat Indians. Six months later 
he escaped to reach liis original 
destinatioin where he began 
Tanning.'
Tlie Parish of South Saanich 
began as a result of TItonisoh’s 
donation,of land, \vhich was for 
llu* sole' purpose ol’ building a 
church.; With the help of several 
oihet settlers, St L Slephen’s 
Church was httih .
One June 3, 1862, the rirst.; 
service was held, /!t is t lie oldest 
church Jn British Columbia still : 
liolding coniihiious services.
; I T he ; growlh oft he / Par ish 
I’antUy has hceii —ich that the hv<> 
‘arisli cluirches; (Sj.ySiepheh’s 
and St. Mary’stTio Ibnger have 
the siiacc to hold everyone, 
Consetiuently ovci 200 people 
meet every Sunday for ah ad­
ditional service in ilte Saaniehton 
elementary school,
Because of this sltOriagc of 
space, plans liave begun to ex­
pand the St, Stephen’s Memorial 
Hall for ’use in family w 
and Chtistinn cdueatipn.
/Today's pnrisli (amily 
cuiurihutcd a majoi pottion oi]t 
/JbeVTunds:'; necessary' Tor ;The.' 
bnildiiig constriiction hy pur­
chasing a ttiece of the expansion 
at. $50 a square loot,/ Wc are 
ti|ipcaling to t'Jose wiihput 
entreni Tamily tics here those 
who wcie btipiiscd, matned or 
confirmed, or have loved ones 
burled in St. Sieirhcn’s cemcierv;
Your contributionsAvill enable 
the Parish of South Saanich to 
- Conllmied on Page AS
60 YEARS AGO
From Hie June 22, 1922, issue of
The Review
At the recent good roads 
convention it became apparent 
that the sentiment of eastern 
Canada is to grab all it can of the 
Dominion road funds and let 
western Canada shift for itself.
One Toronto daily has this, in 
part, to say: ‘’Canada’s first need 
is to pay attention to the needs of 
the roads reaching our important 
cities, like Toronto. We believe 
the federal government would be 
unwise To scatter funds in the 
west. . '
♦ A *)c
l amp wicks will not smoke if 
first soaked in vinegar.
A ^ *
Young women, members of 
various girls’ clubs on the coast, 
are resenting the coming of 
British brides, and their ad­
vertising for British Columbia 
husbands. There is talk of the 
B.C. girls organizing to head off 
this invasion of their rights and 
poaching of their nuptial 
preserves.
50 YEARS AGO
From the June 22, 1932, issue of
The Review
With the forthcoming banquet 
to be held in the Deep Cove Hall 
on Tuesday it is well to consider 
the scope of the work which is to 
be covered by the organization to 
be formed on that evening. (This 
Story heralded the re­
organization of the Sidney Board 
of Trade as the North Saanich 
Board of Trade.)
Salt Spring Island — Word has 
been received on the Island of the 
sad death which took place in 
Vancouver on Sunday evening of 
Rev. / J .R; / Robertsoh, who/; 
dropped dead in tho pulpit when 
preaching / his 'farewell sermon.
'y; Rev. Robertson was to have been 
/ inducted To the United/Chufeh of ;
Salt Spring Island on July 8.
; 40 YEARS AGO 
From the June 22, 1942, issue of 
The Review
/ / Since the beginning Of the/wsur 
the Sidney Scout—rodp has been / 
pi aced bn a war/ basis/ A11/ are 
members of/; the / ARP as / 
messengiersv telephone operators, 
first aiders and ambulance 
men. . They have a regular 
weekly collection of salvage and 
have collected about 25 truck 
loads of material.
, ,■ '* .
The Bank of Montreal will be 
open ror business in the Sidney 
Trading Co. store bn Tuesday, 
June 30, from 1 p;m. to 3 p.m.
30,YEARS—GO/""; „
From the June 22, 1952, issue of 
/Hie RevieW;
Rcdisii ibuiion of federal 
ridings will result in the major 
giopi:) of Gulf Islands being 
severed; from the Saanich 
Peninsula, acording to 
— auihoniaiive reports from 
Ottawa. , The new coiisiituency 
v\ i 11 be k 110wn as Esquimalt- 
; Sailnich riding. ;Thcre is active 
—onjeci ure as to / which / seat /
_ General Pearkes (M.P. for 
Nanaimo Gulf Islands anti 
Saanich pentnsuhi) will seek to 
://.repi'eseiU,> /.,'/:: /. ;//';'
-:'’20,YEARSAGO "/.;/.-;'// /"'b'Yr/T 
From the June 22, 1962, issue of 
':;,:'T/he ResJevv—/;///////://,;',;/;/'/: y'i ///'/ 
Chaiterioh/ incfcas 
/ /hisTivargiii of yiclbry as he held 
the TNquimah-Saanich seat for 
; the Diel'ei)baker C—nservative 
..governinent/.'''/'
1(1 YEARS AGO/yr/T'/'C';"''
From the June 22, 1972, Issue of 
/,:,"The Review ■ ;■ \
A storm is brewing in Sidney 
cqnncil over a bylaw amendment 
now being drafted to abolish 
pat king Tequirements in That 
section of / the zoning bylaw 
governing commcreinl areas.
Persistaiu and at times 
.'//y,bbw,nrightTtHk attempts ,io get a,'/ 
clear piciure of Sidney’s future 
water supply failed (b disturb the 
/ unruffled /cdlni of waterworks 
/ hoard cbaiiman Jack Bdshcr last 
./V;;eiinesday. After; surveying .two ' 
i petifions and several / letters 
complaining about water scarcity 
-j/’;tOuP'': spiinklihg /'festriciions,
/ /"t'h:bnn?nV'';' Posher '■'eomiuenlfd 
: ■////Tunforninately/'';/ tberc. „is■/'■ no
/..’^/'WnieiT'/;■/ / .
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By PEGGIE ROWAND 
MORE RIDERS are needed in 
the 55-65 years category for the 
June 26 bicycle challenge races at 
Beacon Hill Park, sp>onsored by 
Sidney Velo Bicycle Club. High­
ways minister Alex Fraser is 
joining in, says Velo’s club 
president Derrick Mallard, who’s 
pressing for members of 
government at all levels to ride. 
Closing date for individual and
team entries is June 24, 
registration forms from Gwen’s 
Health Food Store, 6002 West 
Saanich Road. And there’s a bike 
riding clinic in Gwen’s parking 
lot at 6 p.m. June 24. Mallard 
invites everyone to cycle, run or 
walk to Beacon Hill Park June 26 
and suggests you take along a 
lunch. Each race is 10 laps, there 
are three age categories, prizes 
for winners and a special 15-lap
■'
TOP EVENT of the .season on 
the Saanich Peninsula — the July 
4 cricket match between Sidney 
and North .Saanich ■— will not be 
played at Wain Park as an­
nounced last week. North 
Saanich captain Eric Sherwood 
says the park is booked so the 
match will likely be played at 
Iroquois Park. But no tea and 
cucumber sandwiches laid on 
unless there are some kind offers.
DON’T FORGET lo take in 
the Strawberry Festival at
Violet Kean holds winning rose
challenge race by B.C.’s top 
category bikers.
ENERGETIC LAVINIA 
STEVENS is raring to go as she 
organizes tables for the July 1 
open market on Beacon — but 
she’d like to see more action from 
Sidney merchants. There’s room 
for 66 sidewalk stalls between 3rd 
and 5th — Lavinia wanted to go 
2nd to 5th but couldn’t get 
enough people involved — but 
to date only 38 have booked 
tables, 25 merchants and 13 
residents.
Lavinia would like to see more 
local businessmen involved. 
“Come on, chaps,” she pleads, 
“Get with it!” Owner of The 
Happy Cooker (Sidney and 
Brentwood) Lavinia says she’ll 
have a table for the July 1 
celebrations although she doesn’t 
expect to make any money. “But 
we’re doing it for the com­
munity,” she says.
MANY STRANGE FACES 
seen at the June 17 Saanich 
Peninsula chamber of commerce 
dinner meeting at the Waddling 
Dog drew comments. Apparently 
most were new members. The 
good turnout and increase in 
membership — now 160 —^ is
partly due to the chamber’s 
expansion into Central Saanich, 
and there’s talk that chambers 
across Canada are experiencing a 
revival in membership with small 
businesses coming together, 
hoping chambers might be 
helpful in these troubled times.
VIOLET KEAN, 9000 - 5th 
Street, knows how to grow roses. 
For the second year running 
Violet took top prize, this time 
with a single perfect cerise rose at 
Silver Thread’s rose show 
Saturday. Among many other 
winners was Les Moore, who 
took a first with his three “red 
devils”. Les had 28 entries with 
five firsts, four seconds and nine 
third places; R. Wilkinson had 
eight entries, with five firsts and a 
second place; Mary Collins had 
nine entries, with two firsts, one 
second, a third and an honorable 
mention.
THANKS TO Ben Richards, 
past president of Sidney and 
Saanich Peninsula Garden Club 
for his kind help Saturday and 
welcome to Grace Clark, 
Resthaven Drive, who moved 
here to Sidney from Florida a few 
months ago to be hear sister-in- 
la\y Mrs. Kitty Spence.
Brenlwood Saturday.
WOMEN LIBBERS who’ve 
been muttering darkly after 
reading Review columnist George 
Kurbatoff in our June 16 issue 
can mentally apologize to the 
psychologist. George’s copy was 
missing a vital third of its con­
tent, ending with the paragraph 
which asked women how alluring 
they were when they went to bed. 
The piece we didn’t receive 
followed on from there and put 
men through their paces.
more letters
Continued from Page A4 
continue its growth in this area of 
the peninsula that was started by 
the Thomsons and their friends 
- many:years;ago.':"'"/v.v
Eileen M. Daoust, 
Fund;Making Committee; 
; Parish of South Saanich





Well, here we are again. 
Fighting to I save V pur 5 delicate
he proud
One often reads complaints 
about present day youth and thdr ; 
‘ ‘don’t care” attitude It is thus 
with great pleasure that I write to 
you to congratulate Parkland 
school students who so ably took 
part in our emergency exercise 
Operation Pegasus June 8.
They showed a maturity and 
keen desire to be of help well 
beyond what is expected from 
people of their age. They arc a 
credit to their school and the
bird sanctuary from the ruthless 
exploitation of the developer 
from Victoria, Bob Wright.
His only interest in North 
Saanich is to make another 
million out of our land ; and 
seashore, and this time he has 
managed to get a lot of naive 
boat owners to back him by 
telling them he will let them have 
cheaper moorage, Maybe he will, 
for a year or two, and only as 
long as it suits him, but someone 
will have to pay for all the work 
he is going to put in, so don’t you 
believe the moorage will stay
cheap; he is much too clever for 
that,,/..;/;.:'V';'.'''i'"'
But if he was really clever, he 
J would make better use; of the 
existing Marina, do a bit of 
blasting, really use the berthing; 
space there is, get some of the 
present boat owners to swap 
berths with club members. That 
v/ould keep the cost down 
enormously and then perhaps he 
could charge less for moorage 
and leave Blue Heron Basin 
unspoilt.
We still hope the breakwater at 
the foot of Beacon Avenue will 
get built and provide enough 
'berths and to spare; What 
heartbreaking madness to dredge 
out and ruin for ever what took 
nature a thousand years to evolve 
in order that one man cart make 
another fortune and, a few Boat 
owners have some berths 
hope will cost a little less.
Hilary Swinburiie
yjL
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Lucerne.
1 Litre Corton ..
: Lucerne.;.. ..'v.
White. Canoclo Grade. doz.
* extra Crisp, ’Sourdough, 'Multigroin, 
TRoisin or 'Chceio. Pothoge of 6 . ■ • .
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Vogelobte Oil
Scotch Buy. 1 Litre Container ...
Scotch Buy, luithTies, 26’'x36'’. 
Pkg. of 20 . '. :
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SofeujQy. Tasty Nuggets . . Bag
Scotch Buy.
UJhite 1 . . . 4 . . . ..... .
^ Roll
Pkg. Truly Fine, flsst'd. Colours. Pkg. of 200 WBE Scotch Buy. 1.82 Litre Container
24 exposure roll
116 Size
I 20 exposure roll
"Regular or *Blot ' 5l '
750 mL bettiB , V •’
Plus Bottle Depojit *' ‘ ff^ "-i
Slmisi Size
100 ASA 14 exposure roll
m
Youf Choice
Porty Pride. Assorted. 200 g Box.
Taste Tells. Choice. 398 nrtL (14 fl. oz.) TinI for Seleetsd
;;Green ^Vegetobles ^
♦Suiiuel Peoi, 'Corn Nlblets, lUhite Corn, ‘
I'MIxcd V«9«tobl«s; ‘Splnoch, Hlmo fleons,
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BEACON PLAZA MALL 
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 
June 24, 25, & 261h
When you pick up your
finished portraits. * Retail value $2.59
(Total Package Price) (Deposit)
20 Prints; 2-8x10’s, 
3“5x7’s, 15 waliets
'• J, V V **’*^^J-
• Poses our selection
• Satisfactiori always or your deposit; ;
V/cheerfullyrefunded
Groups STOO extra per person :
: ® Your choice of several scenic backgrounds
• Optional 10 X 13 portraits cwaiiable at ! ^ 1 '
; special prices
• One toy per package
Photographer’s Hours:
THURSDAY .....................................10AIW-1PM








BEACON PLAZA MALL, SIDNEY
DISTRlCl: OF NORTH SMMfGH^
NCDTICE is; hereby given that all persons who believe their interest in property 
may be aflected by a proposed byMaw amending'Zonihg By-law No. 194; \yill 
: be atforded an opportunity to be heard ,before the Municipal Council, on matters 
contained therein; at a PUBLIC HEARING to be held at Parkland Secondary 
;Schbol.-10640 McDonald Park Road, North Saanich, B.C. bn Monday; July 5, 
1982. commencing at 7.30 p.m.
? Z()NING BY-LAW (1976) Amendment By-law (1982) Nb: 5, is a‘By-law tO re- 
7Zone the following described water lease;: ' ; N
■‘Commencing at a point at the intersectioh of the southerly boundary of Lot 4, 
Plan 37542. Section 18, Range 2 East, North Saanich District, and the said 
nalural boundary according to Plan 34590; Section 18. Range 2 East, North 
iSaanich;District, thepce along the natural boundary in a northerly, turning 
; ; easterly, then turning southerly direction to a point on the natural boundary be-; 
ing 54,396 metros distant and at a bearing ol l75'’06'35’' from the offset LP. 
at the northwest cornorol Lot 21. Plan 37542, Section 18, Range 2 East. North 
Saanich 'District, thence iq, a. point 100 metres. distant at a bearing of 
186“ 13’10' ’. thence to a point 10 metres distant at a hearing of 276“ 13'10” 
thence ton point 9:392 metres distant at a bearing o('6“l3'10", thence 302,46 
nictrus distant at a bearing of 282“11 '22" to the point o! comniencemenl."
' located IniBiue tleroivBasinirom Marina ’'M-S'' tb'marina ;'M:4’' "Recrea- 











Sidney fastball All-Stars 
proved to be helpless against big- 
league pitching last Wednesday 
night as they lost to Victoria 
Budgets 16-0. In regular league 
play, Prairie Inn moved up with 
wins against Hotel Sidney and 
Cordova Bay Juniors.
Harvey’s Kevin Orr got a single 
in the game against Budgets, but 
was stranded at first. Hotel’s 
Tony Graham and Harvey’s 
Jerry Spelay grounded out. 
Everyone else struck out, 25 in 
nine innings.
Budgets meanwhile battered 
Wayne Jones, Julian Valcourt 
and Dick Michaud for 10 singles.
two doubles and four home runs.
On June 15, Hotel got 10 hits, 
including four home runs, off 
Jack Gordon, but only seven 
runs. Prairie Inn also had 10 hits, 
off Wayne Jones. None of them 
were for more than two bases, 
but they made them add up to 
nine runs with the help of a 
controversial call by the umpire.
Prairie Inn led 5-0 going into 
the bottom of the fourth inning, 
when Graham Faulkner and A1 
Cross homered, and Hotel scored 
four runs. In the bottom of the 
fifth a two-run homer by Tony 
Graham gave Hotel the lead, but 
Prairie Inn got two more in the
sixth. In the bottom of the 
.seventh Faulkner tied it with his 
second home run.
In the extra inning Prairie 
Inn’s first batter was awarded 
first base on a ruling that the 
catcher had interfered when he 
grounded out. With one more 
man on, Wayne Duncan brought 
in the winning runs with a 
double.
Fred Borland and Mike Akam, 
for Prairie Inn, and Graham 
Faulkner for Hotel all hit three 
for four.
On Thursday Prairie Inn 
defeated Cordova Bay 7-0 in a 




There were no upsets in the 
final week of Central Saanich 
Little League Softball as Island 
Farms, Highview Market and 
Lambrick Excavating took first 
place in the senior, major and 
minor divisions. Final standings 
are;
Seniors — Island Farms won 
12 and lost three; Seaboard won 
10 and lost five; Precision 
Excavating won five and lost 10; 
Royal Bank won three and Tost
12.
Majors — Highview Market 
won 12 and,Tost two; Pacific 
Business Equipment won five and 
lost nine; Thought Shop won 
four and lost 10.
Minors — Lambrick 
Excavating won nine, lost two 
and tied one; Brentwood Bay 
Pharmacy won six and lost six; 
Speedway Motors won five, lost 
six and tied one; Royal Bank won 
three and lost nine.
ttsod Byriaw may be inspecletl at the Municipal Otftoo. 1620 




In Big League play Palm 
Dairies had a bad week, losing 
37-0 to Ray’s Sports (Hampton) 
on Wednesday and 30-1 to Vic 
Van & Storage (Gordon Head) on 
Sunday. Little League scores 
were:
Seniors: June 14, Island Farms 
15, Royal Bank 11; June 15, 
Seaboard 19, Precision 15; June 
17, Precision 19, Royal Bank 14.
Majors: June 14, Highview 20, 
Pacific 10; June 16, Pacific 12, 
Thought Shop 11; June 18, High- 
viewi 1, Thought Shop 10.
Minors: June 14, Speedway 12, 
Pharmacy 8.
Playoff games are going on 
this week. There will be Major 
games tonight and Friday at Rom 
Knott Park at 6 p.m.; the Minor 
final on Thursday at Rom Knott, 
and the senior final Saturday at 
Centennial Park at 9:30 a.m.
winiier
Tennis lessons for all ages, available at Centennial Park Courts
for 6 lessons 
NEXT SET STARTS JUNE 28th
Call Central Saanich Recreation for info.
652-4444
Register at Central Saanich Municipal Hall
Ken Milne defeated Dave 
Toobey in the men’s singles final 
of Glen Nleadows’ annual tennis 
tournament Saturday, while Jean 
Shaw Tieat Marilyn Williams in 
the ladies’ final.
Toobey turned the tables in the 
men’s doubles, teaming with 
Peter Crawford to defeat Milne 
and Glen Hallworth in the final.
Jean Shaw was a triple winner. 
She teamed with Vivian Davies to 
beat Natalya Parsons and 
Barbara Hale in the ladies’ 
doubles, and with Peter 
Crawford to defeat Vivian Davies; 
and Dave Toobey in the mixed 
''doubles.;
In the consolation; round, 
Robert Harding was the men’s 
winner, beating Jack Williams, 
while Roberta Harding beat Lynn 
: Milne ih the ladies’ final .
Jackie Bouchard and Ross 
Dennisen defeated Jim and Joan 
; Black in the mixed doubles, and 
Roberta Harding and Dee 
Freethy beat Joanne Wilson and 
Ann Romain in the ladies’ 
doubles.
Kipot Construction Steelers 
finished on top in Sidney Little 
League major division play, but 
barely survived a sudden death 
playoff with All Bay Marine 
Service Cubs Sunday, winning 9- 
8.
They meet Flint Motors 
Eagles, who finished fourth, in a 
two-out-of-three playoff 
Tuesday, Thursday and perhaps 
Saturday at 6:30 p.m. Eagles 
made the final by downing the 
second-place Royal Canadian 
Legion Aces 10-5.
Braves, sponsored by Army, 
Navy and Airforce Veterans, 
finished fifth in the league, with 
Sidney Lions Club Lions sixth 
and Pender Lions Club Pender 
Islanders seventh. Final week 
scores were:
June 13, Eagles 14, Aces 11; 
Braves 18, Pender 7; June 14, 
Cubs 7, Lions 2; June 15, Eagles 
8, Aces 6.
In the minor division, Airport 
Travelodge Totems finished first 
and downed third-place Island 
Furniture Mart Mets 8-6 in a 
sudden death semi-final June 16. 
Second-place Sidney Kiwanis 
Kings blanked fourth place 
Satellite Fish Co. Shrimps 10-0 
on June 17. Finals were set for 
Monday, Wednesday and 
Thursday of this week at 6:30 
. <P-m.;;
Sidney Bakery Giants finished 
fifth in league play, Laturnus TV 
Spitfires were sixth, Knights of 
Pythias Royals seventh, Hotel 
Sidney Expos eighth and 
Westcoast Savings Bombers 
ninth.;■
Scores in the last two scheduled 
games on June 13 were Giants 16, 
Expos 13 and Mets 15, Bombers
;T9.::
In T-Ball, Hawks, sponsored 
by Mr. TMike’s, finished first, 
with Harvey’s; Sporting Goods 
;;7;Tigers ,:;7; second iVT',Canoe Cove,;
Manufacturing Ltd. Cougars 
i third. Beacon Auto Parts Ravens 
fourth and Sidney Realty World 
Panthers fifth.
Scores in the final week’s play 
- were; June 14, Hawks 8, Ravens 
7; June 15, Tigers 17, Panthers 6; 
June 16, Hawks II, Cougars 7; 
June 17, Ravens 15, Panthers 4;; 
June 18,;Tigers l6, Cougars T; 
June 19, Tigers I3j Ravens 1().
; Closing ceremonies for the 
league will be held at the ball 





Next to Travelodge 
Every Sunday 
9 am - 3 pm
lilfo & Reservations 
656 -5316 (Eves prel.)
: ; ; ;ordyiid:' Ssioi^ci
Canoe Bay Sailing Club wound 
up its season June 13 with the 
annual 48-mile face around 
Saltspring Island. Top boats 
were:';■
Division I, Larry Mofford’s 
Main Brace and Gordon Inglis’ 
Backwater Eddy. Division TI, 
Holger Brix’ Samara, Roger 
Vale’s Temcnos and Kevin 
McCullbugh’s Vagrant. Divisibh 
III, Daryl Foster’s Tzonqua, Art 
Beresford’s Morgana and Cliff 
Watt's Anonymous, piyision iy; 
John Barker’s Interlude.
|; ot;the, Saaniclr Peninsula ljospiial;Society;will be helcl otvTuos*;
(lay.,29th June;; 1982, at 8:C)0:p)m; inTbe pinipg: ;|
I 'Lounoe n( the Saanich Peninsula Hnspilal.
AGENDA
2; READING 0|;THE NOTICE 0^ MEETING;
3, TO ADOPT;THE MINUTES OP THH PREVIOUS ANNUAL 
',;;';;MEET1NG^,HELD;:0N;'25'''J1JNP.'T981;,;;'' 
v4,' ^ ANNUALTIEPORTS'-,:,;■■ :T!i;I;'
Prosicient,;';TT::7 ■
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Kevin Jessup, Alan Dickinson and Rick:McBride (left to right) aboard Thunderbird class 




Evening Optimists wrapped up 
the minor division title in Central 
Saanich Little League last week 
with two victories, including one 
over second-place Brentwood 
Food Giant.
Food Giant also lost a close 
contest to Saanich Peninsula 
Savings and Credit Union. As of 
Saturday, with one game each to 
go. Optimists had 14 wins and 
one loss. Foot Giant 11 wins and 
four losses.
Jubilee Building Supplies were 
the only other team with more 
wins than losses, finishing the 
season at nine and seven. Aladdin 
Travel and Credit Union both 
had eight wins and eight losses. 
Smith’s Super Mart won seven 
and lost nine. Brentwood Bay 
Sporting Goods won six, lost nine 
and tied one.
Still with a game to go. Central 
Saanich Fire Fighters had six 
wins and nine losses, Keating 
Used Auto Parts three wins, 11 
losses and a tie. Scores last week 
were:
June 14, Jubilee 19, Aladdin 
11; June 15, Credit Union 13, 
Food Giant 12; June 16, Smith’s 
12, Aladdin 8; Jubilee 7, Sporting 
Goods 5; June 17, Sporting 
Goods 23, Auto Parts 8; June 18, 
Jubilee 20, Auto Parts 7; 
Optimists 8, Food Giant 3; June 
19, Sporting Goods 10, Aladdin 
2; Optimists 12, Credit Union 7; 
Smith’s 10, Jubilee 9.
In the major division, Bren­
twood Inn lost one of two games 
last week, but already had first 
place sewed up. Playoffs will be 
held this week, with preseritation 
of awards to take place begin at 
noon Saturday at Cente;nniai 
v; Park.^;.,:
; A sportsmanship awdrd, the 
0 Alan White Memorial Trophy, is 
to be presented this year for the 
' first tirhe.
Results of the final week’s play 
in the majors were: June 14, 
Pacific Flomes 11, Brentwood 
Irin 6; June 15, Brentwood 
Supermart 12, Wakeman and 
Trimble 3; June 17, Inn3^ Homes 
2; June 19, Supermart 15, 
Wakeman and Trimble 4.
The fledgling Sidriey and North Saanich Yacht Club is already 
flying high in international compeiiiion.
The team of R.ick McBride, Alan Dickinson and Kevin Jessup 
recently defeated a Tacoma team in Seattle in three stiaighi races 
to win the right Jo represent Area H in a Ndrtlr American 
championship to be raced at Vancouver starting Aug! 14.
Top sailors from all over the continenf have been taking part 
in eliminations for the competition, for the Prince of Wales 
Cup. In Area H, including B.C., Washington, Oregoh, klalio 
and Hawaii, 29 yacht clubs were involved.
The local sailors have previously raced for Royal Victoria 
Yacht Club, and they first eiitercd this year’s competition there,
but were eliminated, losing two races.
They tried again at the Sidney-North Saanich club and won, 
then eliminated Royal Vic, Royal Vancouver, Windward Sailing 
Club from Vancouver, and Tacoma teams, without losing a 
race.
The boats to be used in! the championship are:J-24N, a strict 
one-design, 24-fpot racing-cruising class. All races are match; 
races, between just two boats. A total of about 45 races will be 
sailed in Vancouver in four days to decide the winner of the cup, 
from among eight entrants.
McBride, of Lcitch and McBride Sailmakers Ltd. in Sidney, is 
jlie skipperbf the local entry.
even'' score SCHOOt DISTRICT NO. 63
^Institute of Ocean Sciences 
lyiariners evened the score witli ! 
Depot Dcipons Sunday jvheit 
they defeated them 13-9 in a; 
softbaU game played at the lOS 
larnily picnic at Centcnnial Park.
The Demons had won 16*12 in 
their first game on June 1,
Oil June16!':;4hc 4!'D 
thought they were to have a game 
against the- RCMP team, but 
something went wrong^ w 
comtnuniedtions and ; the' 
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•DOMESTICS
IndepondenfAuto Db8lors''OfB.d.':’";,''::':'V'::,!: .n 'V,!''iT'!rv';'!n'■■:■:■;
:'‘Downtown Sidney Auto Sales Tienv Motor Sales *()cenn Aulo Broktrts *Reg f | 
MIciglov MotorsTtdiM, Woods Motor J
.Indepondonl Aulo Denlcrs. Pledge;':!.!!.,.!,';'..■:'.!!T,!.k!.,''.!!J!'
•All Cars Guaranteed to pass Govl, Tost •We do not sell ek cahs •Wo do not sell ox 
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VIEW CAHS: FROM PniDAY NOON to AUCTION TIME,
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One in nearly every four purchases of 
appliances was made by a BCGEU 
family. Imagine, one quarter of all 
steieosy rnicrbwaves, ranges and ft 
; disliwashers and appliances sold 
in Victoria:''■■■; 'v. ■ ■
One in Five Jeans.,
18 per cent of ail clothing purchased in 
Victoria is bought by BCGEU families. 
The§e custbmefs retaiMS; (^^
■ • V .1.1 '..'Hi. I '
;,onV<>od,'::
BCGEU families spent about 
$40 million in Victoria supennarkets and 
food stores. Everyone involved in the 
food industry benefits from this.
BCGEU families spent about
$2.1 million in furniture and appliances,
ndaily one in every four such purchases.
i ' ( I
riv \ ■ J
’I'v .A
V'*” ’ „l~'
\ 1} ^ '
(A .(J/X -
i -i- ■ /
yK ■■ 1 y,A
;Ewry,^ Tbhth'Uilre;'
df:;pS':arid;oifpumhases,:;nnd;13':'':pefbeht'^^ 
of ahft uf neri;,traft ini srioh,tire y'-; 
.■alignhient^and 'general/seiyi'ee,."'ThiS'ddes^, 
not include Government vehicles.
... ^ ;‘i,^ 1*^:
'Itis^;conseiyatiye!y:;fttimated;lliat:ft 
employment of the 9,890 BCGEU
vihembefsft:-;>dctdiia,::createsJ.2^85T 
jobs ftr others.
.BCGEU, Research,'Statistics; Canada, 
Capital,:Regional,'Bistrict;inteiim;.C&s^^^ 
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By HELEN LANG
Today it is really warm . . . 
spell that HOT! Everything is 
growing madly and needing all 
the water that you can find the 
time to apply. As you know, the 
very best time of day to do your 
watering is in the early morning, 
preferably before the sun is on 
the plants. If you go to work, 
then it would be necessary to drag 
yourself out of bed an hour or so 
ahead of your regular rising time, 
but honest you’ll find the whole 
thing worth it.
If I were a poet I’d write a 
poem in praise of watering, 
calling it “Ode to a garden hose’’ 
or “Pour it to the Peonies’’ or 
something. Poetry is the only way. 
to describe the lyrical feeling you 
achieve while doing some quiet 
watering in the early morning 
. . . everything has a delicate 
misting of dew, the damp grass 
tickles your feet, the birds are 
everywhere, singing and going 
about their everlasting hunt for 
food, the roses are heavy with 
fragrance, the air is clean and 
fresh and clear, and aside from 
the sound of the birds it is almost 
totally quiet.
You rriay hear your neighbour 
later on reluctantly greeting the 
day with a mighty yawn, and a 
muted groan as he contemplates 
another working day, but by then 
you will: be feeling wonderful, at 
peace Vwith i yourself and t 
world.
You may be tempted to call a 
cheerful “good morning’’ but I 
. advise against it; you may receive 
a wallop from a well-aimed alarm 
clock as your reward!
Do you mind if I come along as 
you do a tour of your garden with 
the hose? Unless there are 
restrictions in your neighborhood 
against an “open” ho.se, that is 
the way to go . . . turning the 
water on so that there is a slow 
steady stream. Hold the hose a 
couple of inches above the soil; 
arid, avoiding wetting the leaves, 
and give each plant what would 
amount to about two cups of 
water. Larger plants will require 
more bf,courseV:;'T''\:'';:;A'iT'v^';';
; Water as far out around the 
plants as their leaves reach, or 
even further things like 
tomato roofs will reach but from 
t he St a I k a 1 m bs l t w o lee t in a 11 
directions when the plant is 
^mature.
; While you are watering this 
way you will have a chance to
e.xamine each plant as you walk. 1 
was thinking today that it would 
be a good idea to tie a carpenter’s 
apron around your waist while 
you are watering. In the pockets 
you could put your spray bottle 
of insecticide, your secateurs, 
some pieces of nylon hose to use 
as ties, a magnifying glass (if you 
really have to look at some bug 
that closely) and your garden 
gloves.
It is <50 handy to be able to 
bring out your pesticide bottle 
when you see a colony of aphids 
sort of throbbing with joy, and 
give them a rude awakening. 
Those things bring out a mean 
streak in me!
While you are wandering you 
could dead-head your roses and 
any other flowers that are spent, 
bury any slugs that have bitten 
the dust overnight, pick off any 
leaves that show signs ofmildew 
or black spot (tuck them in 
another pocket to be destroyed 
later). There are a hundred small 
jobs you can do that seem easy at 
this time of day but become a real 
chore if you have to do them at 
th(; end of a day’s work.
if you still have time you may 
as w'ell wash off the front porch 
and the walk where all those
The regular meeting of the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
Auxiliary was held in Brentwood 
United Church Hall .lune 8 with 
50 members and one guest 
present.
The meeting was addressed by 
hospital administrator John 
Benham, who spoke on rising 
hospital costs. The purchase of 
six electric razors for male ex­
tended care patients and 
$22,149.21 towards a blood 
analyzer ordered last year was 
approved.
A communion set has been 
purchased at a cost of $117.95 
and is to be used in the hospital 
chapel. A generous donation of 
$75. towards auxiliary projects
was given by the South Saanich 
Women’s Institute.
Mrs. Roni Naldrett gave an 
interesting report on behalf of six 
delegates who attended the recent 
B.C. Hospital Auxiliary Con­
ference.
Plans are underway for an 
annual bazaar to be held Oct. 2 at 
the hospital and for the area 
conference the auxiliary is 
hosting, to be held Oct. 21 at the 
Royal Oak Inn.
A garage sale will be held April 
16, 1983, at the agricultural half 
at Saaniehton Fair Grounds. The 
next meeting of the auxiliary will 
take place at 10 a.m. Sept. 14 in 
the United Church Hall, 
Brentwood.




AND ART WORKS 
at the
pillage
& FRAME SHOP 
Tues.-Sat.
2459 BEACON AVE. 9:30-5 p.m.
Next to the Bank ol Montreal IsW® EXPIRES JULY 15,1982
656-3633
TOYOTA in SIDNEY
Bible seeietf liopes to eoflecrt
Sidney and North Saanich 
branch of the Canadian Bible 
Society met recently at the home 
of Mrs. J. Gessner. Members
hope to collect during the 
summer months for translation, 
publication and worldwide 
distribution of the Holy Bible.
clematis have fallen and collecied 
in - soft mounds . : enough, 
enough .:. Lam just leaving
Sorry to be so “bossy” on our 
' walk, but wasn’t it lively outside, y 
f j ust:;; f heftwb f of i; JusiM ni'fall: TKat; i; 
beautiful quiet?
Have had a rude awakening 
this past week. Found my garden 
wasn’t the best in the world after 
all! Other people have lettuces 
that are larger and firmer, corn 
that is taller and stronger, 
ypetuniak;; that : are prettier,f fosesf 
that are rosier . . . ah, it was 
aheart-breakery especially/when 
pneigentlemah (Ken Matthews by 
/name) presented me with: a 
/ boquet //pf ' truly exceptional 
sweet-peas, \yhen mine aren’t yet 
/evendn'budl '/y.'
:Ncxt/year it will be Astro turf 
and ugly: plaktic novvers for me, 
unless there :is a little more co- 
: operation from this garden! Do 
ypu hear me, garden? 1 mean it! 
Well, ;maybe j^ust one more 
'/’chance ^/:/':' "'::"////'//-/:/■ /''■",
Next week: Planting a fall 
vegetable : garden / something 
that will provide a whole series of 
treats all winter long.
Silver Threads
Silver Threads centre :U 10030 
Resthayen Drive is open 9 a,in,- 
4 p.m. weekdays, 7-9 jr.m. 
evenings and 1 -4 p;in 1 Sallirday ' 
aiid Sunday, I/uncltcs, tetts, 
/coflces,/cardsy jibrai y,, billiards, 
wide variety of :ciaft cl!isscs,
/ fecrea I ion a I act is'it ics, languages,' 
/trips and jiiore. If yoir/are::60:Of 
betiepiSijvyr d/hreads \voi||d like 
to hetifTrpm yoti, Cali 656-5537. :
Cbnlil1|'''evctlts^'''■'•~'''.llJjy'■':lf-----/ 
centre/open: 1-4 p,m/;’;iiily:8. ---</ 
day trip.
NEED AN ELECTRICIAN?
I /::To teplate a; faulty .s\yilcii:/t»'ti;7'aoiher/Wail plugv-eoiirtwfI T /pliancu or add anoihoniiglittn unfi ol/tlie/raomst)r basefnent/'r / (j: Qualiljed Joutiittyniaii tieittrieiari:'t,if,eiist)d aiid liviiirran 'ypui area 
can provide (irompt ami olliCKiiit smvicf! '
;/:// /:/;/ No / lob' f oo'Bmall
' free Esiiriiales op'Eledlric’'Heatirig/’a'fowire,or/nf?w ,constrijclion.'/:/^^ ' Jim' leMor4|uairid'T7.a^.....
DISraiCT OF NORTH SAANICH
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
JUNE 30tli, 1902 tk the iat day■ tor payrririni of 198? properly taxes without 
..penally./,
PeiMilies Unpaid idB./ laxns are subieriio pmeentape adpitions as foilowB::
July ?,r.T-.";'’
’/'Sdpiember.'30/198?;/' an,'atimtioiivii: 5%■/,';;/',"”/■'?/: ’',/'//
AppiiPliOim l|i! il'it; riOv'iriCKii llunic.',0vviiui ..tiianl rnusi be widipleietUimj sub- 
mitied to the coiifitldf by lumi 30ih /i98? to riVoid penally on the amount dl lhe 
pram
;mfiynnrewhnam'-*
:to whothef lhfhj; taxes ate pald,mlioui(l‘(iim;k'Wliit tbo tax (lopaflniem botcire' 
;dUnodOiH./l98?/- "..V.'.'' ''/'/"'v/,'''./'..v:
■'<: ,/,/■ ■:,1/i'//''/:'''‘ ’,".'^;/'V'':'/./,://'/'■:'^. f/i:://f'ft;'isurfifyC()iieclor/:
NOAM FRieStN
DEaiqMe.R. /&OILDE.K,




'#1 Quality car & truck in Canada 
'#1 Gas Savers 
'“ lowest repair average” car 






624 FRANCES - VICTORIA — 386-3516 6S6-S24S
,Tn" Downtown' Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel /^ ^
STORE-HOURS:.
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 .k S
SUNDAY:10:00,.-/5:30./.
CqUHTRY MELLOW / , ,
Side Baeoii 5oog.....















1 Rib Steaks :.f932.88:^6M:1 B.B.Q.MINI
I Short Ribs :a*1:38:^3®11 'I FRESH YOUNG
1 Beef Liver ./■ib:48^:^l®l/1 GRADE‘A’FROZEN
ICornishllen '';./:/1:'$p8',ea/'/"/^•://"’//•':
ROBIN HOOD
1 Sugar •/./TlOUf:'.:/..^■"."•':/"-f’/10 kg/.,/'"/'/''/'.;/'■/
I $g99 $499
1 MACARONIS CHEESE
1 KRAFT DINNER : .....2/79' f'
1 ROBERTSON’S : 1^^^ : /




1 MARGARINE^s*? ’ .$119;/
I wASA ALL VARIETIES
1 CRISP BREAD 99'
1 CHEF pOY-AR DEE lASAGNA OR 00
1 BEtF RAVIOLI 425g :
































































SHRIMP ... . .
UNIVERSAL RED SOCKEYE
/.tin'
418gtin . , i 
UNCLE BEN CONVERTED / '




PIE 425gtin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McGAVINMULTIORAIH




















The Waddling Oog Inn
.Patricia Bay Highway - Reservations 652>l 146^
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Tod Inlet project in doubt? wunt
By JOHN GREEN
The approval process for Sam Bawlf’s Tod Inlet Estates 
development took a step backward at Central Saanich council 
Monday night, and in the meantime documents filed with the 
B.C. Registrar of Companies indicate the project may be af­





Council abandoned the bylaw, already given two readings and a 
public hearing, that would have rezoned part of the Tod Inlet property 
for a golf course, and started the process again with a small part of the 
area leE out.
Aid. George MacFarlane said council had not been aware that the 
legal description in the original bylaw included a small area along Tod 
Creek in the agricultural land reserve.
He could not support giving a commercial zoning to ALR land, he 
said. Taking it out \vould make no difference to the project and was 
agreeable to the developers, but would require a new bylaw and a new 
public hearing.
The new bylaw was given two readings with a new public hearing 
date to be set.
The documents concerning the project indicate a $2 million 
payment for the property which was to have been made on March 15 
of this year was not made.
The original agreement between Tod Inlet Estates and the former 
owners, Genstar Development, showed a balance owing of $5,719,000 
with $1 million to be paid June 30, 1981, $2 million to be paid March 
15, 1982, and the final $2,719,000 to be paid March 15, 1983. :
The new agreement calls for only $500,000 to be paid March 15, 
1982, with further payments of the same amount at six month in­
tervals until March 15, 1984, when the $2,719,000 will be due.
Interest is at 1 'A. per cent over bank prime until Jan. 16, 1984, when 
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A petition signed by more than 
50 businessmen asking for tax 
relief was presented to Central 
Saanich council Monday night by 
Ed Gait of GWG Rentals Ltd.
They asked that the council 
consider allowing business 
property taxes to be paid in 10 
monthly installments, interest 
Tree, “in order to retain the 
sound tax base of commercial 
and industrial zones.”
Council agreed to consider the 
request and referred it to the 
finance committee.
“Business in Central Saanich 
have been subjected to severe 
economic pressures and require 
the co-operation and con­
sideration of council,” the 
petition states.
“The problems facing these 
taxpayers have been caused by 
lower revenues, increases Tin 
property taxes, hydro, telephone, 
licences, freight, and all other 
' expenses.:.' ,,
Gait told the' council that he 
and R6n Tidman, of Tidmah
Mike Ford, a marine engineer by trade, shares his scale model commuter train locomotive with 
public during annual Saanich Historical A rt^ct^ Society open House Saturday and Sunday which 
marked 10th anniyersary of the Victoria Model Railroad Engineers A ssociation.
'VT^TTA'TT.'TT:'V'T'7-'v'-vT:; Tom Cronk Photo'
By PEGGIE ROWAND 
Sidney Lions have received permission to use the north east 
portion of Tulista Park for a moto-X track for youngsters and 
the project is already underway. Don Phillips, Lions chairman 
of the club’s bicycle cornmittee says he’s shooting for a July 
opening.
Phillips is keen to dispell any alarm experienced by people 
who think moto-X racing involves motor bikes. Not so, says 
Phillips. The bikes used have pedal power only and not engines, 
so there’s no noise.
The sport is comparatively new—- it’s only been around about 
five years but has become so popular it might be introduced into 
the summer games; Thfe bikes — which Tahge in price from $190 
to $1,000—- have nobbly tires, lightweight alloy frame and 
componentsTand are fully padded so youngsterswon^t hurt 
' themselves'racing, ,"'t 7; ;.'”A7:'7T'" ' ■ V't'7,; ;,;t;,'T/';,';.,7A-.,' '
Lions will “sculpt” the track which will jump, dip and take 
“Burma" turns (180 degrees, a banked turn). The trhek is 
generally S-shaped with an overall ichglh of 900 feet. A
The track will likely be fenced jo prevent people riding motor 
bikes onto the track, he adds.
; Youngsters as young as five and oUicrs as old as 23 years may 
ride, Phillips says the current worlcl moto-X champioh is 23- 
ycars-old. He predicts there arc asmany as 500 youngsters with 
ihoto-X bikes on the Saanich Peninsula and anticipates an 
" .............. in the Lions venture,
It’s certainly a lovely swim­
ming hole, but there’s a law 
against diving into other people’s . 
drinking water.
Central Saanich police were 
called several times on the
of Keating Industrial/Park had 7 
taken up the petition.
“Many business people coming 
into my office have been telling / 
me ‘We can’t pay our taxes this 
T year,”’. Gait said. “Obviously ; ' 
many ciyil servants and people in 7 * 
government and union trades 
don’t realize how serious it is.”
He said that in trying to collect 
his own accounts receivable he 
found that many businesses were 
in a desperate situation, “one 
fellow was in tears.”
In the last month there were 
400 liens filed against Greater
*S « n Ar< o Art , '.f.'.- ' *,» a - ■ A a « A-‘. -i": -i';-: -.. 4:..--' ■
' weekend to chase swimmers away 7 
7 from the pld Bfentwqpd reservoir:: 
peside Wallace Drive, south of 
Beilvehuto.
- i' K
Victoria •-businesses, he .-said, ..............
“and most will result in
Mayor 7DayP Hill; comriiehted
A former limestone quarry, the 
reserv o i r is e he lo se d beh i ri d 7 a 
chain link fence and locked gate,
5 but ;wcll-\vorn trails indicate that 
many people have found their 
way through or under it.
V Although signs identifying it as 
a source of domestic water supply 
arc 'in plain sight people7 are 
apparently under the impressibn 
t hat si nee S ook e water has cbmej 
to the peninsula this water is no; 
longer used. *;;'''’7''^';.,
That isn’t necessarily correct. 
The reservoir .still seryes as a 
7 “backup”, and CRD waterworks 
officials were putting up ad­
ditional “no trespassing” signs 
;":'Mohday;, ,
I’oliec have not yet charged 
anyone, but swimming in water 
iiscci for domestic supplies isT 
prohihited under the sanitary 
fcgiilations of the Health; Act. 
There ltas al^b been vandalism, 7 
wit It t lic door of the pumphouse 
siitiished in, and another hole 
: siTiaslied 7 iiL the side of. the ; 
;;buikling. ”77:7'^
' ■■ '■ 7 ' ' 'v:' .V ' ■■ 7^.v,. ;• ■ ..r...■, - '• T;, ,5‘
I i 7'?' t '
Li :
®irr7”
in trouble too and asked, “under 
the Municipal Act can we do it?”
He suggested there should not be 
a quick decision and that the 
matter should go to a committee 
for study.
Tuesday morning acting clerk 
Gay Wheeler said a section of the 
municipal act was being studied 
which apparently would allow the 
council to do what the petitioners 
requested.
The section states that a 
council may by bylaw provide for 
payment of “specified” property 
taxes by installnients, and that 7 7 77 
the bylaw may modify the 7 ; *
.7(t
Phil Ellis p qsts; one of
new signs warning against tresptissmg at Rrcnty’oq^f r^^ 
voir, ; ■.7.:.:7' 77.; '';7;.''7:,::,/,': 7..loinKtreenl»|i(>(l<L:7'’
the act which impose penalties 7 7 7 7 
5.:,7"for late;paymcnt;77'^77'''77*
Wheeler said it appeared to be 
within councirs powers to set up 
such a systcni for specific classes 
: i)f property, such as cointnercial 
or industrial.
Another section of the act 
irnposcs it j0 per cent penalty for 
taxes not paid by July 1. Council 
can SCI a later date, but must do 
7 vso before sending out tax notices, 
which has already been done.
The section allowing for a ' 
bylaw permitting instalment 
payments and modifying 
IKMutliies docs not contain any 
such restriiion as to when council 
,;:;;;,7'has'to;passjt." !■ ' ' ■■ ■ :
mm -yl 77
^ 7 Saanich council is in
lavor of hospice^; and against
pbr;nography77^<77' •v:7':'";'7 7':',,;;;'7>'
7 I’anv IMackstonc, for AA^omen 
; Against Pornography, ;;wrotc ' 
pointing out Vicloria city council 
/ is “cm btoiled regarding / a 
proposed bylaw 7 prohibitiiig 
‘intlcceni films’, aimed 
specifically of getting rid of Red 7 
7H‘iI Video,” and that the owner 
hatl said he would simply move to 
I t ahblhcr municipality.
7: ;7il e r'' 7l;cH c fl: su gCs t ctl';; ■' that''' 
iminicipalities enact a prohibitive 
bylaw jahead of time. First 
tcaction was to file the letter, but 
Alil. George''McFnrIanc took a
stand against"modern 7per- 
Ijnissivc attitudes.’’,.: .;';77.;7::7777*7'.'''77';
7 “I saw one of (hose movies,” 
lie sold, ’’and 1 was born bed out 
of my mkid, If7 wb don’l act 
against it we have holes in our 
heads.’/
Gouncil approved his motion 
to; have i)|e bylaw conuniitec 
prepare a'prbhibitiVC bylaw'. 17 
McFarlane also set titc lone of 
support (or Hospice /Ylctoria, 
7anct; tWQ othci; aldcj uitu had said 1^:
they did not quarrel with Royal ' 
Jubilee Hospital's decision (t* 
discomimie the project because
;olshoiiaBe,.al.l'nnds.,,,;:;.'7. :;:;7
Tlie itospicc is an aren7at the
ho.spltal where dying people arc 
cared for in ;a7 less7 sfructufed 
atmosphere;than in the wards, 
McFarlane said it was "a fine 
way 7to help people in their last 
days”, better and cheaper than 
tlie alternative, which wuito have 
tliem lh acute care beds. 7 ^
He ob j ected to hospi t al f liiid I 
being; spent 7 on big : ^salaries, 
lu,\ury cars for staff and officials 
with : “carpeted waiting rooms 
(hat used to be hospital roonis,’’ 
Cuuiicil 7wiil wiile to V tlie 
hospital urging 7. the 7 hospice 
program contimie and will so 
notify “ IhC ; Friends of the 
Hospice’’, whose letter prompted 
(he d kens si on.
The former Grand Frairic and 
District residents annual picnic is 
set for .3 p.m. Friday in Cen- 
tennial Park, 7 Bring a potluck 
supper and coffee; tea and ; 
dessert will be; provided, Also, 
please bring television tables, 
chairs, dishes and cutlery, say the
-/■^organizers.;// '://:;7;::7.v;.'77/./,,
■.".; ■:7'Succcss;;o.f’thc.lplcnlC'ldcRcndii',
; <)n attendance — so please make
77cvvi> cffoit lu aiiciid, they s*ty.
7 ''Bring your family and every 
l"ormcr' Grand Prairie artti district 
resident we may have missed on
7(Hu*Taalling list,” A fee of $1 will 
be collected to cover expenses.
'"r:’/;.7'-'.7.'











Free Road Test & Estimates
ViSA
6765 Kirkpatrick - ®52“9633
in the Keating Industrial Park
(across,from Butler Bros. Gravel Pit)
Your articles in the Sidney 
Review are very interesting.
What can you tell your readers 
about a person having their past 
life come back to them and how 
to cope with it?
During the past months my life 
from a little boy up to when I 
came to Canada at 24-years-old 
has come back to me in all its 
“glory” and in great detail. It’s 
not a case of my guilty conscience 
of what 1 had done, but what was 
done to me and people by a very' 
wicked mother. It’s over 30 years 
ago!
I’m a very stable person, very 
cool and calculating, I fought 
against it for months but 
eventually it had me on my knees. 
I talked to my daughter and she 
diagnosed me; 1 have “selective 
amnesia” The ability to select the
bad parts of any incident and not 
wishing to remember them or 
unable to cope with them, to bury 
them into the subconscious mind, 
but retain a little memory of the 
incident.
At a later date they can come 
back out, cannot be suppressed 
or forced out; they do so of their 
own free will, and the way to deal 
with them is to let them appear 
and then resolve them usually by 
talking to people.
Well, her diagnosis fits me. I 
accept it. 1 felt that I was bringing 
my own life back but since 1 have 
accepted that this “gift” is a 
recognized thing, I have been 
coping with it.
My life there was full of 
“unpleasant” incidents.
Had 1 known from the start 
that what was happening to me
All Breed Dog Grooming 
Professional Clipping 
Bathing and Grooming 
Personality Trims 
Toenail Trimming
2317A BEAOOi (Beacon Flaza|, Sti^EY, IX. 858-11822 -
(Adjoining the Aquatiel Pet Shop)
was a natural thing I could have 
coped much easier.
Is selective amnesia a gift or 
fairly common? I feel it would be 
very helpful to people to have 
“life coming back to them” and 
how to deal with it explained.
We have known people to have 
gone completely “nutty” because
Remembering” 
[Name and address supplied]
Clinically, what you are 
describing is not so much am­
nesia but hyperamnesia, which 
can be terrifying because of 
memories from the past which 
you cannot control.
If the memories from the past 
are not recent but date from 30 
years or so ago they can become 
particularly disturbing because 
not only the memory of the 
events are rushed forward but 
they can also become mixed and 
confused in terms of time and the 
reality of the event. This con­
dition is called Mixophrenia.
In most cases hyperamnesia is 
more of a curse than a gift and 
becomes more evident and more 
acute as stress levels increase. A 
person can become quite 
hysterical when confronted with 
a flood of memories from the
past over which he or she has no 
control and, in many cases, the 
person will not react at all to a 
given situation or, will act 
irrationally and later be riddled 
with remorse.
These conditions are fairly 
common to a lesser or greater 
degree. In a mild form they can 
be just pleasant or past horrifying 
experiences which we learn to 
accept and overcome.
In a greater form they can be 
very destructive and life 
process tilting,; sometimes 
requiring medication and even 
hospitalization. In the main 
however, most people can learn 
to deal with them by even just 
verbalizing them with good 
friends or possibly with 
psychotherapy.
Dp you have a problem, are you 
concerned with the state of your mar­
riage, the behaviour of your 
children? Do you need help? George 
Kurbatoff is a psychologist living in 
Central Saanich. As a community 
service, he invites letters from con­
cerned readers. Replies will be given 
through his regular, weekly column. 
Write; George Kurbatoff, c/o The 
Sidney Review, 9831 - 3rd Street, 
Sidney, P.O. Box 2070, V8L 3S5.
“FAITH FOH TODAY"
“LOOKING UNTOTESUS ...
THE AUTHOR AND FINISHER OF OUR FAITH.”The Church By’The Lake. 1^ ANGLICAN ,
iELMi B^E^TWOOD IllWe are living Jn unusual days, we are seeing greafpressures and tremendousl
company challenges coming upon our society. We are living in days where our faith; in
i f ill righteous men is better raliiSll billllluH Smilitary might, our confidence in economic securities, our;trust: in a superior 
' ^ ^ 792 Sea Dn III political system, and our assurance in natural resources are being tested to the
G pMif l i ; ill than wealth and a rich Brentwood Bay ilHimit. I’m sure you will agree, that our faith in these things are being shaken, even
5363 Pat Bay Hwy. || estate. § “Jesus Christis Lord” iil‘°
Sunday |i _ Furioides
in-nn a m iii iii ' k- ' V '' o'honey?" They were strongly advised tci remembertheford their G6d;who brought!
Si .ou a. I. III Lommunion; bunday behoof ||| them out of bondage; led them and fedithefn in the terrible wilderness,'before get-1
Morning Worship i||| i||| & Nursery, Coffee lilting to the promised landGThe reason being, they would forget thatiifwasthe Lord.l;-":
'■ ' ■ ". ......... ..... . ..... . ... Fellowship iiitheir God who gave them;the:power to getwealth, and;would begirt to,say:ih.theirp =’
i||heart, “rny power and by my might, and by my hand have I gotten me this]




mm Could it be, that we as a nation, are repeatingthe same mistakes the Children of
Greenglade * 
^Elementary School ; 
;2151iLanndn Way;
:
j 11 ;00 a.m... Family’Worship |P
Wed./Thurs.
/iviU p.m. 
with Douglas St. 
at Elk Lake
, Hi Rev.-J.C.A. Barton.ni. Flome Study pnii 652-3676
|li A very warm welcome awaits ^lilwealth." The Lord their God:warned;themthat:through this veryacfofdispbeying 
11 life'll would meet with disaster. Unfortunately they disobeyed the voice of
Rev. Alistair R Petrie IlGod. .
OF THE If ...................-...... .... ............. .... ............ ....... .....652-3860 f.'' We must ask ourselves the question, "who is the real supplier of life’” Who is I;; it who intervenes in your behalf? Whd is it Who takes pebple andithihgfand jbpyesr




I , , GOSPEL
9925 Sth Street |i|i|i
Sidney, B.C. |||
; GGfSunday : G :- :; S - ^
ill; 10:00a,iri; ' Sunday School |||
^ young boy, I used to see rhy grandfather read the Bible. Hawouldfread for 
■ B III long times.- pausing only to uhderscoreia passage: HefWould be so absorbedfthat
^ noise of his grandchildren running, playing and shouting:
times he wduld look up and I would see tears in his eyes. One day I asked
liihim why he cried when he read the;Bible.; Wipeing away the tears,vand closing the 
i f III Bible he would smile and say;v‘ ‘sori, 'someday When the Lord Jesus is real to you
H SDSEMTIST B W. Saamch Road
OHIIBGII III 6:30 p.m. .. .Saturday Mass 11 00 a.m: .Morning Worship ill 
fu T'f „ Mass ill 6:00 p.m.: .; Evening Service ill
. Resthaven Dr. r Sidney M:i n . t r.::fpiiw-ini ■'' ’ i n i.’i i ^ PastorTom.Gardner: f
SERVICES iii Office: 656-3544
19:30 a.m.. . Saturday Study i|i p| Home:'652-4521
I 1 1 *00 n*l - f \A/Archin ...... iii-ii.ii
CHURCH
7008 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
1l:00a,m, ........... Worship |||
ill as a person, when you feel him standing on the inside of you;,when you knovy he isi:; 
iilcloserto you than your breath.Jhen you will; know and understand.:" * h
ill I was a teenager before I committed my life to Christ and the first thing I didw 
get out the Bible and begin to read it for myself , and, I began to understand v/hat| 
my Grandfather was saying. , ? , V T
O H o ^ Yousee when 1 accepted Christ into my heart, I did hot embraceJust an idea or al 
....... philosophy, I;embraced'a person,“the Lord’Jesus Christ". Today Jesus is the!
ill 11'00 a,m,;, Family Worship ||| most real person;i know; and I canie to .know him best by reading the scriptures, 
ill 7:00; p.m. y. Evening |i||j(^,-Q^,g|^ j|-,e \/yord of God I followed:Him, down the dusty roads of Galilee and ,wat- j
ilii Fellowship, ||l ched Him minister to the sick and needv:''
Vyednesday ; .: ilii b|ems.
10:00 a.m,
^ ii 10030 Third St:, Sidney III Anglican-Episcopal ii 7:30 p,m: . Bible Study and iii , So l suggest to you to get your Bible. If you do not have one, then obtain one that 
AIT ARF WFi cnMf: - " 'Hi; - ; T ;: ;;; il ij(«| ::vrsimbt iii t Trayer Meeting; iii is easy to read and just the right sizefor;you to carry;;Pretty soon it will be llke an
" OHM ii ■: i IhBBii I ¥ lib ; f : J : ji|| old (fiend andwillhelp and comfort you in >your time of need or despair, As you
|||„ lOiUUa.m,;. ,:;: bunaay m 81}^, Saanich ill Pastor. V; Nordstrom ,ill read, underscore;those verses that seem to leap out at you,,as God speaks to your.........h 11;30a,m, iinHnv, ^ acc ............ _. . . .. .Pastor M.A. Atwood
656-7970
Sunday Mass i||| , ,
The provincial highways 
ministry has approved a $222,448 
contribution to The cost of 
cprjstruction and inaintenance 
work on Keating Cross: Road in 
the 1982-83 fiscal year.
This is approximately one 
eighth o f the total $ 1,673,000 
being distributed to all B.C. 
municipalities under the 
secondary highway cost-sharing 
program for the year.
The government re-imburses 
municipalities for up to 50 per 
" Cent oTeapital donstructipn eosts? 
; for; a seepridary highvvay ;and 40 
per cent of maintenance cPsts of 
approved programs; after' thP 
work Has been completed: t;'
All but $1,648 of the amPunt 
approved for Central Saanich 
was for capital construction;
North Saanich will ; receive 
$4,036 for maintenance on 
McTavish Road during the year, 
and Sidney will receive $5,548 for 
maintenance ? on 5th St.,
; Malaview Ave;, Resthaven Dr., 
McDonald Park Road, 1st St: 
and Beacon Ave. : : ' ^
'
pp you iiii) iissuruil.ot a wnlf.onie al
Rd.
NORTH SAANICH
IP- .- . Trinity III ||i'
;||| 8:00a,m. , , Holy :
Jill ' ' T: : ■ Eucharist:|||
|||.10:00 a,m.; .Conlirmation;:||| 
Service, Codec Hour




ill, ’ Some of tlie passages I read over and over are such as; Luke, 10:19,"Behold 11 
give unto you power,;. . . over all llie power, of the enemy;,and nothing shall by 
ill any means hurt you.";' ; , -'i
When I feel had in body dr mind or spiiit and thoughls would come to make rne
: iii believe God ismaking' me feel that, way, 1 would: read Luke 9:56, "The son of,man 
III is not como to destroy men's lives, but to save them." That means anything that
I '-'-.''Vf
;8;00 a.m.: ;T, ;: , Eucharist Pi a don-donorriinaiioriarchiiich iTieeiiiicr. ili:;in.rin n'm 
I 10,00a,m. ; : , . . : ,Morning ■ ■ s
' - Prayer (Child Care ' ' Elenienlary School, 
i 68«CohUal Saanich
CoKuo Fellowship ^ / g 30 (communion)
Hourill 11:00 morning service -'•
4 Roclon.Rov.;,David'Fuller ill , . |l|
65B«5322rf , 656-7669 Mpasior loam; Ross Alton (G52-2659|, i|||
; All; Wo|coino,| TT;;? ||||,Cocil Dickin50iT(e&2*3301),' David . If'"'
Rico (656*'1730). David Warner,.
OLDFIELD
flOAD : ; , b lllwoulddestroy mu, such as sickness; depression, ,fear, financial adversity fs not 
iii «■« a wH-i ill sent hy God, He camoTo save not destroy;
iii bUbrkL LHnir tt John l0:10:hQlps me rnoi'e along this line, “The thief, that is the devil comes lo 
III Bsnfidirtiinid Hfi lif Steal and lo kill and to destroy, bur I am come that they might have life and that 
...... “ '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . he happy, normal and en**
,incre(is®<i
Wednesday ;
they rnighi have il mortrabiindantly " God wants us to 
; , ,Euuha(i,sl Sundays,;: joying lile to Ihe.tull., : ; , ; . ;
" ill 9:4b a;tn, ,; ; ; ;!Tiniiiy Hour' iii I (iiseoverud lhat God is inteiesled in iiiy mateiral needs and he gives us His pro-1 
lii-’i T:00 a m ' ;-f ’ 'll werstnn ' '"'SO “My (|0(t Shall supply all your need according to his riches in glory,by.Christ 
®* 6 00 n III I v/onmn Josus " Phllifipians 4:19., " ; . ; : 7.
< -'''' -U '’‘''^'^’^' ii fhei'udtG-oiher' sciiplurus which iiispiredtf and contidence lorme; such
Tho Rev. D. Mallns, S.S.C 
Roctor,
Provincial grants to Vancouver 
Island Regional library increased 
from $ 164,000 in 1978 to 
$953,000' in 1981 and will be 
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Home Bibto ill ; ■Matihew chnpfor elghi Is anofftor portion I Irequenlly read, espfi 
:d healing faith for others,:j:
clafiy in timosbf
III: TIib' End .'ot, Your Search, lor
; stuclies Jill porsonal sickness or wfien wo noo p l rs,
larrhTnr'il: 7^ Of US ;come Up;against things,we,shoiild;have, but which appoar'hopoloss to
I ' us. Mark 9;23 js;my vorse tor this,:“if you car) hQllove,;all thii'igs aie;possible to
i'f'iillii'ii ■■ ■' ■T iiijipif
,,»,Frlendty ChurchI _ ........................
R,A.0.C. '. j Ihc Bible ,5ays"Falth comes by hoarinpiand hearing by the Woidiot God
.-.'f'ljp■ f i l l 111
Rev Joel Nottlnton if (Romans;T0:17) Tn a sonso you hoarTho Word .ol God as you road it,; However;
^ 474 fioi?" Wi nothing can take tho place ot hearing. When the preacher is anointed by the Spin
lll'Ql God and .lie !iandlos;iho Word very skjlllulty.Tfesoo^s jo say
I' ill tp I'lolp you. boliqve;;and ;rolea5e;your faith,
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8 you in aibdtter allitudo. a tallh
al
iMost ot all a growing lailh 
l|i which is so, needed In our day,* : 
|||( is only realized as;iyou por*;:
couficil irtembers June 14:
And while 1979 and 1980 
grunts were for book purchases 
; ohiy, There vyiis a grant of; i 
$240,000 for general purposes in 
; 1981 and one for $263,000, this 
year.
TThese grants hav enabled the 
ijiHraiy to put $487,000 inioi the 
licadqnariers building fund 
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Mcmbcr.s of the Saanich 
Pioneer Society, their families 
and friends, gathered at the 
Pioneer Log Cabin, Saaniehton, 
June 12 for fheir annual banquet, 
beautifully cooked and prepared 
by Mrs, Lome Ritchie and her 
energelie'erew; ,;■
President Moran Brclhoiir 
vvelcomcd guests and grace was 
said by Mrs, Maryi Le Bell. The 
/ luust to . the pioneers was 
proposed by Cuthbert Brown and 
responded to iby Mrs, Alan Pugil, 
';|^„Pert;;;P,ofC;propbscd;thc,'toasf to' 
the Oucen, Life membership 
certificates were presented to 
Mrs, Aiinic Robinson and Mr. 
,;Toni Michellv;;'.:-
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Heather Gill and Sarah Bonner 
shared the senior Citizenship 
Trophy presented at the Stelly’s 
secondary school awards 
ceremony Wednesday afternoon, 
while Tanna Allan won a Nancy 
Greene Scholarship.
The Citizenship Trophy is the 
school’s top award, involving 
both scholastic and extra­
curricular achievement. Sarah 
Bonner also won the E.G. Taylor 
social studies scholarship.
The Nancy Greene scholar­
ships are provincial, based on 
athletic achievement as well as 
scholastic ability.
Winners of school academic 
awards were:
English: grade nine, top 
student Caroline Horcher, ex­
cellent effort Ted Frackson; 
grade 10 top student Mary Ann 
Jones, excellent effort Herman 
Henry; grade 11, top student 
Russ Ovans, excellent effort 
Cheryl Price; grade 12, top 
students Lorna Mosher and Don 
Gordon.
Social studies: grade nine, top 
student Megan Popham; grade 
10, top student Gary Schubak, 
excellent effort John Henwood; 
grade 11, top student Russ 
Ovans, excellent effort Bruce 
Webster.
Law: top student Mary Ann 
Jones.
Mathematics: grade nine, top 
student Scott Tregear, excellent 
effort Brenda Allen, Karen 
Daukier; grade 10, top student 
Gary Shubak, excellent effort 
Cindy Mckellar; grade 11, top 
students Russ Ovans, Robin 
Cooke and Marilyn Attwood. :
Science: grade nine, tbp ; 
student Megan Popham; grade 
10, top student Zeljko Blazek; 
grade 11, top student Sam 
V ■; -DeMooy."''
French: grade nine, top 
students Scotf Tregear and 
Caroline Horcher; grade 10, top 
^students Gary Schubak and Ma^: 
Ann Jones; grade 11, top student 
Janine Norgaard.
Home economics: junior 
foods, top student Bruce
Maria Mitchell, Saija Tissarri, 
Cathy Gilbert, Kim Dennison, 
Melinda Scott-Poison, Shawn 
Kohlman, Gary Schubach, Ian 
Dunn, Ray Francis, Steve Hoh- 
ban, Dick Guenther, Dale 
Bennett, Rhonda Underwood, 
Sean O’Brien, Brenda McGuire.
Honour roll:
Grade 9, Debbie Argau, Bruce 
Demaere, Colleen Dignam, 
Tracey Dow, Carolyn Gustafson, 
Gina Heal, John Longhurst, 
Eugenie Ngai, Sean Sterner, 
Christa Vickers, Michele Wilson.
grade 10, Dale Bennett, Zeljko 
Blazek, Kathy Dolezal, Melanie 
Fiddick, Neil Gibson, Daryl 
Gray, Tammy Johnson, Mary
Ann Jones, Norah Laidley, 
Brenda McGuire, Richie Mosher, 
Gwyneth Page, Barbara Pearce, 
Gary Schubak, Mark Snobelen, 
Nikk Van’Triet.
Grade 11, Cathy Brooks, Kim 
Clifford, Lisa Galloway, Dan 
Girard, Rosanne Kimoff, Kevin 
Kotorynski, Maxwell Ngai, 
Janine Norgaard, Russ Ovans, 
Dale Sheppard, Stevan Van Der 
Boom.
Grade 12, Marilyn Atwood, 
Sarah Bonner, Andrea Doke, 
Letitia Lemon, Lorna Mosher, 
Gordon Murphy, Seth Wilson.
The above students achieved a 
B average across all subjects in 
each of the first three quarters.
Some students will qualify for 
an Honour roll certificate if their 
fourth quarter grades average B 
and if they have previously 
achieved B standing in two of the 
lirst three quarters. These cer­
tificates will be presented along 
with report cards at end of June.
Student government “service 
to school’’ awards: grade 9, 
Alanna Hartley, Brenda Price, 
Tcddi Ward, Rhonda Under­
wood.
Grade 10, Yvonne Anderson, 
Dale Bennett, Eddie Cummings, 
Heather Doke, Jordie Dunsmuir, 
Richard Elliott, Scott Gordon, 
Dick Guenther, Shawn Kohlman, 
Darcy Lazarz, Brenda McGuire,
Angela Piercy, Denise Sam, Gary 
Schubak, Jamie Sjerven, 
Jacqueline Turner.
Grade 11, Kevin Allard, Chris 
Burow, Ian Carpenter, Wayne 
Gollincss, Alesha Davies, Doug 
Dobell, Patricia Doke, Steve 
Horne, Ruth Jonasson, Ranch 
Jonasson, Bonnie Kohlman, 
Delores Marchand, Cindy 
McKellar, Janine Norgaard, 
Shannon O’Reilly, Wendy 
Pereira, Heather Slater, Veronica 
Smith, Timo Tissari, Terry 
Wilson.
Grade 12, Tanna Allan, Yuette 
Andre, Marilyn Attwood, Sarah 
Bonner, Mary Joy Caron, Lori 
Crowe, Dcneen Cunningham,
Kim Dennison, Mike Desjarlais, 
Kim l-'inlay, Pam Fox, Chris 
Ford, Matthew Ford, Wendy 
Fiackson. Ray Francis, Katie 
fuller, Cathy Gilbert, Heather 
Gill, Don Gordon, Sandy Gray, 
Roger Henry, Maureen Hinclo, 
Steve Hohban, Dan 
Hryhoryshen, Christine Hume, 
Scott Kittleson, Mike McDonald, 
Maria Mitchell, l.orna Mosher, 
Gaylyn Nysiedt, Brock Parrot, 
Malcolm Penn, Vince Peters, 
C'indy Randall, Robin Selz, Tim 
Shumka, Rick Sommer. Saija 
lissari, Kelly Underwood, 
Caroline Wains, Jennifer 
















grade II, excellent effort 
Shannon O’Reilly; CAF 12, top 
y student Tcifi Suinptc)n, grade 11, 
excellent effort Cindy Mckellar; 
HID, top student Sherri Landess; 
textiles; most improved Sharon 
Underwpdd.o,.v'"',":' C y'',;'V;
Commerce: top student 
Christina Lorenz; provincial 
typing championship students, " 
Russ Ovans, Nikki Vaiit’reit, 
Paula McGuire arid kareh^ > 
M^^
student, bon Dorman C i
Commercial foods: top student 
Caroline Warns, excellent effort 
Delores Marchand.
Skills centre: top student, 
Cindy McKellar. T ; y 
Music: grade nine, top student 
Jenny Staub; grade 10, excellent 
effort Jacqueline Turner; grade 
IF, excellent effort Brian 
Elvedahl; grade 12, top students 
Tanna Allan, Christine Home 
and Maureen Hinde.
: 1 Art: grade nine, top students:
Megan popham and Bal Russell;
! grade 10, R)p | student Steve 
Galloway; grade 11; excellent 
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Selected studics ; (senior
, ;eicctivcs: y huna^^^
Hughes; sciences Don Gordon; 
community services, Mary-Joy
. performing
. V arts; Rajan Ehillon; commerce^ 
pencen Cunningham; induslrial.y ; 
\>hlliamy aVel^
Caroline Warns.
District special; prcigrammei 
award, Kenny Ellingson.
Athletic awards ; : special
award Barak Eyans; junior girls* 
aggregate Brenda McGuire; 
junior boys’ aggregate Dick 
Guenther arid Scan O’Brien; ; 
5 senior girls’ aggregate Maria 
Mitchell arid Lorna Mosher; 
senior boys’ aggregate Steve : 
Hohban; girls’ sportsrnnriship 
Cathy Gilbert and Heather Gill, 








contest award, Cordon Murpliy* v
; L,ngc; blrick, aiheliic . awards; 
Lorna Mosher, Heather bill,
CUT FROM CANADA GRADE
■y;‘A’:,BEEF; : .y-c
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CUT FROM CANADA GRADE ‘A’ BEEF
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Children’s save up to
The Sidney group of the Save 
The Children Fund holds regular 
meetings at 2 p.m,, St. Andrew’s 
Church Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, 
the second and fourthon
Wednesday in each month. New 
members or visitors warmly 
welcomed.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets the second and fourth 
Thursdays at 8 p.m. in Shady 
Creek United Church Hall, 7184 
East Saanich Road. Visitors 
welcome.
Seniors — are you new to 
Sidney? Don’t know anyone? 
The Silver Threads Centre at 
10030 Resthaven offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
DRop in or call 656-5537.
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Wednesday each month, 11 a.m. 
lo 2 p.m. in Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall. All “strokers” 
welcome. For more information 
clal co-ordinator Ruth Snow at 
656-2101.
Saanich Peninsula Toast­
masters’ Club meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room. 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For 
more information call 382-5004.
Discovery Toastmistress is 
taking applications for mem­
bership. Meetings monthly focus 
on self-improvement, self- 
confidence and leadership skills. 
For more information call Lea 
King at 652-3114.
For the convenience of donors 
the Salvation Army has placed 
pick-up boxes at the following
locations: 4808 Keating X Road 
al 4343 Tyndall Road.
The Ladies’ Barbershop 
Chorus mets every Monday for 
fun and friendship at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Masonic Hall, corner of 
Mount Baker and 4th Streets. It’s 
not necessary to read music. 
Come in and listen, no 
obligation. For more information 
call 656-6392.
You can help, the Salvation 
Army needs clothing, household 
articles, appliances and furniture 
for its rehabilitation program. 
Call 727-2293 for pickup.
The B.C. Astrological Society 
plans a meeting at 7:30 p.m. June 
24 at 1450 Elford Street, Vic-. 
toria. Speaker is Wayne Hocevar, 
topic - new astrology, new 
physics. $2 eritrance fee incudes - 
tea, coffee and cookies. For more
SALE OF INDIAN COTTONS
A Group of Blouses. Reg. $14 95 SALE
Wrap Skirts Reg. $18.00.1..... ;SALE
All Dresses 2®%0Fr
h&Dmwsj^
ft in Beautiful Brentwood^ Bay ; B
information call Erin Sullivan- 
Seale at 595-2054.
A strawberry tea and sale will 
be held 2 - 4:30 p.m . Saturday at 
Elk Lake Baptist Church, 5363 
Pat Bay Highway. Baking, gifts, 
plants.
An exhibition and sale of oil 
and water color paintings by 
Windsor Park Art Club is 
featured July 12 - 17 at Hillside
■•''■Mall. ' ■'
Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast­
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings 7:30 to 9:30 
p.m. For more information call 
598-3729 or 598-1316.
The St. Vincent de Paul 
Society serves some 600 needy 
each month by providing food, 
clothing and furntiure. Currently 
there’s a great need for groceries 
— canned beans, fruit, 
vegetabels, tuna, honey, 
macaroni and cheese, soups, 
rolled oats and rice are all 
helpful. For pickup call 382- 
;3213.
Sidney Pre-School is accepting 
ft registration for fall, 1982, and 
offering programs for three and 
ft four-year-olds. The school is 
parent-operated and non-profit.
For more information call Susan 
at 656-6590 or Gail at 656-2597.
Green Tag items half-price at 
Salvation Army Thrift stores 
during June .Stores are located at
7115ft West Saanich; Road, V
Brentwood Bay and 9775 - 2nd 
Street, Sidney.
The Canadian Guild of Health, 
Victoria branch, meets 1:30 p.m.
general meeting follows at 2 p.m. 
in the lower hall. All welcome. 
Guest speaker is Mrs. Corinne 
Tench, a practioner of holistic 
medicine.
Watch for the opening of the 
Peninsula Community 
Association’s new thrift shop. 
Volunteers are needed to collect 
and receive items, sort and price 
and sell in store. Come, give us a 
hand and phone the PCA at 656- 
0134. We need your support.
The annual general meeting of 
the Peninsula Community 
Association will be held at 7:30 
p.m. June 24 at Panorama 
Leisure Centre.
The July dinner meeting of 
Victoria Legal Secretaries’ 
Association takes place at 5 p.m. 
July 6 at the Imperial Inn, 1961 
Douglas. Guest speaker — J. 
Michael Hutchinson, barrister 
and solicitor. Reservations before 
June 30, call 388-5421 or 382- 
8067. Tickets $7.50.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
[STAG] located at 2304 Oakville 
behind Sanscha Hall grounds, is 
open to Saanich Peninsula youth 
aged 13 - 18 years. Clubhouse 
operation hours are 6 - 10 p.m. 
week nights, 6 p.m, to midnight 
Saturday and Sunday. The 
clubhouse is closed Sundays 
while STAG members operate a 
concession at the Swap and Shop 
in the Travelodge parking lot on 
Beacon.
The summer program is 
currently underway and includes 
such activities as fishing, cam­
ping, swimming, hiking, beach 
parties and more, throughout the 
next few rnonths.
Parent and teen inquiries 
welcome, For more information 
call the PGA office at 656-0134 
or drop by and pick up a program 
at 9788 - 2nd Street, Sidney.
‘The Spooiier The BetteV
Corner of Verdier
and West Saanich Rd. 652-5612 S Thursday in the chapel of St. "
John’s Church. 161L Quadra. A If all : thbse ftWhd; had f been*:
touched in some way by the
. ENJOY THE FUN OF 
MAKING IT YOURSELF FROM NATURAL INGREDIENTS WITH AN ICE 
CREAM FREEZER FROM






; 'JNo Cooking! Just; eggs tOftbeat and milk to m0asuffy, ICG CroamUq br^i^^^^
'v'-".Sunday'-'aftorno'diiS'^^iong‘d'go','ft;;ftrir'Vftft■.;■>■-;ft,:ft' ''^^''fti'ft'! , ■ '■,:
■■'.-'„:r3/4:cups,sugar, A cup8.:.ho'avy,|Croam ';■:■■■;
cup frosli slrawborrios
: Add sugar gradually to bbalen eggs. Continue lo beat until inikture is stifl. Add remaining in*,
, gredicnts & mix thoroughly, uk 1 teaspoon vahilla or I V? teaspoons almond flavoring if 




trafalgar Square Shopping Centro I 652-5722'
1 ; ■ I ;; ftH ■ ■ ' > '.i i ft. -i 1 ■.! Ml' ,■ ■ ■' l. --n':'; llj'a "i ilft: f.-f ^,'1',: , . -■■ ■ ilityA* !■',
1,1 i J » .............
BRENTWOOD
Trafalgar Squar® 
7103 W. Saanich Rd.
6S2-3&U
Community Association during 
the past Vear attended the annual ;; 
general meeting 7:30 p.m. June 
; 24V m dhe Panorarna* Leisure ; 
Centre, the crowd would 
overflow into the pool. As it is,
V Volunteers who put in counties^ 
hours as board and steering 
committee members and the co- ; 
ordinators of The various 
programs, hope there will be a 
good showing of community 
support at this annual meeting. 
First the meeting, then'the swim!
Tuckedintoacornerat 9788- 
2nd Street, Sidney, the PCy\ 
seryes the entire peninsula — 
with as many requests for services 
coming from Central Saanich as 
there are volunteers coming from 
Sidney. In this organizalion there 
are no boundaries. For an op­
portunity to find out what goes 
on in this very active mcial 
service centre, operating for the 
benefit of citizens of all ages,v 
mark June 24 on your calendar, 
ft •Senior's month is rapidly 
coming to a close and tHcre arc 
jtisl a few activities left. Sunday, : 
at 7 p;m, and 9 p.ni. take in the 
Senior Review at; McPherson .
; Theatre. This is ^ 
and features drama, dance, and 
variety ft performances, ftbn 
Tuesday; froth 10 a>m. to 3 ;30;
p.m. take in the bridge tour- 
rtamcht finale, and the climax of 
; they thonth ft iSft a 
luncheon vyith Lieut. Goy. Henry 
BellTrying (by linvitafion pnly),ft^ 
with a dance at the Empress 
Crystal ballroom on the same 
evening.
r Tit^kets for the dance are $6,50, 
but call 383-5144 to see if there 
arc any left before you put gg 
thdke dancing shoes. Should be 
an elegant evening, The salmon 
derby closes at 4 p.m. on j 
Wednesday also^^^^^^~ 
fislv io relax and for some hieky 
senior to top the weigh-in 1 It 
must have been a great montli for 
seniors all across Canada.
•The heed for voluhtcer drivers 
Is still acute at PGA. If you can 
spare a bit of time (we pay the 
gas) please cull 656-0134^ You 
will meef and help: the nicest 
people. And as one volunteer; 
driver said, vi*i| need Komeone to 
help me one of tltese days and I 
Vani to do my share while I
, iii ■
■■'■■■.V
MA'' • Tan.*’' ftftV:;
I'l' »*' 1
l''ft'll’, ) ft' ''ft ' ' fti






The following Brentwood 
buslneMe&;'ha¥eimacle::.:::the
Festival possible
BMTIR’S VILLAGE TOY &
im.




71054 Saanicli Biil.Sreny^^ ;652-56®
BilNTWOOD COBBLER SHOE REPAIR
652-4353F J. Boi 495 Brentwood Bay
iKEiTwooo coirryKES
1137 Herdler Ave., Brentwood Bay 652-3333 ;
BRENTWOOD ELORIOT & SARDEN SHOP
7111 West Saanich M.BrentKmd Bay 652-2131
BRENTWOOD HARDWARE £ ATHLETICS
Trafalgar Square, Box 382, Brentwood Bay 652-2822
7175 W. Saanich Rd: ::^652-38i2?
832 Verdier Ave , Brentwood Bay ::652-2i32i
FAY’S CLEANERS
7183 W. Saanich Rd., Brentwood Bay 652-5811
7154 Vf. Saanich Road, Brentwood Bay 652-1652
7120 West Saanich Rd., Brentwood Bay 652-1222
7174 WvSaanich Rd^i Brentwood Bay :i652-4512^:
PHIL’S BAKERY
R0 Box 94, Brentwood Bay 652-1923
SEABOARD PROPERTIES (Insurance)
7173 W. Saanich Boail,Br«ntwiHiil Bay 652-114)
■ ■r.-v
7174 W. Saanich Rd., Braniwood Bay 652-3132 or 652-3487
i:::, SPOONER’S'-LADIES: WEAR-;: ^
1193 Verdier Ave., Brentwood Bay ^ ; 652*5612
Trafalpr Squire, Brenlwood Bay 652-3611
THE THOUGHT SHOP













All must be under 12:years of age to enter, 3 Age Groups: 6 & under, 7-9,
Merchants to have entry box at each store:
■ Last day to enter Saturday June 26th, '82 by 4:30; :





pn ground next to Cub Ha!l - on W ^lub of
oh grounds next to Cub Hall^
kiiM
n:.:'
Brentwood Bay Rotary Club BiP.Q. on grounds next
10'.:the:.Cubi-tall.'^'^':::^.::,:::v:'7'''''^^^
•CLAM CHOWDER •HOT DOGS •HAMBURGERS •STRAWBERRY 
SHORTCAKE •REFRESHMENTS: : 7^ : :
P»P'
Strawberry Dance at Brentwood Comunltyi Hall, 
Chick Wobb’s Big Band, Sfrawberry Shortcake Serv­
ed. $12.00 per ticket. Limit lOOcouplos.
Boys & Girls Club Food




at Lann CopBland Music Contra -- June 24, 25 & Piirchasa yoiir ‘M LOVE BRENTWOOdiW^ 
at all participating merchants.
i ■





; , By WENDY LAlNG : : v:;;
; Well, the year was super­
deluxe for Parkland dancers. 
Their performances in the Ballet 
• at the
13 were
magnificant. I was so proud to 
: ; hear the applause generated by 
; the overwhelmed audience,
i V Having our school band there 
too, was so unique. To both 
groups: take a well deserved bow.
•Parkland’s annual athletic 
^ ^ ' banquet was held June 15 with an 
enormous turnout. Chicken and 
I 5;; V a buffet were feasted upon while
serious and fun awards were 
presented. Lara Melville and 
Michelle Williams were out­
standing female athletes this year 
^ i and 30 “block awards” were
given to those students who were 
excellent in their sports. Shawn' 
Bennett walked off with the 
biggest joke trophy of the year 
the “Big Buck Award’’. 
Congrats to all and a round of 
applause to organizers.
•Today at 1 p.m. Grassroots 
Theatre Company will be holding 
its awards luncheon at Deep Cove 
Chalet. Good luck to performers 
and crew. I’ll have a report on 
that next week.
•The 1982 graduates had a few
Three Juveniles from Lillooet 
were arrested by Sidney RCMP 
shortly before 6 p.m. Friday after 
they failed to pay for gasoline at 
the Chevron station at Beacon 
Ave.
Police found that none of the 
three had a driver’s licence, since 
they were 14 and 15 years old, 
and that the pickup truck they 
were driving had been stolen in 
Lillooet two days before.
They were apparently headed 
for the ferry on their way home 
when they stopped for gas.
In other police news:
•Someone broke into an office 
at Sandown race track early 
Thursday morning, apparently 
by slipping the lock on a kitchen 
door. Only a small amount of 
money was taken.
•Sidney RCMP warn they are 
clamping down on noisy parties, 
after a flurry of calls on the 
weekend apparently resulting 
from house parties moving out of 
doors in the hot weather .
They also made 60 liquor 
seizures in the course of keeping 
the party situation under control 
at Durrance Lake. That problem 
should be over, however, since 
the area is now closed completely 
because of the fire hazard.
To add to the summer fun at Brentwood and Sidney libraries, 
a film festival for youngsters, featuring National Film Board 
productions, wiirbe shown Thursdays, July 8 through Aug. 12, 
with films in Sidney showing 11 a m. - noon and in Brentwood 
from 2- 3 p.m. Admission is free.
Films include The Bear and the Mouse, Aesop’s fable in which 
a real bear catches a real mouse; The Hare and the Tortoise, 
another famous and familiar Aesop fable; and the Railrodder — 
lots of laughs as Buster Keaton crosses Canada on a railway 
track speeder.
Librrians Mary Kierans and Penny Grant hope parents will 
encourage their children to participate and enjoy the film festival 
— and practise their reading during summer months. Another 
reading club sponsored by the libraries will be under way soon 
for youngsters in the Saanich Peninsula.
The theme is Dragon Days, and each time a club member 
reads two books he may help complete the library’s resident 
dragon by attaching one of his scales. There’ll be a windup party 
for children who join the club and read six books. For more 
information on film shows and the reading club, contact Sidney 
or Brentwood library.
BEAR WITH US
RENOVATIONS ALMOST COMPLETE 
ONLY 1 WEEK TO GO
STfli WEEKLY
2440 BEACON AVE.
OPEN DAILY 8:30 a.m. >10 p.m.
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH 1
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE, A COM­
PLETE BURNING BAN IS ORDERED, WITH ONLY APPROVED 
INCINERATORS WITH SCREENS ALLOWED.
DATED; JUNE 21 1982
RON ROGERS, FIRE CHIEF 
NORTH SAANICH VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Sidney RCMP Tuesday were 
investigating overnight break-ins 
at Philbrooks boat yard, the 
Quarterdeck Restaurant and Van 
Isle Marina office.
Two people were rescued 
without serious injury shortly 
before 7 p.m. Sunday when their 
16-foot fishing boat was run 
down by a 22-foot boat near 
\Villis Point in Brentwood Bay.
Bob Ganner and Verna Adams
were taken to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, with Ganner suffering 
shock and some small cuts.
Sidney RCMP said the 
operator of the larger boat, a 
Shawnigan Lake man, said he did 
not see the other boat because the 
sun was in his eyes, and that he 
had left the scene after the rescue 
because his own boat was taking 
water.
BRENTWOOD BAY ROTARY CLUB
Plus hamburgers, hotdogs & soft drinks
10 am to 4 p.m. 
Saturday, June 28 
Brentwood Scout Hall 






including special anouncements 
. and a “parade” of six young men ! 
[. “advertising” their graduation. ,
•I would also like to give a pal ‘ ' 
on the back to staff and students 
who v/orked diligently on our 
school anual. I think the in­
credible amount of time and 
work is often overlooked. The 
annuals will be arriving in 
September, allowing for 
graduation photos and end-of- 
the-year festivities to be a part of 
the book.
•Contact’s final issue came off 
the press June 16. 
Congratulations to reporters, 
typesetters. Parkland Graphics 
I and Mrs. Davies for a great,
informative year. 1 look foward 
to writing for Contact in the 
1982-83 year.
•Will the praise ever stop!?! 
Nicola Creek and Don Wallace 
made excellent showings at tliei 
Island zone track and field trials 
recently. The superb efforts by 
Lara Melville (Pentathaion) and 
Randy Matthews (1500 and 
800m) have qualified them for 
the B.C. Summer GameSi 
Terrific!;.,'
•The infamous Parkland PGA 
Tour took place June 15 witli our 
golfers competing against each 
other. Tom Lebhcttcr came up 
tops with Chris Roberton 2nd 
and Jeff Shaw taking 3rd place.
Well, school’s out, exams are 
finally over and this weekend is 
graduation. Everything is coming 
to a close for another year,
I'm not quite ready to lay 
down my pen though, I have two 
final columns to write. Next
wcckLgrnduatlon and Parkland’s 
. highlights of 1981 and ‘82.
10229 MacDonald Park Road




SIO Kg Reg. $9.99
Special Special»59»»
: , ■
Canada No. 1 • 2 Kg Pkg.
bmiilbell group
A visiting handbell group— ■
: '; Zod taC“Trapcsi r y -r u si ng a fou r-
‘ ' octave set of Schulmcrich bells 
will b/featured at 7 p.im. July 4 . . 
at Brentwood Collie Memorial 
^":;Tt;:chapci;792 Sea,Drive.
ranging, from weddipg miisic 
tliiongh the classics to the more 
popular thcihcs heard tdda/ l ed 
by Carol F¥frle, the group which
‘ includes Tracey Boyle/ Darcic 
Eyre, Klrstln Hunter* Nancy 
, tlndgrch■Me.ssi^’^''Gwen 
Buhler, Darla harrell, Lavinne 
Limighren, Jaiii Low and Karen








20 kg. Reg. $5.90
Special *5“
DiaBucniicI ' MisC. FARM ANDGmomiooLsBrand
Drv Do&[ Food SPRINKLERS, ETC.
20 Kg. Reg. ALL REDUCED//:.:::-; ■:-:::CLEAR':;.'//
^:nrai lini 30% OFF
vm , reserves to limit quantities, Some items may not bo, 
ftYfirily illiKiramrt;- All ^ iU'm'? 
rriaf not bo avaitablo at bn store/
Subredtl, liavc appeared sue- ’
cc,ssfij!ly:, at ..man)' "public. func'
tions.
____ “1.-..;..












Older home on 50’x100’ lot in Sidney. 
Close to conveniences. $55,000.
OLDER HOME
Freshly painted older home in conve­
nient Sidney location on 50’x100’ lot. 
Vendor willing to carry substantial 
amount, below current rates. 
$55,000.
MARINA PARK
One bedroom leasehold unit in 
popuiar Marina Park Apts, with good 
sea views. Sunroom fuily enclosed 
and finished. Extra storage in unit. 
Vendor wiiiing to carry $53,000 at 
12% for 5 years. $85,000. •
ARDMORE
If easy care gardening and seclusion 
are among your priorities then this 
well established Ardmore property is 
for you. (Cannot be seen from the 
road.) Let us show you this delightful 
property with a 2-bedroom no step' 
home and you too wilj enjoy the tran- 
jquil surroundings. $145,000.
COLONIAL
Weil planned 4 bedroom (plus: deh) 
family home set^;On 'i ' acre in'ithe 
Lands End area' of Sidney with rights; 
to'extra common property: Maindloof ' 
consists of L-shaped living room & 
idinihg room with plant;Window; l^ge 
gabinetjkitcheniivvith familyiyodm at­
tached; utility room, 2 piece bath, 
sewing area and storage area. Sunny 
patio off the family room. Greenhouse 




;ly $42,900.:Oriietithe cbncientious; 
local; builder; build a 3 bedroom split 
level home-for the total 'price of only 
$87,500:00 (Plans available with list 
of extra options) : ;







Member - Victoria M.L.8.
656-1154..
^IPEN HOUSE 
Sun. — 1:30-4:30 p.m.
9383 Dlllorroot Place, Sidney
Be sure lo view ihls custom ronovatod; 
3/4 dduble: widp,;;2 bedfoom^ 
bath mobile home with carport and 
shed, hocalod in Summergalo Villago 
—• which provides, worry free livings 
and attractive surroundings lor those 
over 45, Low monthly assessment, ■ 








3/4 B.R. Modern split level home 
with secluded fenced lot. Sidney.
KAREL DROST 656-2427 res.
50’x117’ Lot, Chalet Road, DEEP 
CeVE. $35,000. \v.
KAREL DROST 65b-2427 res.
FOR LEASE: Sidney Commercial 
Space. Approx, 1375 sq. ft. $700 per 
mo.
or: . .'
2100 sq. ft. $1100 per mo.
Good storefront space at a very good 
..rate...
E.y. Ward 386-2119 res.
2395 Beacon Avenue 
Sidney, B.C.
656-0131
Fridge, stove, dishwasher, fireplace, 
drapes. Adults only, no pets. 
References and lease required. 1 & 2 
bedroom units, 475-575 per month. 
656-4066.' 27
DESIGN YOURSELF A NEW WAY OF 
LIFE. Full time/part time. Realize your 
ambitions through the Shaklee op­
portunity. Bonus program, bonus car, 
travel. For information, reply to Box 
“M", c/o Sidney Review, P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney, V8L3S5. 5554-25
BABYSITTER in Saaniehton required for 
15 month old child. July-August, 1200- 





Sat. 26tli, Sun. 27th 
12 noon to 5 p.m.
Corner Amherst and Third
1 and 2 bedroom units with fireplace 
and 5 appliances. Some with sea 
view, from $450 per month. Available 
.'Julylst.
Call Grant Guiilet, or Andrew Colwell
JOHN SALVADOR 
NOTARY PUBLiC 
2481 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney, B.C:
: ; 656-3951 ,
$74,900
will purchase this beautiful 2 bdr. 
condo loaded only 3 blocks from 
;Beacon Ave: Dishwasher, stove and;; 
fridge included. Elevator, Swirl pool - 
sauna - .workshop and games room 
plus a garden spot.
OR
One bedroom deluxe suite compl.. 
renovated in 1981. Marina on your 
doorstep. Elevator - games room- -: 
work shop and more.
KAIJACOBSEN
656-0911 > 656-2257
NORTH SAANICH > 
SECLU^^^^
Over 5; acres on Peregrine Road' a 
quiet cul-de-sac off: Eagle:Way :just 
south of Lahdsend:Rd::Cleared por­
tion gets lots; of sun: and provides: 
good footing for hbrses, Good existing 
well; Ideal/property for an :executive 
family or retirement home where quiet 




4 bedroom house, complete with 28 
tt. Cabln Cruiser, Near Marinas and 
schools, Asking $ 120,000 or sell 
separately: "
' :656-5477;':/ 'oiw
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable TV. Free 
parking, maid service. Available weekly. 
Sandown Mote!;652-1551. 4124-tf
SHARED ACCOMMODATIONS in family 
home. Own room, separate entrance. 
656-7943 evenings: :: ; : '5369-26 ,
LUXm^Y /WATERFRONT C0n0o;/ i 
Sidney; 3 bedroom, 2 baths,; approx. 
1,600 : sq. ft. Double parking, ail ap- 
pliances,:Avaitable July 1 /Adiiit only; no 
pets. $800 per month. John Colwell, 
388-6454. 5656-25 /
/BRENTWOOD BAY AREA, close to/
Butchart; Gardens. 1 bedroom suite, 
/living,: dining, rec room,: kitchem/; WrW 
carpetF'/full ; bath;,: fireplace, :washer/ 
dryer; Quiet area,icduples only.: N/S; 
$475,652:3152. 5687-27^
/ONE BEDROOM SUITE, w-w/carpet;
drapes, hot/ water,//cable TV,/ stove,' 
fridge. Occupancy JulyTst. 656-1673.
56 7 8 -2 5/
DESPERATE PERSON needs someone to
share 2 bedroom apartment. $250 per 
month,.656-3482. ; : / // / / p-25 :
SIDNEY, 2 bedroom plus. Duplex close
to rec centre and golf courses: Quiet 
area, would suit mature couple, 656- 
/7354./p-26: 
NEW SIDE BY SIDE duplex for rent. 4T
bedrooms, 2‘/2 baths, family rec. room, 
w-w, rent/negotiable. Phone Sonia, 384- 
4128 during business hours,' 5711-30 
SIDNEY. Sunny horne on; large lot, 2
bedrooms up, 2 down. Family room, 
garage, range, fridge, dishwasher in­
cluded, $550 p.m. References please, 
^-9756 evenings. 5712-25
TWO BEDROOM houielrTsidneyvWl




Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
0611-H
WE WILL TRAIN YOU, help place you, 
certify you, in four different beauty 
fields. Sculptured fingernails, body 
wraps, body waxing, and many different 
exciting ways for you to own and operate 
your own business. Jon B Studios, phone 
463-5025/463-5757 or evenings 462- 
7774. na-26
EXPERIENCED HAIRDRESSER for busy, 
modern, up-to-date salon, with pleasing 
atmosphere. Kapteyn Hair serving the 
entire Saanich Peninsula. 652-1222; 
after 5 p.m., 652-1242 ask for Bill 
Kapteyn. 5667-25
JUNIOR REPORTER/ PHOTOGRAPHER
interested in all phases of community 
newspaper.' Reporting, photography, 
proof reading, layouts, darkroom, office 
and — the Coast. Send resumes to; Box 
193, c/o B.C; Yukon Community 
Newspapers Ass’n., 1004, 207 West 
Hastings St , Vancouver V6B1H7 ; na-25 
HOMEMAKER REQUIRED for dinner
preparation and light housekeeping for 
elderly ‘woman/ in Sidney. Must be 
available 3:7 p.m. weekdays. 388-7388 
for appointment. / ^ 5713-25
AREA PROMOTION MANAGER WAN- 
l/ED. $ 8 0 a da y pi us, ea rn except io na I ly 
large / commissions: / Send $2.00// fdr 
booklet today on T.V.R.O. receivers; 
Country Cable/ : Box- 248, //jhgersdll,/ 
:Ontario/;N5G3K5. na-25
10 Church Services
11 Real Estate for Sale
12 Real Estate for Rent





23 Business Services 
25 Accounting Services 
30 Appliance Service 








60 Janitor Services /
62 Musical Instruction
63 Musical Instruments 
65 Painting :
/.67': .Crafts.:.
70 Plumbing and Heating 
75 Secretarial Service
' 80' ■■'.Signs';.'':..',
85 Small Engine Service 
88 / Tree Services 
90 T.V. and Stereo 
95 Watch Repairs
100 Equipment For Sale 
103 Audobody Repairs 
105 Recreation Vehicles 









137 Wood Heating 
140 Groceries, Meat
and Produce
142 Furniture for Rent
143 Beauty Salons
144 Pets and Livestock 









190 Cards of Thanks 
195 Obituaries 




IDEAL RETIREMENT HOME, close to all 
amonitios, Largo rooms, bright kilchen. 
Reduced $20,000, Like now. Land­




COUPLE WOULD LIKE to rent 2 
bedroom (urnished home for summer 
months, in Sidney oi; suirounding:area./ 
Call collect, area 403:286-8042. 5335:
;:2.6;v'..
LOCAL YO^UNQ MAN wltiho's to puTHown 
roots in the pbnlnsula. Do you/havd 
somothing hd can afford? Older is lino.,
Write out your ^ to The Review with payment, and Save 1.00.
additional insertions requested with the initial order^ and reqd^ 
no copy change, may run for only $1.00 eaclr additional insertloh
/after6;30 p m: 5572^26
AHRACTIVE BRENTWOOD 3 bedroom 
homo, olmost / now, Quiet /cul-do-sac,
rec room, 2 FP's, rugs thfoughout: 
Unlurnishod, 2100 sq. It. $650 por 
month. 656-9116. 5600-25
RENT WITH OPTION TO PURCHASE or
ownor carry with lower intorest /rate. 
Small ,2 bedroom homo, dining room, 
/ tiroplaco,' eordon,/ quite area, /Bront' 
wood, North Saanich, Sidney. Evenings, 
383-7065/ / / 5693-26
ONE ACNE BUILDINO LOT, Landsond 
Road, near Swartz Bay, Close to forriei, 
airport and /shopping/ $64,000> 656- 
7310. p-2?
. HORSEFLY:"/ modern''^'"'bbd'rodm "''.lofi' 
home. 58 acres, '/» mile lake frontago, 
privacy, school bu$, / hayflold, gumt 
cabins, hay barn, horse barn, wood 
shfjd. machine shed, $ 19b ,000, Box 11 
Horsefly B.C., VO LUO, Phone U2'620- 





lust roturhod from ajlrlp? Or
have you had visitors staying
with you? 11 you would like
your social news printed free.
^ ■ -'i. '■ under the Peninsula People
heading. Just call the editorial
/ ~T:z:zgiiir% ipw h'%pfiPFOP!^




PRE-PAID/WORD CLASSIFIEDS--- 20 WORDS FOR ONLY
lor conirnorciiil or personal users — (atltlillonal wortls 10c each)
" 1: $.
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2412 D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 
656-5551
ANDY’S AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
2412 SEVAN SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 7 days a week to serve you better
Mon. 9-5, Tues-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5,
Bo dyaife Pamtiog


















VIOLIN LESSONS. Classical, Bluegrass, 
Country or Jazz. 652-9874. 5407-RTS30
PENINSyiA DIRECTORY





with John Clinier. 
Peninsula locations.
July 5-9 July 12-16
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
$50 per week 
Intormation. 652-4057
(5703-27)
Thorne - Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd
9813THIRDST., SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
industrial / Residential / Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
B. ANDERSON EXCAVATING
Sewer & Storm Drains G56-2939•Trenching•Waterlines
LMme
Mlilile
on the muffler, 
taiipspe, exhaust 
pipe and labcwS











Good workmanship at reasonable 
prices. Also — excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. New 
lawns a specialty.
656-9391
Fine Art Restorations and 
Repair.
Oil Paintings and Sculputre




2081 AMELIA AVE., SIDNEY
Will paint your car or 
truck, body repair, rust 
cut out, or fibreglassing. 
I.C.B.C. Tow, Reason­












OLYMPIC TREE SERVICE ltd.
•FALLING •TOPPING “UIVIBING 
•DANGEROUS TREES REMOVED 
•LOT CLEARING
•Fully Ins. "Reasonable Rates
478-2850
PROFESSIONAL ARTIST to paint signs, 
posters at low cost. Western water 
colors and Chinese drawings for sale. 
Patrick Chu, 656-1730. p-26
BARNEY’S BACHHOE SERVICE












2068 Henry Aye. 
Sidney, B.C.






10134 MCDONALD PK. RD.
" AJAX HOME aild ■ F'oors^^ Garpets free ESTIMATES ^
:OFHCE cleaners:' i j i
Bonded & Insured Guttei; Gleaning: '
VVi ndovv G lean ing Service -4-




. Home/Office Cleaning Div.
656-3317
•Experienced, Insured, bonded 
•Weekly, Biweekly 
•Occasional or Gontracls 
'•Also; Window & Gutter Gleaning •
BART BUITiROYX
Long-Time Sidney Builder 
Renovate & Save! FREE ESTIMATES '
Cal! 656-4915
Now :6pecializing In Finishing earpen^;;:
try. Cabinets ■ andlBuiit-tns,' Rumpus : 




Carpenter & Joiner 
Quality Work •“ Free Estimates
Renovations, additions; finishing
( Carpentry & Gustpin furniture.: : 
References available.
656-7370
i Complete Building Service. Commercial and Residential, 








FINISHING • SIDING • ALTERATIONS 
ADDITIONS • CABINETS - CUSTOM HOMES
.TeSephone '65G-4i06, ■ '
, , „ ELWOOD E. THOMPSON CONTRACTOR i
ConMiJiftiyivtivyiiysx: s, , .Goncrelo Walniptopliiig:. : v :Sulowtilks: r
Fit!|i Fonda Qiiariy tiios lluiiio Rnnovnlions
Phone 656-3881 lor Free Estimata- :: -^
RUBBISH, GARBAGE HAULED. 
Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 652- 
4035. 37-tf
HAVE CHAIN SAWS. Need work. 652-
4088. 5356-RTS26
SPRING CROFT CARPENTRY SER­
VICES. Renovations and repairs, 
basement alterations, finishing car- :; 
pentry. Nojob toosmail. 656-3460. 
"54,0'9'-2-6
RESPONSIBLE CARING MOTHER will 
babysit in my home, Sidney area. 656- 
6620..:■ '.::,-\tfn:,' • 
ATTRACTIVE LILY PONDS installed, 
with rock and planter sections if desired: 
Phone Pave, 656-9391.: 5636-26
ATTENTION GOLFERS. Expert repairs 
to all makes of clubs: Face plates, sole 
pjates, grips, shafts,; 24 hour service. 
652-4917. 5644-26
WOOD OR FIBREGLASS boat repairs or
alterations, cabinets, furniture repairs. : 
Reasonable rates, free estirhates::656-: 
^5157. p-27
LADY [BpNDABLE] new in vicinity seeks
employment in Sidney or surrounding 
area as live-in housekeeper. Very clean 
and good cok. Male employer preferred: 
Phone 11 2t7 4 5-3 7 50, ask for Evelyn.
5647 -2 6
CARPENTER. Ftome repairs, sundecks,
? renovations.;:Free estimates:;:652-0690 : 
;after 6 p.m. 5659-25 ;
; YOUNG MAN will do gardening, yard
; work and clean-up. Reasonable. Phone 
:656-7754, 5663-25
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS, near
Saaniehton. DressmakingfV alterations, 
crafts. Sprrie dolIs in stock. Phone 652- 
,0583 ask for Sandra. 5695-26
HOUSECLEANING, mornings, by
responsible reliable person. 656-6040:
;i5 67.9-2 6;:;;^v::
HOME AND YARb maintenance.
J, Painting, fence repairs and building, 7 
cleanup, light hauling, : cement work,; 
rototilling.652-9935. ; ; :p-30 v
E & R HANDYMEN. We do almost
everythinB from repair work to painting 
to gardening. Callafter 4 p,m. 656-2868.
' ~ ^ P'30
DYNAMIC DUO. Experienced couple
interested in doing paintingj gardening, 
carpentry, housework, window cleaning. 
656-9462. ' 7 ; ; ;v p-25
GARDEN AND LAWN MAINTENAN(3e.




197S 8i€ SIERM CLASSIC
Trailer Towing Special
— Air conditioning.
— Gruise Gontrol 
•— Trailering Package 
— Full power, AM/FM radio.












Septic Tank Installation 
Back Filling 
Trenching




CAB FOR '68 Ford p/u. Many 360 Ford 
Engine parts; 13” 5-hole rims and tires. 
652-4088: : / 5358-RTS26
1950 WILLYS jeep in good condition. 4 
new tires, $900. Contact 727-2768 for 
appointrnent.:;
MOPED, $475. Starts easy and runs 
good.656-2928;; ,5655-26 
1948 FORD; P/U, cqrrYpletely restored;; ; 
Caridy Apple Red, V8:flathead;;4;speed:: , 
Over ;$ 10,000 invested. Must sell. 
^Offers. 656-7020. 5649-26
’69 MAZDA; good condition. Rebuilt
engine, 4 cylinder, 4 door. Extra wheels . 
and tires. $695. 652-5681. p-25
1969 FORD STATION WAGON, PS/PB, 
auto/ Mechanicaiy excelleintj $500: 656- 
3167. p-25
r967,CHEy STATION WAGON, PS/PB ;
; autb/Gbbd condition; $500; 656-3167 . V 
VP-2 5
: i$^8 HONDA MOPED, heimet; ; car; "
carriers. $325. 656-3458^^^^^ ’ V
Recreatibn
: 'Vehicles:. ■
::;; vv: ;v ,ExCaVatiilg'Ltd/ :,
Trucking,.Excavating and Backhoe' Work::
SEPTIC
FIELDS
556 Downey Road 





:: “backhoe service : , 
•plowing,: cultivating.
: :&:rotpvating :
: :«bla(te work : : , : ' :;656-167l:












tiilg Ploughing, Levelling, Fence
Posts, Dlggina. 50 in.












1976 DELUXE self contained Prowler 
'frailer, 17W ft. Like new, $5,500, Many 
extras.652-4377; p-26
Butler Brothers Supplies










2387 Beacon 656-7333 
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE
COMPLETE BOOKKEEPING, financinl 
: 'statdtndnis, otc. At your business or rny 
V-resitlerico. ; Reasonable ratesr: Bill. 
:; Duimel, B, Admin. MCI. 656-4339,:
,r:5569-25;:.::''.;:::v,
:SHAW'*XOMPUTERTSERVICES“ICotj)- 
: putbrlzed : bookkoopirig; :Accounts 
: ; Payable/RGcoivflblo, ; General Ledger, : 
i Payroll;: Mailinp!,:' lists etc, Greater 






' ' BOATS ■ ,
.vyoldod, hliiininuni; ;:desigiiod^ 
v surpass anytlilng: on tho niiirkel, 
Modais:i2':'-,'i3';:' I4’'ii5'';-17': 
in "slock."''''
SAVES $ $ $
iNEXF>ENSIVE, reliable, F>ERS0NAL 
SERVICE FOR THE SAANICH 
PENINSULA a GREATER VICTORIA
SHERWOOD S , Govcinnieni::cmillied tct:lmii:,i,tn^ ' :
' :''TV-RADIO :; ' " Willi ::35'.years''ErlC'
‘CLINIC^::-:.:i'Pblo[:N|aiin(iiMpr;o:a(!(i:l't(!p;iii:s,
CAKE DECORftTINC
WoddtiHJ, annivorsarics or any, 
: loimal occasion, Qompleio baking 
;:sorvico oi iust :(lQcr)inting ::and 
':iinishino::Call
6S6i1690 or 3BW3363
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PARTY CftTERING '^
l inger sna^k,*). crmiploic cold bul- , 
let and arnail diiinut pai1iu&.X,ill' ,'
656-1690 or 3B2-G363
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656.5604 NO.» DUCK OARDEN'tOI*SOIL. 12 JSa bag, 1890 McTavish Rd. 5180.26
ALL WOOD bool, 17'. C'4” boom, 2’ 
depth, diesel ongino. f.:on bo seen ot 
: Fisitormon'sWharf, Sidney.,656-2876, : 
5349-RTSZC
VANCOUVE^rislLAND*^ SAIUNQ
SCHOOL sailing instruction atwird 
Classic yachts,: Charters by day, week,: 
month. 382-1612, tfn
i\W Jolmson Fleetric Motors; Trailer,
' Monyoxtrds,fi56-3723. :
. ' pAfNfTNlSTANO".'"bOAf'“R0^^^ 
Reasonable TOtr;., C.;i!l CIC 28C8 oflc.r, 4 
:: p-30:
, .irFfrcllQLAsS WaT 4 tFTlFMwc™^ 
lull canvas top, sleeper seats, CB-AM 
laciiP, UowiiKggeis, etc, fRwd Runner 
trailer, Reasonably otter considoiwJ,
- '65b-7406.:::,"I' .";'■ "I;.,:-26.';, 
i6''"CANOl, 5T<«Tslddrgo()crcond(tiott,: 
:'$3O0.,:C56'3iG,7.:.:: ' ': '-'25;
HOUSEBOAT FOR RENT; Shuswap Lake 
July 2 -17 or A«|?i)st 13 -on. $850 week, 
Sleeps 8; phone 112.836 2658, (ra-ZS
MNORAMA::FlNl$mN<3
Shop joinery Ronoviilion Work.
DENIS IJECHTHOLD Bus. 656-6721
Cuktam Woodworking jjRes. 656-6639
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■ ®CI$ONEWS ■ :-
®Q(^Sftc.ws
©©THATSUFE 
5JS ® © TQSKJGRSAL RBGHHtAL 
^ ®0®0NE^- ;
® e PJt MAaAZINE A 2-year-old 
; bowler, a ssan wbo is stclptiag a Stastls 
; Dakota msiataia into tlie likeasss of C3iief 
^^CraivHOTse, ' ';
: ®aBlSINrSRS>CHrr '- =- ;■ V:;Y 
MSS^L^smuJCf 
;3 © WHAT WILL THET THINS OF 
viNESn ■
7M $ S BASBAIi New Tc«k Mets at
■.MoBfrealEsises 2.' .. ;-
® © HkSEBAii DSS SSPCS Aa Stade 
Clyntpioste. tw Eip» reesHveot les Mets
■ 6e New Yf-rk.- . ■ ., ;■ '
• si © ENTSSTAiXMEST'roNIGHT
i ip G Lawrence wEOi-- 
: «l}@j05Hrswax> 1-:. 1 
- rr o THE FALL OUY '
® O MACSSL/I^BIEE REPORT 
® © KXIANS HEROES 
®©VANCOaJVHI 
?:» © Q THE HDPFETS 
©eiTCTACDOOGH 
© S'5KH7 ASED P£® IT 
®ffl{H©OOCPLE 
® ® M.ASY TYIER MOORE 
705 ® O WHOD OF THE SEA 
fcC5® O MOVIE **>'‘AEdnigiit Of fer­
ine" {JSSli Horror) Melissa Soe Aaderso. 
Mary McDrajcwgit. .A bonifying contest 
; devek^ benreen a yonng -with isy-^
: ciiic powers and a witicii wfeo destroys any- 
oae sfee caanol doniisate. (RV 
® S © O REAL PS>IT£ Featnr^ a 
professional dog scaLker. a ttsan who baiit a 
1 fuB-scaJe replica of a Vakisg ship; a dxtor 
whoisaI»astaj5friip«?mediar.. tR> . ~ ‘ 
© S 3H>VIE **ix “Bace For YoEr 
- life, Caarlie Brews'^ <1377^ Ccsnedy) Ani- 
mated.; Vcicfis of Dsncaa Watsott. Greg 
ipFeltpS- Based on a cosac strip Sty Ojarles 
Sci>!:l2.CSarSie Brpwn;andtheeatire "Pea- 
viBJts" gage head for ftsininer cansp where 
they; fecorne involved several wild 
\'‘-advectures. iRi ; • - ■ “ ■ " ' -
, ® O GREATEST AMERICAN 
■■ :HERO(R) "2 1 ■ 1 ;
® S M.AYK)KT AND ALL TH-AT JAZZ 
Higsiidhts of the jazr iesaval held m the
smat! iisr.ing vUsgee: 
...arepresented,'/ "'
® ® / MOVIE: ♦*
'OTotHe” : 1372. Coiaes.y;
r'llie Bixitfaers 
John -Assin ?3l
/ CarroU. A pair of slick drifters ride into 
thelsleepy. broken-down mining town of 
.Molybdenun], Colorado, in the 1890s. 
d?' © MOVIE ‘‘Then Came Bron-
/ son" (1S6B. Drama) .Michael Parks. Bonnie 
' ; Bedelia. -A runaway bride meets another 
scul-searcher at Big Sur when he arrives 
OE his motorcycle. : , . Y ; ;
3:00® S THE FACTS OF LIFE .A Japa­
nese student arouses her father's ire when 
/ he visits her and finds that she is becoming 
too Americanized. (R) : : /
@ O THE FALL GUY Howie tak«dh ah 
/ apparently simple ca» which somehow 
lands Colt in jail and entangles the two in 
/;' desdlv international intrigue. : '
ffi © NURSE A gifted surgeon allows 
gambling debts and reckless investments 
to get out of hand.
® O I HEARD IT THROUGH THE 
GRAPENTNE Writer James > Baldwin 
returns to the South for a look back at the 
civil rights moveinent of the 'SOs and '60s 
/ and how it has affected American life 
. today."
{S!©LOVEBOAT 
9-JO ® @ TWO RONNIES 
ffi © FESTIVAL DE JAZZ DE MON- 
'/iTREUX-
(1) 0 LOVE. SIDNEY Sidney is given full 
control of an advertising agency’s nev? / 
account (R)
@0 BAKER’S DCSEN Terry discovers 
that her dinner date with Mike is really a 
' stake-ouL / ' , ■: / .-
lOdM ffi S THE NATIONAL/ JOURNAL 
ffi © H- LETOURNEAU RACONTE 
® O ffi* O DYNASTY Alexis rekindles 
the fire Blake once felt for her, while Nick 
uses Blake's apparent infidelity / to 
J romance Kry stle and Fallon makes a deci­
sion about her pregnancy. (R)
® 0 QUINCY .An investigation into a 
suspicious fire leads Quincy into the com­
pany of a disturbed pyrotnaaiac. <R)
: ffi' e CBS RElklRTS The Parole 
Game" Jay McMullen reports on state / 
/ parole officers, their wards, and the pur­
poses and problems of the parole system.
01 ©NEWS
©©ON THE BUSES
© @ MAN ABOUT THE HOUSE ;
10:30 ffi © TELEJODHNAL ET METTEO
Q MOVIE * :** -The Cowboy .And / 
The Lady" ! 19.3S. Western) Gary Cooper. 
Merle Oberon/ .A romancing ranch hand 




11:00 ffi © MOL CLAUDE. EMPEREUR
"Un Parfuin ie Meunre’/ Sentant la mort 
roc CT amour Je iui. Ternpereur Claude ier 
decide d'ccrireses memoires. .
: ■: ® O ffi © ffi 0 NEWS / ;
® O ® 0 CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
(n) ffi STARSKY AND HUTCH :
©© DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE /; / / 
@ © SPORTSPAGE 
11:05® 0 NEWS
11:20 ® O VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS ; 
yc./v® ©NEWS:
11:30 BARNEY MILLER 
® G ABC news NIGHTLINE / 
ffi O WIMBLEDON UPDATE A report 
on developments at the All-England Tennis 
Championships is presented. '
/ ffi 0 CLOSE-UP
/© ©.MOVIE ,“Fear Is The Key’*; 
* / (1973, Drama) Barry Newman, Suzy Ken­
dall. A fugitive from the police and a gang 
of thieves search for the cargo of an air- 
/ plane they shot down in the Gulf of Mexi- 
r/ CO.(R) "
11:45® © IHE BEST OF CARSON Host: 
Johnny Carson. Guests: Charlton Heston,: 
Dorothy Stratton, Wally Mohrman. (R) 
c ffi 0 MOVIE **%:“Foxbat’’/(1977, 
Mystery) Henry Silva, Vonetta McGee: A 
renegade CIA agent steals the plans for a 
Soviet; aircraft only to lose them when a 
chef innocently swallows the microfilm. 
12dX)@0MOVIE
(3) © CINESIA Femme en
Bleu” (1973, Comedie) Michel Piccpli, Lea 
Massari. .Aide d'une amie, un musicologue 
; - en renom recherche une inconnue dont 
riraage I'obsede. ':/// /
@ O love BOAT A ghost goes husband- 
hunting for his widow. and Gopher’s sister 
develops an interest in Doc. (R) * ' 
(n)®700CLUB
® © CAROL BURNETT AND 
C/c FRIENDS,
12:05® 0 MOVIE **’« "Blue Knig'nt” 
(1973. Drama) William Holden/Lee Rem-/
- rick.-2 ;' /-/ . ) /-/,/ ''2
® o MOVIE **ci “.A War Of Chil-:
/ dren" (1972. Drama) * Vivien/Merchant, 
Jennv Agutter. /, ;/;//.
12:30 (S) ffi ODDCXIUPLE 
12:45 ® 0 LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID 
/ LETTERMAN Guests: Steven Miller. Mr.
T., Valri Bromfield. 
l:00(D)fflNEWS 
1:10® ©NEWS;
1:45 ® 0 MOVIE * * ti "The Amorous; 
.Adventures Of MolI Flanders'.’ (1965, Com- / 
edvi Kim Novak, Richard Johnson;:
@ © ALFRED HITCH(X»CK :PR& 
-"SENTS ■ ,
1:50® "O MOVIE **‘i "Miles/To Gd / 
Before I Sleep" 0 974; Drama) Martin Bal­
sam, MacKenzie Phillips. ;'///-
; 1:55 ffi 0 MOVIE * -k}’z "I Love You;.;
Goodbye” (1974, Comedy) Hope/ Lange, 





/In “Hunchback,” Miss 
Downe who has graced the 
covers of dozens of maga­
zines including Life, was 
the perfect pick for the 
damsel in : distress. 
/Andrews’ roles in two Brit­
ish series, "Danger UXB” 
and “Brideshead Revisited, 
plus numerous American 
guest-starring appearances 
("Love Boat”) clinched 
the part tor him.
CBS knew it had this for­
mula tor success perfected 
two years' earlier when 
Richard Thomas, coming 
loft ; of "The . Waltons” 
success, was teamed with 
Ernest Borgnine in a 
remake of "All Quiet on the .
Western Front,” the World 
War I drama. The ratings 
were more than accept­
able.
One of the most effective 
//weapdriS/ wielded by CBS 
in recent years has been 
the movie remake. Last' 
/■year; the) network beamed 
. reworked versions ot such 
/sGreen /.Glassies as “The 
■Huhchbeck of Notre 
:)Daime" ; with ; Lesley-Anne 
/;Ddwri;and / “Ivanhoe” with 
An t h boy, /; Ah d rews)a n d: 
./sJarfies Mason; :/ /
•'Hunchback” and 
“Ivanhoe’/;/were; warmly) 
./received: :by; audiences all 
/oVerithe country. Since star 
/ bankability; is: the name of / 
the /game)/the//networks 
/have)Opted.for; two kinds of 
'headliners — the ex-series ) 
“tar)7dr/ the) internationally 
known ;Stage ' and screen)
NEW GAMES — Loretta 
Swil stars in "Games 
Mother Never Taught 
You,” a TV-movie currently 
in production. The CBS 
project is about the first' 
woman executive in an pre­
viously male dominated 
office. Miss Swit stars as 
Laura Bartels, who wants a 
happy marriage, good 
friends and a successful
Richard Thomas
For the 1982-83 season, 
CBS will beam remakes of 
"The Scarlet Pimpernel”, 
“Phantom of the Opera," 
‘‘Benedict Arnold,” 
“Svengali" with. Peter 
O'Toole and Jodie Foster 
and "Johnny Belinda” with 
Richard Thomas,
-oretta Swit
career but discovers there 
are rules against her having 
all three.
‘STAR' WARS’ ON 
CABLE — Showtime and 
20th Century Fox-Telecom­
munications have signed a 
licensing agreement for a 
pay-TV showing of “Star 
Wars.” Sho'wtime sub­
scribers can expect to see 
the highest-grossing film in 
motion picture history in 
February, '1983. The 
science-fiction adventure 
film, written and directed 
by George Lucas, was fol­
lowed by "The Empire 
Strikes Back." The third 
film in the series, "Revenge 
of the Jedi,” will be 
released theatrically next 
year.
YOU YOU CANOE? —
In the Sierra Nevada moun­
tains. Catherine Bach and
James Brolin are tiling 
"White Water,’’ a TV-movie 
FOR CBS. Miss Bach, ot 
“The Dukes of Hazzard" 
fame, portrays a freelance 
photojournalist who 
becomes involved with a 
white water canoeist 
(Brolin). who is fighting the 
local government over rec­
reational use ot a river.
Catherine Bach
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:)//))-1; THUbsdayL
3 satiricai ioti at
- ffi © V.AEETES: LES 'YEOX DES
AUTRES / 'ri; ;/;;,?/ //;'/;,//-/;//■/ 
;/)-- ■- /®OMS®S&MINIJY a ///
/ / IS; 0 (6) © FAME As a drama class /
vannerie praliquee par Florine Hotomani 
se.--ji3t rslalvcs. / ' .
S OB.ARNEY MILLER p 
tffi 0 ® O DIFFR^ STROKES 
.Arnold goes ^-rt a hunger strike to support 
an Indian claim that a Drummond con­
struction Site is the location of a sacred 
Indian bunai ground-<R', p 
/ffi O H.ART TO HART aortly before he 
is murdered a stamp colieclor leaves an 
apparently wrihless stamp with rihe 
HartS-tRip ' ;//;:/.;
•ffi 0 MY6LDM.AN .Aspirited teen-ager/ 
; and her down-and-out horse trainer father;/
; tiy to make a new life together after a 14- 
year separaiion: Kristy McNichol and 
/ Warren Oates star. (R)
) ffi O NEVER BEFORE. NEVER 
AG.AIN The story of two men w.ho fulfill a 
/ dream on a conoe joumev is told. 
riS ffi'MO'VIE ** “High-Bailin'" (1978.
/ Adventure) Peter Fonda. Jerry Reed. A 
professional motorcyclist, his buddy and a 
/ female truck driver take on a vicious gang 
/ of hiiackers.
TAXIp
/ffi 0 DIFFRENT STROKES Willis is 
/ tempted to "buy" friends with marijuana. 
;/;TiRiP :■ /.:' ' - ; :■)'*)
ffi 3 LIVE IT UP Featured: a school for / 
/ private detectives; home video games; the 
.///symptoms of bashfulness; singer GlenYar- 
';ri»rcugh.(RVp ^
Kkao ffi @ THENA’nONALJOURNAL 
■ ; ®©20/2o;/ /: *' ; 
ffi © ffi O HHJ- STREETT BLUES A 
$50,000 reward is offered for information 
' leading to the arrest of a public defender's; 
// murderer, and LaRne. following his latest 
/ binet is told to find a riew job. (R)
O KNOTS LANDING Laura and all 
/ the women neighbore take an overnight 
trip to inspect a famous haunted house 
//which is up for sale. /;
/ ® Q WIU5ROOT The Wildroot Orch^;
' tra performs in this special taped last year // 
/ at Simon Fraser University.
;gI)©NEWS/ 7 );/,
® © ON'THE BOSES 
Ifcsa ffi ffi PILE OU FACE
® Q JACK ISLAND A look
/at the home of Canadian writer. Jack 
Hodgins is pesentsd through this visit to 
i /; Vancouver Island.
)■/©©NEWS;
ItSeffi © LA COL’PE DU MONDE DE 
SOCXSSSILABJ^
® ©ffi® ffi ©NEWS :
® @ ffi © cry NA’nOKAL NEWS 
03) ® STARSKY AND EDTCH 
® © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE / / ̂
;): ■ ® © spcsrrs PAGE; /
:Xte5®®NEWS'"-" -./ ;;■ /; /
!!:» ® © YANOHJVEB KIAND NEWS
:/) )/:/;. /);/; ;/)
lisffiS^EVEIBeG^’SWS 
m © SSOAL: .AFFAIRES FOB- 
: ISQ^JES/ / ; 
”); ffiQAlfeiEWS''' ";=■
: / ffiONKfNSWS ■''/•/
ffiGffieHsss:';;; ;' ;T;///;// 
'/ffiGCBSKESS;:");)/)
SffiSAKFfmDANDSCN ®ie«A-S^"/; ri:'; @®TaArsii?Eri):;
.:/ffi3aS0|IS«S:-f ./;:
;/ ffi @;PJI. MASaZi® A/;^ al tfe;
spsn -W Kejde saSserass 
, » taa M is* valBshle
‘ ffiGM^NSSREP^T)/ .
mmsEsassum ri 
m m WILL WSY TEKE OF
/ ; ^ ge&f si tEaSi-
;.; vA' CasaSs s ait&ated a a.
):; isasal ^rwse.-wiSi s^s CLirifes 'Wesr
)/. ffi 0
® ©EWERTAESM^TTONIGST 
/ ■ ffiO-mEJEFilSSKS 
ffiSJOKE^WILD 
ffi O EASPSi YALLEY WasHia l^yte 
kkte her out. thaj cadists SeBa's
: ■ tad 35 gettmg haa hadt. (R) 
ffiQMACNaL/l^HESHSPOST 
© 1® © ®)GANS 




/ /- ffi © UVE IT OP Featured; a sds-ol Rs-
/ private (tetecisvs- htsis vitfeG ^mss; the 
/// sj7S|Sisnscf hshfcloss sfager Gles Yar- 
'■ ■/'hestaaktRip / 
ri {Z)0'¥CSJjBSSDFCHIIT 
/ffi 0 UmSF EIBO H(*o takes 
at as old larmh^^ where a aiEte 
^ asl her fa^r are heisg tiadnsaOed 
280 esBsdwttisg fake seasss. <R) p 
7 ■ ® ® chsjokiple;/- / / ri;
// ^©MABYTnERSfOOHS /
7:» ffi © WdODf^TSSSA 
t^ffi © SSSMmM. CANADA DAY 
; : ^ yarkss paisks.^ Sre-
ssarkisg the huMay 
/ ; acr^ the eessszy are ^esesaed hy bs^
) NiKcf Loch the
; : / sEssicskaowsasIheFnmacsaBopresBd.;
^ject, Doris befriends a f*«ty runaway 
; ajKlt3ln£ihs-is>sdK>Qi.(H) 
ffi 0 ffi ©mONUlt PiMagsom is 
- hired by a tsKaputer magnate to recova’ 
i/¥a!aable.c0des;-iR| ./ri.:////;/. /■ ;
ffi © GREY OWL -An investigatka into 
/ wSsether Gr^ Owl was an imp^er seek-/ 
Ting gfcry as an Indian ;»• a g?eat pioneer 
; aattgal&fepresssted.) : : ■../ ■ //
: O © MOVE -A*% “The L«Kt Voyage" 
(1590. Draaa) / RcSjst Slack) - Etetsthy 
Malone. The ra}sain of a siskisg vessel 
;/ mist choose betwera dymg m; nacing his 
-/ career by aaandoamg ship/ wiule a pass^
/ gs-slnjg^ES to free isis wife friaa debris.
/ ® ® MOVE) * wJi -CofrOsn" (1^ 
Su^esse; Masei, Geraldise Chap-
; Sm A bttSendowa afcoholic lawyer coiTCS 
out of SKdusea lb defend ^ dan^t3’'s 
bc^feieni/ 5^ ;fsas; b^ /diargrf^ ; w^ 
mss^l -/ ■ri//;;-;::;-ri'/;''//;.
BBCStMmiiKHESp ri
9::SS © © LA SAOeClNE AiCTfH-Aiitarona 
Maine'sacdanussl stageEsnv SETS Viola ; 
Leger as)a3 ektely clsarwisnaB whose 
ricarthy rasiilectiSES ^tge frtaa ite^t- 
Ttersw^totbectHniesLiH)/ : 
ffi m LETCHTDe 1S3NIE L-expeditka 
(fe j£4a et Jaa^ Fester dais les Tati-^ 
R^es casadfei aiis: Gt% la
/..;' /.® Q NEWS/'.;;;: ■-
11:30 © O BARNEY MILLER
® 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE ^^) ‘ri 
));;® © WIMBLEDON UPDATE/A report;
/ on developments at the All-England Tennis ;
Championships is presented. / ;/ /
:/ © 0 CLOSE-UP /
® /© FEELING GOOD, FEELING/ 
PROUD .4 profile of Heidi Hennessy, a 
member of Theater Unlimited, a San Fran- / 
cisco-based company where half the per­
formers are developmentally disabled; is 
/ presented. .
/ ) ® © QUINCY Quincy meets/with tough 
oppositon when he tries to save the life of a : 
high school football star. (R)
11:45 ® 0 THE BEST OF CAR^ Host:
/ Johnny Carson. Guests: James Garner, Joe / 
; Garagiola, Larry Adler. (Rj; ; “ : ” /
(T) O QUINCY Quincy discovers that a /; 
rookie officer who killed a/burglar lied
aboulthe incident; /ri
12:00® O MINDER A military friend (Bri-;: 
an Glover) of Arthur disappears while the 
two men are enjoying a night bn the town, ; 
/ and Terry is assigned to find him before // 
his wife arrives in London; ) : / ' /)
® 0 VECA$ Dan competes with a gbr-; 
geous sleuth to capture the killer of three ) 
' private detectives. (R) ” ; /; ‘// '
(ID ©700 CLUB
: S3 -€D MOVIE J “Loose Change’’ : ;
/ : (Part 1) (1978. Drama) Cristina; Raines,/)- 
'Season Hubley; Three co-eds wrestle witli 
changing sexual mores amidst an atmos-;/.
; phere of political upheavalpn a California /
) campus during the’60s.
12:05 ® © MOVE "It Couldn’t Happen 
// To A Nicer Guy" (1974. Comedy) Paul ^r-; / 
/vino, Michael Learned.
/ ® ©MOVE** “Niclty’s World”(1974,
/ Drama) Charles Cioffi, George Voskovec 
;12;40® © MCMILLAN & WIFE A cryptic / / 
message is the only clue Mac has to find- 
- ing the killer of a former spv; colleague.: 
;'''//(R) ;)/:/■:■));;.//■Y/:'''::;V;-';/)-:Y 
12:45® © WIMBLEDON TENNIS Same- ): 
. day coverage of the women’s semifinal 
/; matches (from Wimbledon, England)
1255 ffi 0 MCMILLAN A WIFE A control;
//; vefsial anti-police author is /murdered 
aboard a train carrying several police off!- ;) 
cers, including Mac. to a convention. (R) 
1H)C®@M0VE 
; dS © NEWS 
1:10® ©NEWS
1:35® @ MOVE ■***:! "A Dreani; For ,);; 
/ Christmas" ) (1973,; DramajjHari Rhodes,'/ 
Beah Richards.
; ) d) 0 MOVE ** t^“The Night Stran- 
, gler” (1972. Suspense) Darren MriGavin, Jo))
/ .Ann Pflug.
)2.-0O @ ® (^COUPLE 
259 ® © ALFRED HITCHCOCK
DAYTIME SPORTS
) 6:00 (Q) ® SPORTS PAGE (R) ;
/i2:OO @, 0) WORLD CUP SOCCER Austria 
vs. West Germany (from Gijon, Spain)
5:30 ®: @ WORLD CUP SOCCER TOUR- 
;; / NAMENT Austria vs. Germany
DAYTIME MOVIES ri^
1:00 G3)© ** “A Time For Every Season" 
(1972./'Adyenture) Documentary. A man 
//: ; /and;a young)boy explore the forbidding 
Alaskan Tundra.
2:30(® © ★■fr'ArVz “Les/Miserables” (2e 
partie) (1958, Drame) Jean Gabin, Bernard 
Blier. Incarcere apres avoir ete accuse a
: tort d’uri crime, un jeune homme s’evade 
et sera poursuivi par un geolier pendant 
plusieurs annees. ; :
3:00,(® 0^^^^: /*^^^ "Flying High” (1978, 
Comedy) /Pat KIous, Connie Sellecca. 
Three attractive young women earn their 
/ ; / ;) ;; wings to become airline stewardesses.
/ / /).://; /ffi © */% “Santee" (1973, Drama) Glenn) 
Ford, Michael Burns. A bounty hunter 
befriends the son of a man he murdered.
-EVENING
8:00 ® @ CECEVEOTNG NEWS 
/: / ® © LECROYABLE HULK
:) ;/):)®0ABCNEWS^': V /
® 0NBCNEWS 
rifj :/ ffi © ® © NEWS / ; :'
)/-/:;■/; ffi 0 CBS NEWS -;:.;/// 
ri / (D ® SANFORD AND SON 
(!D®M»A*s*H;;';:- 
;/:riri (J3)© THAT’S LIFE ; )
:“//;:6;30 ffi @ ® © NEWS) ' )/:);
);/; ;ri ;ffi ® ;P.M;)MAGAZINE The wedding of 
magician. Doug Henning; a family that 
'■ owns and operates their own railroad, 
ffi © BUSING REPORT
^riT
@ © HERE’S LUCY 
(B) © WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
/v/://:;NEX'n.;:/■;:■;//)-
7:00® © WONDERFUL GRAND BAND ) 
ffi © TBLEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
) ®0HEALTHBEAT
® @ ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
ffi ©THEJEFFERSONS ; : ^
ffi 0 JOKER’S WILD ri 
ffi © ONE DAY AT ATTME After a 
week, Barbara is still fuming over her dis- 
) ;)// astrous )first-date with Mark Royer. (Part- 
2){R)
ffi © MACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT
® ® O© HOGAN’S HEROES 
(T3) © VANCOUVER Featured: the best 
amateur talent of the season and Mr. Nude 
Vancouver.;, /
7:30® 0 THE FACTS OF LIFE Blair’s 
late grandfather leaves a sizable donation 
in his will to help erect a new Eastland 
; library. (R) :
(!) © TELEJOURNAL 
ffiOTHEMUPPETS 
©0 TIC TAC DOUGH 
/ ® © ffi O FAST COMPANY Guests: 
Ian Thomas. Earl Holliman, Angie Dickin­
son, Kelly Monteith, Charlene Tilton, Wil 
Shriner. (R) ;
“® 0 YOU Asked FOR IT
(D) © BASEBALL Chicago White Sox at 
Seattle Mariners - 
GH © MARY TYLER MOORE 
7:35 ffi O WORLD OF THE SEA 
8:00 ffi 0 SCTV TELEVISION NETWORK 
ffi © GENIES EN HERBE EN 
. VACANCES;;
® 0 BENSON Kraus falls for a govern­
ment official and arranges a romantic 
weekend, unaware the man of her dreams 
is married. (R) Q
® © THE JLMES BOYS A divorced 
father attempts to keep his job while 
trying to raise his 7-year-old son.
(S O SURVIVAL 2000 
ffi 0 ffi © THE DUKES OF HAZZARD 
; Bo and Luke are accused of secretly taping 
a Mickey Gilley benefit concert and selling 
the tapes. (R)
; ® 0 WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
• REJVTEW
GD © MOVIE * W Vi ‘‘The McCullochs” 
(1975. Drama) Forrest Tucker, Max Baer.
/ The/life bf an affluent Texas family is 
traced from the Korean War period 
. through the 1970s.
8:30(1) © HORS SERIE - MATTRES ET 
VALETS “Une Date dans I'Histoire” Mon­
sieur Lion, fournisseur en poissons et 
yolailles, demande la main de Madame 
Bridges, cuisiniere Chez les Bellami.
® ©MAKING A LIVING The players of 
a minor league baseball team Start hang­
ing out at the restaurant. (R)
® © CHICAGO STORY Megan investi­
gates a gangland-style slaying with a sur- 
/ prising twist, and Joe breaks up an argu­
ment between two old friends over a wom- 
; )an. (R) : /) : ___ )
ffi o WALL yrREET WEEK "A Sum­
mer Rally?” Guest: Leon G. Cooperman of ; 
; Goldman, Sachs & Company.
9:09 ffi © ffi 0 DALLAS J.R.'s position as 
; head of Ewing Oil is jeopardized when an
FRIDAY EVENING JUNE 25,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
CD Grand Ba,nd Facts Of Life SCTV Television Network Dallas CBC News-Journal
(D ■Regional Telejournal Genies Maitres Et Valets La Television Des Autres Soccer
® HealthBeai The Muppets Benson A Living ABC Movie
Entertainment Tic Tac Dough James Boys Chicago Story McClain’s Law
® Jeffersons Fast Company Survival 2000 CTV Movie: "The Medusa Touch"
(2) joker's Wild Asked For It The Dukes Of Hazzard Dallas Falcon Crest
® Day At Time Fast Company The Dukes Of Hazzard CTV Movie; “The Medusa Touch"
MacNeil WId. Of Sea Wash. Week Wall Street Biography Neighbors Masterpiece Theatre
® Hogan's Heroes Baseball: Chicago White So* At Seattle Manners News
GD Hogan's Heroes Mary I. Moore Movie: "The McCullochs" On The Buses News
GD Vancouver Movie; "More Wild, Wild West"
irate Miss Ellie takes matters into her own 
hands, (R)
®0 MOVIE
® © ffi © MOVIE * * Vi "The .Medusa 
Touch” (1968. Horror) Richard Burton, Lee 
Remick. A female psychiatrist attempts to 
minimize the importance of her patient’s 
; claim that he possesses uncontrollable 
telekinetic powers that result in death and 
disaster.
ffi © BIOGRAPHY
G3) © MOVIE “The Duellists"
(1978. Adventure) Keith Carradine. Harvey 
Keitel, Based on a story by Joseph Conrad. 
Two French officers continue their long- 
runningfeud during the Napoleonic wars. 
9:30 ffi © LA TELEVISION DES AUTRES 
“Non, la Pologne n’est pas Morte’’
® @’THE GOOD NEIGHBORS 
10:00 ffi 0 THE NA'nONAL / JOURNAL 
® @ MCCLAIN’S LAW McClain uses a 
police computer to zero in on two young 
thugs who are terrorizing a neighborhood. 
(R) :
ffi 0 FALCON CREST Emma is kid­
napped by Turner Bates, who tries to 
extort money from Angie. (R)
® ® MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
“Flickers” Arnie and his old flame Letty 
team up to beguile a prospective backer. 
(Parthlnj 
G2) © ON THE BUSES 
10:30(1) © LA COUPE DUMONDE DE 
SOCCER LABATT Les equips de I’Al- 
lemange de I'Ouest et de I'Autriche se ren- 
contrent.
®®(g)©NEWS
11:00 © 0 © © ffi © NEWS
® © ffi 0 CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
(1) O IMAGES OF INDIANS "The Movie 
Reel Indians" The efforts of the Indians to 
change misconceptions and to persuade 
the major studios to film the tribes realist­
ically are documented.
(O © STARSKY AND HUTCH 
G5) © DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE 
O© SPORTS PAGE 
11:05 ffi ©NEWS
11:20 ® Q VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
(ffi ©NEWS
11:30 ffi © BARNEY MILLER 
(5 0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
(5 0 'TONIGHT Host: Johnny Carson. 
Guest: Thalassa Cruso. 
ffi 0 CLOSE-UP
ffi © VIDEO WEST: BACKSTAGE PASS 
G3) © MOVIE ** “The Psychic” (1979, 
Drama) Jennifer O'Neill, Marc Porel. A 
young woman foresees the circumstances 
surrounding her own death. (R)
11:45 ffi 0 MOVIE -kk-k "The Great Bank 
Hoax” (1979. Comedy) Burgess Meredith. 
Richard Basehart. Three disgruntled bank 
executives decide to rob their own bank.
(R)
12:(>0 ffi ® MOVIE “Doctor Ehrlich's 
Magic Bullet” (1940. Biography) Edward 
G. Robinson. Ruth Gordon. A doctor 
devotes his life to finding a cure for social 
diseases.
® 0 FRIDAYS Host: Beau Bridges. 
Guest: David Grisman. (R)
(Tl)® SOLID GOLD
G3) © MOVIE -k-kyz “The Fabulous Dor­
seys” (1947, Musical) Tommy and Jimmy 
Dorsey and their Orchestras. Two of swing 
music’s great bandleaders feud and even­
tually reconcile.
12:05 (5 Q MOVIE ★ * Vi “Playmates” 
(1972, Comedy) Alan Alda, Connie Stevens. 
(5 0 MOVE * * ti "Larry” (1974, Dra­
ma) Frederic Forrest. Tyne Daly.
12:30 (ffi © CINEMA * Vi “Christina” 
(1973. Drame) Barbara Parkins, Peter 
Haskell.
© 0 SCTV NETWORK (R)
1:00 (D) ffl NEWS
1:30 ffi 0 MOVE * ★ Vi “Melody Of Hate” 
(1975. Drama) Susan Flannery, Keith 
Baxter.
1:35 ® 0 MOVE **Vi “Anna Karenina” 
(1948. Romance) Vivien Leigh, Ralph Rich­
ardson.
® 0 MOVE /* Vi “Gorath” (1965, Sci­
ence-Fiction) Kiu Toho, Suzi Wani.
G5) © ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRE­
SENTS
1:50 ffi O NEWS 
1:55 GI) ® ODD (UUPLE 
2:00® 0 MOVE *kVz “The Friends Of 
Eddie Coyle" (1973, Drama) Robert 
Mitchum. Peter Boyle.
2:20 ffi © CLOSE-UP 
2:35 G5) B NEWS 
3:00® ©NEWS
3:20 ffi 0 MOVE * * Vi “Reunion In Ter­
ror” (1973, Mystery) Rock Hudson, Susan 
Saint James.
3:50 ffi © THE WALTONS
4:00® ©NEWS
4:30 ® 0 BiARSHAL DILLON
V.
SATURDAY EVENING ^NES56,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
CD Archie Bunker Happy Days Hotel Movie This Land
(D Bizarre Les Heros Du Samedi La Semaine Parlementaire D’Hier A Demain Telejournal
@3 Lawrence Welk Today's FBI Love Boat Fantasy Island
CD Entertainment This Week A Shaun Cassidy Special Barbara Mandrell & Sisters NBCMagzine
10 Mile”
'CD Taxi Circus Lou Grant Movie; "The Jeric
(7) KIRO Special Wait Disney CBS Movie; "The Duellists”
(D Taxi Circus Trapper John, M.0. CTV Movie: "Capricorn One”
CD Nova;“R. Peters )n'" All Creatures Great & Small Movie: “Olympia, Part 1 ■ Festival Of The People”
Solid Gold Movie: “Arsenic And Old Lace”
Movie
(15) The Avengers Streets 01 San Francisco Movie: "The Southern Star”
(S) Star Trek Music Special: "Loverboy” Love Boat Fantasy Island
5:00 ® O WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS 
® e KLINGER AND COMPANY 
®0 WRESTLING 
(D® THE WALTONS 
®0KRESKIN
® O WORLD CUP SOCCER TOURNA- 
MENT
(0) ffi BIONIC WOMAN
(R) ffi WESTERN REVIEW 
5:30® ©NEWS
©BYOUCANDOIT
(S) ffi GLOBAL WEEKEND
EVENING
6:00® ©NBC NEWS 
®@®ONEWS 
®®CBSNEWS
® 0 IRELAND: A TELEVISION HIS­
TORY
QDffiKUNGFU 
O © WEEK’S END
(fg ffi WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
NEXT!
6:30®©® ©NEWS 
® © KING 5 MAGAZINE 
®0 BINGO 
®0SUNCOUNTRY 
® © PINK PANTHER 
(S) ffi WORLD ALIVE 
7:06 @ Q ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE
Archie tries to get a sex education class at 
Stephanie’s school dropped. (R)
® ffi BIZARRE, BIZARRE ”Les 
Revenants”
® @ LAWRENCE WELK 
® © ENTERTAINMENT THIS WEEK 
®O®0TAXI(R)n 
® 0 A NINTH TO REMEMBER 
® 0 NOVA “A Field Guide To Roger 
Tory Peterson" A portrait of the man 
whose best-selling guidebooks on ornithol­
ogy have played a pivotal role in turning 





7:30® 0 HAPPY DAYS Fonzie tries to 
convince the gang to switch from rock to 
classical music. (R) Q 
® © LES HERDS DU SAMEDI 
® © ® O CIRCUS Cal Dodd and Sher- 
isse Laurence welcome Senor Valdez. Joe 
Jackson, the Living Statues, and Senor 
Ramos. (R)
8:00 ® 0 WEST ROCK HOTEL 
® Q TODAY’S FBI Maggie and another 
female agent go undercover as truckers to 
crack a ring of hijackers. (R)
® @ A SHAUN CASSIDY SPECIAL
Shaun Cassidy takes a humorous look at 
his life on the road: Loni Anderson. Jack 
Albertson and the Crystals guest star.
® 0 LOU GRANT Rossi covers the case 
of a convicted murderer who won’t appeal 
her death sentence. (R)
® 0 WALT DISNEY "The Little Shep­
herd Dog Of Catalina" A Shetland sheep­
dog is marooned on a small island off the 
coast of California.
® 0 MOVIE ★*V2 “Capricorn One” 
(1978. Suspense) Elliott Gould, James Bro­
lin. A reporter and three American astro­
nauts are drawn into an elaborate hoax 
designed to cover up a malfunction aboard 
the first manned space flight to Mars.
® O ALL CREATURES GREAT AND 
SMALLH
(TT) ffi MOVIE **★ "Arsenic And Old 
Lace" (1944, Comedy) Cary Grant, 
Josephine Hull. Two old ladies poison 
unsuspecting gentlemen with elderberry 
wine and bury them in their basement 
complete with funeral services.
© © STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
© ffi MUSIC SPECIAL “Loverboy” 
8:30@@MO\aE
® © LA SEMAINE PARLEMENTAIRE 
A OTTAWA
9:00 (S 0 ® ffi LOVE BOAT Captain 
Stubing develops an unusual relationship 
with a woman, and a newly married cou­
ple meet up with a man from the groom’s 
past. (Rip
® © bSIBARA MANDRELL and THE 
MANDRELL SISTERS Guests: Dolly Par-
ton, John Schneider, the Krofft Puppets. 
(R)
(S © MOVIE **★ “The Jericho Mile” 
(1979, Drama) Peter Strauss, Brian Den- 
nehy. An inmate serving a life sentence in 
Folsom Prison trains to become an Olym­
pic runner.
® © MOVIE “The Duellists”
(1978, Adventure) Keith Carradinej Harvey 
Keitel. Based on a story by Joseph Conrad. 
Two French officers continue their long- 
running feud during the Napoleonic wars. 
® 0 MOVIE **** “Olympia, Part I: 
The Festival Of The People’) (1938) Docu­
mentary. Directed by Leni Riefenstahl. 
The first part of this acclaimed film 
record of the 1936 Berlin Olympics follows 
the path of the Olympic torch bearers and 
covers the elaborate inauguration ceremo­
nies presided over by Adolph Hitler.
© © MOVIE **Vz “The Southern Star” 
(1969, Adventure) George Segal, Ursula 
Andress. A man searches for a priceless 
diamond in hopes of winning the heart of 
the owner’s daughter.
9:30 ® ffi ITHIER A DEMAIN 
10:00® © © ffi FANTASY KLAND An 
answering service operator meets the 
three men of her dreams, and a brother
and sister return to the house where their 
father died. (R) p /
®@ NBC MAGAZINE 
10:30 ® 0 THIS LAND The history of towns 
across Canada that grew around single 
resources are traced including the towns 
of Sudbury, Black Harbour, and Val D’Or.;
(i) ffi LE TELEJOURNAL / 
NOUVELLES DU SPORT
(j) 0’THE JEFFERSONS George sneaks 
and reads Louise’s private diary.(R)
QT) ffi MOVIE *** “Union Station’^ 
(1950, Drama) William Holden, Barry 
Fitzgerald. A blind girl is kidnapped, but
doesn’t understand her situation due to her 
sightlessness.
11:00 ® 0 THE NATIONAL 
®©®©®©NEWS 
® © ® 0 CTV NA'nONAL NEWS 
® 0 FATHER, DEAR FATHER 
© © SUGAR RAY LEONARD’S GOLD­
EN GLOVES “Highlights” (Part 4)
© ffi THE FORUM PRESENTS: MUR­
RAY MCLAUGHLIN.
11:05 ® ffi LA POLITIQUE FEDERALE 
11:15® © CINEMA ★:*Vi “Un Sac de 
Billes" (1977, Comedie) Richard Constan- 
tini. Paul-Eric Schulmann. Sous I’occupa- 
tion, une famille juive residant a Paris 
decide de passer en zone libre pour 
echapper a la deportation et s’installeront 
a Nice.
®©ABCNEWS
11:20 ® 0 NEWS (“Provincial Affairs” will 
precede the new,s.)
® © VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS 
® 0 NEWS
11:30 ® O MUSIC MAKERS IN CONCTSIT
“Ian Hunter” This profile of the multi­
talented performer includes selections 
from his most popular releases.
© © SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE Host:
Elvthe Danner; Guest: Rickie Lee Jones. : H ; )
(R)
(Z) ®S MOVIE * ★ * “The Owl And The 
Pussycat” (1970, Comedy) Barbra 
Streisand, George SegaL? An intellectual 
becomes involved with a part-time prosti- 
) tute.’' . ■
11:45® @ MOVIE **V2 “The Big Sky”
(1952, Western) Kirk Douglas^ Dewey Mar­
tin. Expiorers travel up the Missouri River 
to Blackfobt Indian territory despite the 
hazards.
12:00 ©ffi NEWS
(© © MOVIE ** “Sunflower” (1970,
Drama) Sophia Loren; 'Marcello Mas- 
troianni. A beautiful woman is haunted by 
memories of a long-lost lover.
(© ® MOVIE *** “FromThis Day 
Forward” (1946, Drama) Joan Fontaine, , :
Mark Stevens. A young Bronx couple try to 
carve out a future for themselves during. 
the postwar years,
12:05 (S © MOVIE 14 “Buffalo Bill 
And The Indians, Or Sitting Bull’s'History 
: Lesson” (1976. Western) Paul Newman, v ;
Burt Lancaster.
® © MOVIE “The Man Who
Could Talk To Kids" (1973, Drama) Peter 
Boyle, Robert Reed.
12:30® O MOVIE ** “Born Losers’^ ,,
(1967, Drama) Tom Laughlin, Elizabeth ■ .
. . James.
1:00® © CINEMA *** “Tueur de 
Filles” (1969, Policier) Raquel Welch,
, ■'^'Tuke'Askew.
® 0 EVENING AT THE IMPROV .; -/ ) r f ;
1:25 ® 0 WCT TENNIS 
1:35 ® 0 MOVIE * * V2 “Manhunter”
(1974, Drama) Ken Howard, Gary Lock- 
wood. .
2:00® 0 MOVIE ** “The Wrecking 
Crew” (1968. Comedy) Dean Martin, Elke 
. Sommer.
© © MOVIE ** ‘‘Godzilla’s Revenge”
(1970. Science-Fiction) Akira Hoshi, Toru 
Hiroyuki.
©ffi ODD COUPLE 
2:25 ®0 NEWS 
2:30 ® 0 SUPERMAN 
2:35® 0 MOVIE ** “Che!” (1969, Dra­
ma) Omar Sharif, Jack Palance.
3:00CI)O NEWS 
3:15 ® © NOTE OF FAITH 
3:30 © © NEWS 
-'4:00 © 0 NEWS .
4:30 ® 0 THE HONEYMOONERS
MONDAYEVENING
7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 1 10:00 r 10:30
m Our V(ay Teachers PvL Benjamin WKRPlnCin. MASJt7 ChaSenge j CBC News-fcania
Regional y . Telejournal Tac Au Tac ; Tele-Selecbon; "Gtar-ds Romans ■ Detfoil” So^ ^.■"y..
m PM Northwest The Muppets Baseball ; Best Of West;
CD Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Litb’e House On Prairie NSC Movie: “Mfdnight L*e" . ; y : : 7y;:'yy ;
CD Jeffersons Bizarre 7 Little House On The Prairie CTV Movie: "Sanhura”
m Joker’s Wild Asked For It Pvt Benjamin WKRP In Gn. M.A.SJ1 i House CaSs y| Cagwy&Lacey 7-
m One Of Boys Bizarre Kouk Calls Thritt CTV Movie: “Sanbitn" 7 7 7 V 7 7; 77 y y 7-77 7 :
w MacNeil WId. Of Sea the Paper Chase Great Perfonn antes: “Catnp^" y^ 7,
®; Hogan’s Heroes Odd Couple Movie; "Cotter” 1 Hews
w Hogan’s Heroes Mary T. Moore Movie: “Hercules" - . joBTheBiiSS j Hews
;@3) Vancouver ; y - j Hovfe; "Mdfii^itLace'7y-- 7: ■- - -^
6:00 @ 0 CBC EVENING NEWS r 
(I) © LE VAGABOND “Les Deux Font la 
Paire” Le Vagabond et un compagnon 
: viennent en aide a deux chevaux destines a? 
; Tabattoir. - “ : ;
‘ ®© ABC NEWS 
: ; ®0 NBC NEWS 
: ®0®ONEWS 
;®0CBSNEWS
o ffi SANFORD AND SON < ^
w::i©©M*A*S*H -.; ■ 
i © ffi'THAT’S LIFE
? 6:30 ® © ANGIE Angie et Joyce passent. 
5 ; quelques heures en prison: ' ^ ^
:;:;®©®0NEWS:- 
i : ® : 0 P.M. MAGAZINE A look at the 
V ; sport of wind-surfing; a member of the 
Kennedy Space Center’s astronaut rescue 
team. ...
® © BUSINESS REPORT 
©ffiBOBNEWHART 
© ffi HERE’S LUCY 
© ffi WHAT WILL THEY ’THINK OF 
■ 'NEXT! :
7:00 ® 0 SEEING IT OUR WAY 
® ffi’TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL :
® o P.M. NORTHWEST 
® ® ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT 
1® ©THEJEFFERSONS 
®£S JOKER’S WILD 
® © ONE OF YHE BOYS
® Q MACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT 
OS CD ® © HOGAN’S HEROES 
©ffiVANCXIUVER
7:30® © TEACHERS ONLY Diana wor­
ries about Cooper, who is delegating an 
ever-increasing amount of respons:bility 
toBrodv)
® ffi TELEIOUHNAL 
®0THEMUPPETS 
®© TIC TAC DOUGH 
® O ® 0 bizarre Feamred- a
wrestlers unusuaL funeral service; the 
sfaoeshine man at the Vfhite Hou^. new 
techniques for cosmetic body surgery (Ri 
® 0 YOU ASKED FOR TT 
© ffi ODD COUPLE 
©ffi MARY TYLER UOOBE.
7:35 ® © WORLD OF THE SEA 
8:00 ® © ® © PRIVATE BENJ.ASflN 
Beniamin and Gianelli hide Hubbles
sweetheart when he comes to visit. (K!
® ffi DU TAC AU TAC “Les Vrix da 
Seigneur"
@0 B.ASEBALL Regional coverage or 
St. Louis Cardinals al Philadelphia Phil­
lies' another game to be announce _ ^ 
® O ® O UTTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE Charles travels to Chicago to 
console his oid friend isaiah Awards . 
when the man’s young son is killed m an 
accident. (RiO
a malpractice suit attsra person be put on
a diet becomes seriously ilL (Hi ; ^
® O PAPER CHASE "Scavajger Hum" 
: Professor Kingsfiel£rs annual exercise 
requiring students to find answers to 160
- jegal questions in three days is attaeke-d by 
' a resentful faculw-
© ffi MOVIE rC^otier" 0372.
Western! Don Muiray, Card Lynl^- -An
anhappv Indian down tries m rerestabli^
himself in his hometown IdBcwing a tragic 
: : rodeo accident. “ '-''W: ; ‘ S:
@ ffi MOVIE ***
- Adventure). Steve Reeves, bylva
The son of Zeus renounces hi isinortality 
for the love of the Princes of Jetax
8isa ® 6 ® S WKRP IN aNONNATr
Bailey temporarily allows Jttony Fev«
to move in wuit cer. (Rj „ : s
® ffi TELE-SIECnON *■** “Grands 
Romans; Detroit" !iS7S._ Dramei Rc-ck 
Hudson. Lee 'Remicfc .Apres la demisios 
du directetir Vtilsou. la secretaire lui tait 
des revelations sarprenantes- : :
® o THRILL OF .A UFEUME Fea- 
uired: a. female cotstniccion worker 
crowro the wiimer of an aii-maie 
centest; a mi-ddie-aged ; srofecor and 
autisor-ChalleEges IS-yearfoid latnis star 
' Carling Bssetc and a woman is reunited 
. With her iong-i<st fathet-iRlQ, ;
S:S0® O ® 0 M*A*S*H Hawkeye, BJ 
: and Charles smfer a heavy barrage jf
prefereciial treatment frmc the enlisted
persc-anel wcfiE they are placed on the
camps promotiim ccari {R> -
.;. ®-0 © ffi,MOVIE.
Lace" {1981. Su^sense) Mary Crisby. <5aiy 
Frank. -A Saa Fraodsco TV twws reporter t 
is driven lo the brink c-f insanity ste 
is stalked by a myaeraws, wjwItHse asas- 
■ ^(R) ; , - -
® 0 ® O MOVIE **f2 “StEiwn!” 
(1979. Comedy;! Farrals Fawcea, Charles 
Grodm. A slightly tngit secret 
involves a beautifiSf advesUsnms woman 
in a dangerous aiafercovH' cperatica in 
sunnv Acapaka.
® Q OiEAT reEF(B34AMES “The 
Private Histo-:y Of .A Campaiga That 
, Faile<r Pat Hiagie aars is an adaptatka 
; of. Mark Twain's SctiMaliaed remicis- 
cence of his brief and m^riots career in 
the Confederate militia during tSa QvH 
VisF-iU'. ■ -
S-M(S © FIMJNT PAGE CH.AiiE?«2: 
-’ Guest Judge RayneiLlEj ?
® © BOISE riSTi.s £^. Solcmoa faces 
a malpactice suit af IS" a pesos hs put CE 
adiet cecomesseriosslvilLCR) _
HfcOe ® O TEE NATIONAL i .KHJRNAL 
® O CAGNEY i IJXEIf and
Lacev are assigned to protect the life of as
csta-oken E31.A critit (R) - ,
(©Sinews
©ffiONTEEEOSS - ^
10-.30® ffi LA COUi^ m MONDE IK: 
SOCCERLAEATT _i_- =
® O SST OF TEE WEST A retired 
gunn^ler takes a jab as 3 cook in tis . 
Scaare Deal Saloon. (Ri » . v- ^ :
® O NTkirT TJ«ACY The story of tlwee 
Japanffie-.Am&ican bfotl^rs who have 
undergone heart stagery s told. ; l
■-'©©NEWS .. ; V :
ILK! ® O ® 0 ©0 NEWS
® O ® O CTVNAtlOSALNEWS 
® O SUPES^AR P^CTE 
©ffi STARSKY AND HDTCT 
©ffi DOCTOR IN THE -
©ffiSPOBTSFAGE 
ll:C5®©NEWS
1139 ©eVANCmiVEa ISLAND NEWS ; 
.;-®ONEWS.;- 
ILSS ® © BARNEY MILLER 
® O A3C NEWS NKJSTtlNE 
® 0 ’WIMBLEDON UPDATE A report 
<HJ ceveiopmeEts al iSe .Ali-&fiaG-<J leasis.
' CsamptonsBips-ispreseciee,'- .
’■®©CLC^&UP ____
® 0 S4E.AK PREVIEWS Roger E‘o«t 
: and G^ic Stskel review “Amue.
.. Author" and “Firefcs.” -" .. - ^ 
©ffi QUINCY Quiscy icvsagaie- ac- 
: alleged a-ccideataf drownisg at a health ,
: 'sca;!Ri . - ’ - -
11:45 ® 0 THE KST OF CARSON Host 
Johnny Carsc-m Geests: Jack.. Klii^aas. . 
:!- David Letwrmas, Carol. .Nablett.- Tom ' 












SUNDAY EVENING JUNE 27,1982
7:00 7:30 8:00 1 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30
CD Beachcombers Hangin’ In Sons And Lovers The National Dream Catalyst Television
(D Chez Denise Les Beaux Dimanches Les Beaux Dimanches: ’‘Les Claudine” Dimanches Telejournal
CD ABC Movie: "The Double McGufhn" ABC Movie: "Golden Rendezvous"
CD Father Murphy CHiPs Three Eyes The Texas Rangers
CD Thrill Littlest Hobo Today’s FBI Quincy W5: The Accident
CD 60 Minutes Archie Bunker Day At Time Alice Jeffersons Trapper John,M.D.
CD CHiPs To Be Announced Quincy W5; The Accident
(D Ten Who Dared Previews Nova; "Locust" Masterpiece Theatre Movie: "Olympia. Part II"
® Movie: "Getting Away From It All" Probe Contact Threshold Focus 700 Club
Streets 01 San Francisco Movie: "Fahrenheit 451" 60 Minutes
(TD 60 Minutes Father Murphy ABC Movie; "This House Possessed"
EVENING
6:00 ® © WALT DISNEY "Computers Are 
People Too" The ways in which artists use 
computer technology to enhance their 
creativity are examined through highlights 
from the forthcoming motion picture 
“Tron."
($ SB TEaiEMONDE
® Q TOWN MEETING “For Women
Onlv”
©0NBCNEWS 
® O ® 0 NEWS 
® 0 CBS NEWS 
©ffl STAR’TREK 
®©M»A»S»H
© ffl EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS 
6:30 ® ffi HEBDO DIMANCHE 
©SHOW COME?
® 0 ® O SUPER LOTO
®0NEWS
® ©’TEN WHO DARED
© © CAROL BURNETT AND
FRIENDS
© ffi LAURIER’S PEOPLE Guest: 
George Woodcock.
7:00 (S 0 BEACHCOMBERS Sara 
tries to get behind Relic’s gruff exterior 
and learn about his inner self. (R)
(^ ffi CHEZ DESnSE “Federico Doit se
Faire Operer’’
(® 0 MOVIE * * “The Double McGuf- 
fin" (1979, Mystery) Ernest Borgnine. 
George Kennedy. A group of teen-agers 
become amateur secret agents to protect 
the beautiful leader of a small country 
from assassins.
® ® FATHER MURPHY Father Joe
Parker quits the priesthood and takes a job
at a frontier saloon. (R) Q 
® ® THRILL OF A LIFETIME Fea­
tured: a young hockey goalie stops the 
scoring attempts of a major-league star, 
and a would-be cowboy takes part in a cat­
tle roundup. (R) (n 
® 0 © ffl 60 MINUTES 
® 0 CHIPS Jon and Ponch are baffled 
by a gang of crooks who use lasers to dis­
able their victims. (R)
©ffi MOVIE ** “Getting Away From 
It All" (1971, Comedy) Barbara Feldon, 
Larry Hagman. When two middle-class 
couples drop out of the “rat race” and seek 
paradise, they get less than they bargained 
for.
® ffi STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
7:30® 0 RANGIN’ IN Kate counsels a 
teenager (David Collins) who believes he is 
victimized by racial prejudice, while Mike 
helps a girl obtain birth-control pills. (R)
® ffi LES BEAUX DIMANCHES “La 
Foret Magique - Chantal Goya”
® 0 LITTLEST HOBO A young commu­
nity outcast (Edward Albert) finds a 
chance for self-respect when he uncovers a 
dognapping scam. (R) Q_
® O SNEAK PREVIEWS Roger Ebert 
and Gene Siskel review “.Annie,” “Author, 
Author” and “Firefox.” - 
8:00 ® 0 SONS AND LOVERS After Ger­
trude helps to cure Paul of his illness, he 
then has a crucial meeting with Miriam 
Leviers.
® 0 CHIPS Jon and Ponch are baffled 
by a gang of crooks who use lasers to dis­
able their victims. (R)
(® ® ’TODAY’S FRI Maggie and another: 
female agent go undercover as truckers to 
crack a ring of hijackers. (R)
® 0 ARCHIE BUNKER’S PLACE 
Archie tries to get a sex education class at 
Stephanie’s school dropped. (R)
® 0 TO BE ANNOUNCED 
® O NOVA “Locust: War Without End” 
Filmed in Europe and Africa, some of 
man’s latest attempts to rid himself of the 
locust are examined. (R) □
© ffi MOVIE ***^ahrenheit 451” 
(1967, Science-Fiction) Oskar Werner, 
Julie Christie. Based on the story by Ray 
Bradbury. In a future society, an official 
ban is placed on reading and firemen are 
assigned to burn all books.
@3) ffl FATHER MURPHY Father Joe 
Parker quits the priesthood and takes a job 
at a frontier saloon. (R) □
8:30 ® ffi LES BEAUX DIMANCHES ‘‘Les 
Claudine” ,
® 0 ONE DAY AT A TIME Despite a 
disastrous first date .with Mark Royer, 
Barbara is unable to get him off her mind. 
(Part2)(R)
©ffiPROBE
9:00 @ 0 THE NATIONAL DREAM “The 
Great Debate" In 1878, Sir John A. Mac­
donald regains his power and reluctantly 
appoints Donald Smith. Jim Hill and 
George Stephen to oversee construction of 
the railroad. (R) (□
® 0 M0\TE^* V2 “Golden Rendez­
vous’’ (1977, Drama) Richard Harris, 
David Janssen. Passengers aboard an 
ocean liner carrying a cargo of gold are 
threatened by impending: nuclear desirue- 
tion.
® © THREE EYES Three owners of a 
detective agency are hired by an ex-girl- 
friend of one of the partners to locate her: 
missing husband.
® 0 ® © QUINCY An investigation 
into a suspicious fire leads Quincy into the 
company of a disturbed pyromaniac. (R)
® 0 ALICE Mel is plunged into a state 
of depression when he realizes that he has 
no heirs. (R)
(S ® MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
“Flickers” It looks as though Arnie’s mov­
ie may never be completed — money runs 
out and so does its star. (Part 6) [□ .
©fflCONTACT
© ffl MOVIE **¥2 “This House Pos­
sessed” (1981. Mystery) Parker Stevenson, 
Lisa Eilbacher. A rock singer has a ner­
vous breakdown and goes to live in a sinis­
ter house with his young nurse and com- 
panion.(R)n ■
9:30 ® 0 THE JEFFERSONS George, in 
the market for a snappy advertising jingle, 
learns he has to first cheer up the 
depressed jingle writer. (R);
© ffi ON ’THE ’THRESHOLD
10:00 ® 0 CATALYST TELEVISION
’’Retirement We Deserve” ;
® ffi LES BEAUX DIMANCHES “Le 
Tresor des Grotoceans” .
® 0 THE TEXAS RANGERS Two Tex­
as Rangers use modern police techniques 
to capture a trio of escaped convicts. (R)
® 0 ® 0 W5: THE ACCIDENT The 
traumas experienced by victims of traffic 
accidents are examined in this documenta­
ry, produced by communications students “ 
at Ryerson College. ; .
® 0 TRAPPER JOHN, M.D, Nurse Rip­
ples’ job is thrown into jeopardy when her 
alcoholic brother re-enters her. life. (R) ; : 
(5) 0 MOVIE **** “Olympia, PartTI: 
The Festival Of Beauty” 0938) Documen­
tary; Directed by Lent Riefenstahl.; This 
coverage of events at thel936 Berlin Sum­
mer Games stresses the beauty, and* 
rhythm of athletic competition.y ;
© ffi FOCUS 
© ffi 80MINUTES ; -
;30 ® ffi LE ’TELEJOURNAL / SPORT-; 
DMANCHE 
©ffi 700 CLUB .
;00® 0 THE NATIONAL (‘;Nalion:s>: 
Business” will follow“The National.”)
® 0©® ® ® NEWS:
® 0 ® 0 CTV NATIONAL NEWS 
©ffi ON THE BUSES 
© ffl GLOBAL NEWSWEEK 
:05 ® ffi CINE-CLUB *** “Tqutes ces : 
Femmes ou a Propos de Tbutes ces 
Femmes’' (1964, Comedie) Bibi Andersson, ; 
Jarl Kulle. Pres du cercueil d’un violbncel- ; 
liste celebre, un critique inusical youlaht ; 
ecrire une biographic du defunl, assiste au 
defile des nombreuses ’’veuves’;.,::;; 5:- ;;:;;:' 
:15 (SO ABC news: :
;20 ® 0 ® © NEWS> :
© 0 VANCOUVER ISLAND NEWS ;v:' y 
:30 ® 0 MOVIE ** ’’Only With Married y 
Men” (1974. Comedy)David jBirneyv;;: 
Michele Lee. A bachelor wins the heart of : ' 
an independent girl by posing as a married y 
man;.. : yv
® © MOVIE W** “David And LisaU :; 
(1962, Drama) Keir Duilea, Janet; Margo-: ; : 
lin. An emotionally disturbed girl in a spe­
cial school leads a young boy out; of his ; 
own private darkness.
® @ CBS NEWS - : : ■ yn;:
© ffi MOVIE .***”The Elusive Pim­
pernel” (1950, Adventure) DavidiNiven, :- 
Margaret Leighton. An English dandy,; a, 
master of disguise, aids the: French; aris­
tocracy in escaping the guillotine.
:45 ® 0 ALL IN THE FAMILY 
:50 ® 0 MOVIE * * *: “The; Kid From 
Brooklyn” (1946, Comedy) Danny: Kaye,yy 
Virginia Mayo. By:a strange twist of fate,; 
a milkman becomes a boxer.
;00 © ffi NEWS 
©fflODDCOUPLE
:05 ® 0 MOVIE * * * ■ “Two; For The 
Road” (1967, Romance) Audrey, Hepburn. . 
Albert Finnev.
® © MOVIE ** “The Runaways”;:; 
(1975, Drama) Dorothy McGuire, Van.Wil- ) i 
liams. . ’ . .
;15 (I). 0 movie ; *;*J4 ;y;‘ShOTt-OuCy ,: 
(1971, Western) Gregory Peck, Pat Quinn. / 
;00 ® 0 SUPERMAN 
;80 ® 0 @ ffi NEWS 
.:35 ® © MOVIE * * V4 “Super Argo And /
: The Faceless Giants’’ (1968, Suspense) Guy ;)'
Madison, Lizz Barrett.
1:45 ® 0 NOTE OF FATIH 
!:10 ® 0 FIRST EDITION 





8:30^ 9:00 (9:30 10:00 i 10:30
CD CFL FootbalL.Bri ish Columbia Lions Vs. Calgary Stampeders Confd
1 Too Ciose CSC ffEwS'lc-iinttfi' ■'
m .Regional y; Teleiournal
Nous Les Comiques: "Le Grand Restaurant | Premiere P&e j.SoCCe ;
(D PM Northwest The Muppets Happy Days Laverne
3’s Company 7|TbcCkise .HafTToHart;.-"7 7 vi
(D Entertainment Tic Tac Dough Brel Maverick Cassie s Co.
namiagcE»d y y ; .
Jeffersons y Stars O.T ice Falcon Crest r .
Benset: ; ( Honi/Tcri scad;; .  ;
m Joker’s Wild y Asked For It Universe Two Of Us
Movie; "Tne Mas M^idan" ;
7:;j:Asie!frbf{t 7
TD In The Act Stars OnTce FalconCrest
—: I - - . 71
Benson -y ; j Honky Toni ;. HartTcfet ; -- yy; ;- ;;;:
(9) MacNeil; WId, Of Sea DangerUXB A.merican Fiay-ouse
m Baseball : y Odd Couple Movie; "From The Earth To The Moon Hems :'7'^ .7
7 (12) Hogan’s Heroes Mary T. Moore Movie; “Hercules Unchained"
On The Buses 71 Hews
m Vancouver
j Movie: "Wnife Manta" . ' . .^7 ^
LA CXKJPE IKJ 3S)NDE DE
6:
yy;.s.;
:(K)® ffi QUINCY "Les Elections” Un 
syndicaliste est trouve mort asphyxie dans 
son garage/ ; : ; / /
'® @ ABC NEWS ; :





:SO ® ® :CPL FOOTBALL British Colum­
bia Lions at Calgary Stampers ;
®©®0NEWS
® fi P.M. MAGAZINE Arnold Schwar­
zenegger talks about “Conan The Barbari­
an’’; the history, of the Gerber Baby Food 
'Company; ; y “ ;.
® © BUSINESS REPORT 
© ffi HERE’S LUCY ___
© ffl WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
:! NEXT! "y:';.y
■.00 ® ffi TELEJOURNAL REGIONAL 
® 0 pja. NORTHWEST y
® © ENTERTAINBIENT TONIGHT 
. (W1THE JEFFERSONS 
® ® JOKER’S WILD y y 
; ® © CAUGHT IN TEE ACT Guest Ann 
:;Mortifeey y/v
® © BSACNEIL / LEHRER REPORT / 
© ffi HOGAN’S HEROES 
©ffl VANCOUVER y : y:
7130 @ ffi TELEJOURNAL 
® QTHES4UPPETS 
©O'nC'TACDOUGH 
® © ® O STARS ON ICS Guests Ken; 
Newfield. Lvnn Nightingale. Greg Taylsfr.
;y (R).y / ■ y ■ y ;y
® o YOU ASKEDFOB rr 
©fflODDCOUPLE 
©ffi MARY “rYLEB MOORE 
7 ® 0 WOHID OF THE SEA
8d»® 03 NODS LES COSSQDSS *
; “Le Grand Restaurant”: (1965. Com^e) 
t y Louis de Funes, Bernard BUer Un dicta- 
; tear sud-americain. vena dine; dans un 
grand restaurant, disparait mysterieuse: 
'ment ;/ // ; : - - ;/ ;:
© 0 HAPPY DAire Just as Joame is 
readv to go steady, Chacti decides to play 
: the field. (R) Q /
® © BHETI^VERICK Guthrie is tried 
for murder in a mock trial held after hours 
“ at the Red Ox Saloon. (R) '
® © ® © FALCON CREST Julia’s 
; long-missing husband (Jtrfin Saxon) r^nss 
to start a new life with her. ma^ to the 
■ chagrin of Lance. (K) y ;
® O UNIVERSE Walter CroaSdte 
reports on various occurrencss and 
Domena in the world of science. - 
® © DANfSS UXB ‘KggBig Our T!k
an evacuated factorv. (Part 7) (R)
©ffl MOVIE * •» Vs “From'Fhe Earth 
To Tne MoiKj" il95S. Sciaxe-nctioal 
Jesep-h Couei, George Sanders. Tbree iner. 
sad a woman embark on a perilous joar- 
nev to the mtxjn aboard a nx:ker ship.
ffi MOVIE ‘'Hercules
Unchainetr* (1960. y Adventure) Steve 
Reeves. Sviva Kosciaa- Hercules attempte 
a labor of love when he sets out tc- rescue 
the beautifid woman to 1 whom he's 
;y betrothed.' - ; ■
3:38 ® 0 LAVEENE AND fBilRLEY aur-
ley convinces Carmine to walk down the
aMe with her. {R)0
; ® Q THE TWO OF US^&entwood
COTSses cp 'sritix a tixl<s£ r to be
/ Nan's hosgeggest- (R) y'
9:80 @ 0 THREES COMPANY Jack wres- 
■ ties with his csmsdencewfeea be betrays a
feIlowcbef.{Rip y y )' >
® © CASSIE & ca Cassie investigates 
an insurance claim wbai a boat is fstmd 
adrift with!» sign of its owner.
®0®©^etHfD y
® O SKJVIE yT1:e Mad Ma^
; cian" (1954y Hcwrt^.Vlocent Prme,; Eva 
Gabcm A magician’s assi^nt assm^s the; 
identity of the nwgiHag aft«r nmnteii®
: him. > ^
® © ASiSiEAN KJkYEKHl^ THie 
Trae SitKy Of Gregorio CEteC BHrard 
■lamev Stars to an; csigiaal iday
based cn a'fclh ballad about a ^sdary 
^ battle betwEsa a Tecss p^esiS s^ a 
';' MexicaB-Ame«3n.j3.V;;".;
y. ©'ffl MOVE ;★»* ;“While ;Mani3'*;
(1883. Drama} Belle Davis. Ernest Harden _ 
y Jr.-To make ends tne^ wilheel having to. 
yaccept welfare payments-, as agmgsidtw 
f3Vi=^ i:i 2 streetwise ytHtlh as a b^nier.
S:^® O ffl O TOO CLO^ FOR COM­
FORT Herrv reacts to the sews of Ja-kies 
ensapemeni in a qsnte caexj»csed manner...
; ilRvO i';
® ffi PRQGERE PAGE 
® © ® O EONKY TQNK Ecntpir 
‘ Rcsnic Hawk'uB welcemes Cenway Twi:- 
.;tv. .'R*
l-5f}d W 0 THE NATIOXaL / JOlTiNAL ; 
'® S ® O E-ARTTO HART Sertiy 
■' befcj^ hs iS a, stamp eol-ectcr-;
. .' leav^ an apparesiiy staisp wjta
Harts tHi. -
® © $ Q FLAMINGO RO.yJ
Tvrsre tsrders hs tank la turechxe- cb me 
;■ 'Weicsr, raiil, ana Laise'-asd Sam Carr-s are--
" stranded togeiherjalheceisiryfR' ;
/ ■ ©fflXEws - .
©ffiONHEEUSES 





@ S ® © cry NATR3XAL rIEWS 
® O EVERY raHSWi IS GUiL'rr Aa 
; angrs parent iaswittingiy tavoives.hiaisKi,; 
in a mvaery related to the Cattadsar gov- 
easmmt's Officiai Sessets .Act, when bss 
riaitphteris is s bar-roesn Inawt
© ffl STARSKY AND HUTCH 
©©BOCKmiNTHSBiK^ ; y 
© ffl a=iffiTS PAGE
ii:fi5@@NEWS - y. - .^ ^y ;
»-«i®OVA?RXKJVFB ISLAND NEWS
■ cAi 3^ NeWS  ■
11:30 ® 0 BARNEY MILLS 
® O ah: NEWS KHIHIliNE 
fgl © wmymfwnnx UPfiATE A 
en develt^anffils at t!reAn-$5^i3iaiTe^> 
Chainpifflisiu^ is presstied
-y , :
© ffi AIBS Qjssstry nas^ star Jwry 
Heed drops lo' to visit his old
bahysittH’Flo.iRl - y
U.-45® © TSE BEST OF CASSSOH asu 
Jifestty Carswt-. Liza MiEselL,
An^e Kckitffiotv Oe<sse MBfcf, Nedra
xs^m ■:: -■ - ;;
7® s ALEE Ma gss. BfsK Wlaa m 
throws a airprise party to tsteJaaie Ms 
SOthbuthdav-sR) y .y:
Itso® 0 lEWIE *** “asy Gal Sal" 
/iS42. MascaH Hfia Haywerth. VTcea" 
Mature. A maa becssaes a 
y sa^writer aid falls intasewahaiiEssisai 
. sar. ' :-y-y -
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SIDNEY
Wednesday, June 23, 1982 THE REVIEW C5
Pif^lMSyiA DIHICTOilY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS and SERVICES . . .
Boats 1 IVlisceHaneous Pets & Business
& lyiarine | For Sale Livestock
■
Opportunities
' I'.'.i 'i ..J'.:'.'!' ■■M-: • 'S * '' ; •' < -V, v. h '''Landscaping
Dutch Landscaping & Co.
10 years in Sidney. A-1 Recommendations.
All phases of gardening — Reasonable prices.
Free Estimates.
656-9391
FISHING PARTNER WANTED. I have 
good 18' boat, motor and trailer, plus 
car. Like to fish Beecher Bay area, week­
days, Want partner to supply expenses 
and share catch. 656-3860. p-25
OAK BEDROOM SUITE, double bed, 4 














SANDAK SHOES for all the family, 5 
year, 50% replacement warranty. For 




Residential, Commercial, and 
Golf Course Construction
6955 West Saanich Rd, 
Brentwood Bay
Glen Williams 652-3323
Green - Scene Landscaping
652-3089 “Ideas Through Planting'’ COMPLETE SERVICE
e Interlocking Stones for Patios, 
Walks, Driveways 
* Lawns (Seed or Sod)
e Lawn & Garden Maintenance 
• Pruning & Spraying 
e Fencing, Cement Work
Horticultural Services 
Teclinical background. 
AH phases of landscaping.
656-3078
evenings
The Sidney Review of­
fers FREE CLASSIFIED 
ADS to those persons 
who are normally 
employed but are cur­
rently out of work. You 
may advertise for a job 
or for the sale of your 
own merchandise to 
generate funds. These 
ads must be place in 
person at the Review of­
fice. No ads for this 
classification will be ac­
cepted by phone.
LEAD CANNON BALLS, most sizes 85c
Ib.656-4545. 5641-26
AIRLINE TICKET, Victoria/Ottawa









SPEED QUEEN washer and dryer.
Harvest gold, $400 pair; Westinghouse 
deepfreeze, 15 cu. ft. $300,656-7020. 
56 48 -2 6
GM LOVESEAT; Fisher Price Mobile,
Snugli, baby furniture plus tons of 
clothes from newborn to size 4. Good 
condition. 656-6190. p-25
ASHFORDspinningwheel. 652-3663. p- 
26
-
BIRDS - AQUARIUMS 
SMALL ANIMALS - 








MUST SELL, St. Bernard, child's pet. 
Purebred, registered, spayed, obedient. 
32 months old, reasonable. 656-5602.
56 52 -2 5
For only $6 an individualized program 
is available at your convenience.
Call 388-0181
or drop by during normal working 
hours.
BEDDING PLANTS. Cauli, Brussels, 
Green Pepperts, etc. 656-6835.
13 lilil
6777 Oldfield Rd., Keating Industrial Area
For all your stone, ornamental shrubs, masonry and 
landscaping supplies; cement and concrete mixes, etc. 
We will supply, materia! and intormation tor Do-it- Yourselt.
COMPARE OUR PRICES
Phone 852-0522 {7 to 5)
YOUNG MAN NEEDS EMPLOYMENT.
Not Welfare. Gardening, drywall, lan­
dscaping, nailing, siding. Odd jobs done. 
Tim, 652-0364.
MANTEL ORNAMENTS, steam iron,
radio, polariod camera, humidifier, 
hurricane lamps, electric decorator 
clock, beer steins, etc. Must sell, 
moving, 656-7030. p-25
PADDLE FANS — The original fan store.
Wholesale and Retail. Free catalogues; 
Ocean Pacific Fan Gallery Inc: 4600 East 
Hastings Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
2K5. Phone 112-299-0666, na-tf
TWO REGISTERED male miniature
Poodle puppies. Had shots, very friendly 
656-4195. 5665-25
SIBERIAN HUSKY puppies, some blue
eyes, good breeding, ideal family dog. 
112-537-2840, Saltspring. 5707-25
MIST HAVEN RIDING ACADEMY,
English riding lessons. Horses provided. 
656-3167. p-25




CONSCIENTOUS CHILD CARE, my
home, 1 to 5 years. Happy children 
guaranteed. 656-7053.
CANOPY FOR 3/4 BED. Frame and lace
cover, $35; matching yellow bedspread, 
$10; Queen size Hudson's Bay blanket, 
$110.656-7943 evenings. 5368-26
DRIVING HARNESS, good condition,
$250,656-3167. p-25
BABY FURNITURE for sale. ; White 
canopy crib, English pram, Gendron 
stroller. Colonial cradle, car bed and 
more. 656-5244 or 656-7689 evenings. 
24,
TOP SOIL, mixed with sand and manure,
$10 peryd. delivered.656-3159. c-26
Lost^
Foynd
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY FOR A 
PHARMACIST with limited funds. 
Drugstore, fully furnished, (or. lease. For 
moreinformationcall 112-566-4445. na-
25' ...
CRAFT RETAIL“sTORE. 1610 square
feet in mall, good lease, $45,000. Phone 
112-885-5715 days, and 112-885-2743 
evenings. Box 314, Sechelt, B.C. VON 
3A0. na-25
:eANOE:COV£
MARINE ENGINES IIIESEI& GAS
Complete Installations
Rebuilding exhaust systems. For : 
pleasure; commercial; and; fishing v.
656-5633;:;;:-
AXMINSTER CARPETS, 9x12 as new, 
$200; 9x10, $80. 8x10 hand hooked 
Chinese style, $60.656-7370. 24
TENT TRAILER, 1975 Lionel hardtop,
L85. Stove, ice box, etc. Excellent 
condition, sleeps 6, $2,300; also Moffat 
Gourmet range, white, new conditions. 2 
ovens, eye level broiler, rotisserie, $300. 
656-4845 or384-0068. 5635-RTS30
LOST. Stainless steel thermos, May 24 
weekend at Van Isle Beach. Sentimental 
value. 656-0219. 25
CARPET, 44 sq. yds. Crossley Karastan 
’Empereau Mark 11 Sunset copper with 
underlay. Value $ 2,500: Sell $ 17 50. 
Offers. 386-9032 days; ,652-4841 
^evenings.-■ ':'':24,
300 BRICKS, 25c each; wide carriage
typewriter, $35; 30 cup perc, $12; 
toaster, $10; 2 hand mixers, $4 and $7; 
fan heater, $8; floor trilight, $10; clothes 
dryer, $125,656-7670. : 5698-25
4’x7' RUBBER DINGHY, 2 spruce oars
fastened to oarlocks, between Mt. 
Newton X Rd. and Beacon Ave. Reward. 
598-5722,652-0228. 25
: SADLER’S ::: ":'/Interior —.-.Exterior
'■;; :Paiiiting ^ Paper Hangirig
'decoratingLtd. v-;- 6564487 656-5646
iting^ FREE ESTtfVlATES
CORSON UBEM Dec grating 65S-4397
ovenngsWalk
SACRIFICE 1972 Ford truck, runs well 
(recent valve grind), $900 dr swap;for 
hand rotovator; livestock, or?? 652- 
3802"keep trying. (9 p.m -10 p.m; best).
-v 24"'
ALMOST NEW, daybed chesterfield;
kitchen tabiej 4 chairs; cabinet radio; 
record player; coffee table. Dad's swivel 
rocker; small appliances; metal plant 
■ stand, pictures, etc. 656-2196; '(1-25
^ ■'■''Bysiiiess;;;. .
Opportynities:
SELLINGmilking goats; young goats;
raw goat milk;‘lop;rabbits, new 3-way 
vibrator recliner^ stereo or small book­
case. 652-3802. (Keep trying, 9 p.m. -10 
p.m.;best).:;'
SPEED QUEEN washer, $99; Inglis 
dryer, $ 50; Kenmore dryer; $95; 
. washer-spin dryer, $40 ; Hoover vacuum, 
$40, All good working order, offers bn 
above prices. 656-7670;
f:'
;H0ME AND GARDEN A DRAGr Let us
help. We do most home and yard 
maintenance. For information 652-2931 
;;::Or 652-4579. 24
1967. MUSTANG FASTBACK, exc. cond., 
PS, PB, AT, mags, W-radials, extras, 
$4,800. 1978 Kawasaki LTDIOOO,
$3,000. Suzuki 750, custom superbike, 
■ loaded with extras, sacrifice, $3,600. 
656-6835.
TWO TOP QUALITY HARDWOOD cane 
chairs, m6dern,;yellow upholstery; $325 :
pair; XoronamatiCi electric .typewriter; ,
; little used^$206;;652-9378. ^ ;:^^^^:p^ v 
3 WHEEL BIKE, in new condition, $285.
656-1379. p-25
;PATI(3; FURNITURE and lounges 652^ ;
: 3454 after 6 p.m. 'p-25
'y,m CORTINAp speed, 63,000 . Good
condition, $ 1,300 or best offer; 656- 
5254,
I STRUCK CANpPYi?^4x8; insulated, with 
light. Good condition. 656-0090, 5708-
TVyO MATCHING FLORAL chesterfields;
; ;": WAiEH0.USE^'K
Operate: your own warehouse dis­
count outlet of brand name and 
. designer blue: jeansw Western : 
'.wear; work clothes, ; shirts,.: 
sweaters, close-outs" and surplus . 
; :merchandise etc.':; ’ ;;y
Exclusive areas, lucrative deal,
/ complete . setup, - small: capita 
outlay.
Call or write (incl. tel. no.,) : :
Bluebrand Inc. (Denim-West) 
5450 Cote Des Neiges Rd. 
Montreal Que, H3T 1Y6 
Tel. (514) 733 3311)
LIBSVIAN TRAVEL 
DAY TRIPS
Shoot the rapids july 17. Join us on
another fantastic day trip. White 
waterjraffing on/the Thonipson. $86 , 
gets you return; bus from Victoria. :. 
Two: meals: and tour hours rafting:: 
Everyone welcome.: ;
One day West Coast Wilderness
Cruise July : 11. Join gur : private
charter; bus; from Victoria ; to Port 
Alberni; Then enjoy 3 3 hour .cruise 
along scenic Alberni: Inlet: /We: visit 
Bamfield for 4 hpurs:andbriiJise back; 
to Port Alberni to bii^ home;: $65;in­
cludes/bus; cruise;; two rrjeals: and:- 
vi/alking tour in Bamtield.
AbbotsSord;Air/Show August 14 or
Is 5637:26/
15 A Don ’ t: mi ss; North" America's- best 
Air Show. $35 includes private 




like new.|Se|i;separate|y; $600 ;each or: ; 
offers. 656-7810. p-26
Plutnbmg, & Heatma , .
’73 PLYMOUTH GRIKET Station wagon; :
4 speed, good condition, must sell,




We Do Them AH';
CARETAKER COUPLE offer house
, cleaning: and yard work services; in 
ret li rrL^ f or: two ; bed room su i te or 
reasonable rent in Sidney. Phone 656-
■2675.,,'::';;:;A 20^
/ CHAISETTE LOUNGEvgrpw light; Prestp; ' ; 
cooker, small radio, B/W portable, 
bowling ball, portable typewriter. 652- - 
1952. p-25
VACUUM WITH power: nossle, excellent 
condition. 652-0708 after 6 p.m. 5704- 
2 5
it -,......
WANTED, deepfreeze; Good condition,
reasonable. 652-3802. 26
■.'■V






; ;; now construction and Repairs / A ^ - 
Specializlng in Hot Water Heating:




DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
Rcshingling 
Repairs to Vents, 
Eaves & Chimney 
Flashing ;
iv For all ypur- Ropling -Neods,; 
;;;A;: 'Shakes'* ShingleSi/'Iar':;;;;:'











GUN GUY IS BUYING! Quality, collec­
table, fine- coridition :Winchesters;; 
HLiskquarhas;: Brnqs, :; Brownings,
: Holland, Double;: Shotguns; Parkers,;
; Bear Traps. Pete Gooliaff,;i839 Cathy- 
; Avenue, R.r, 5,.Kelowna, B,e, VlX4X4. 
Phbne765-p350. ; i ; na-25
40 INCH REBODnDERS, $150, two year
u warranty; prepaid shipping; 'Dealers 
:f enquiries ^welcome/ Volume discounts;:







' 1 f {** , /vf'A
AdSSi ms ^ ^
rentals
:M0N:-SAT. 8«5: ; 
SUNDAYS10-4 .: 
9773 - Sth St., Sidney
8 HP SEARS riding mower, used one
season; $ 8 50,65 2 -2 3 54. ; 5 4 7 3 - rts2 7
OLD TOY trains wanted. "0" or "S" 
guage or larger. Lionel, American Flyer, 
Hornby, etc. Dinky toys also. Jim, 652: 
005t. 5460-28
SUiSCRIPTiON RATES ARE ;
MOVING FROM HOUSE to apaitrnenl.
; Out from England, solid English Oak 
furniture. Lovely pieces, new condition;- 
656-5849. ,5631-25
A 2 SLIDING GLASS DOORSlone 6'; onp
;■ S'A Assorted glass panels, 15pQ;f t, d( 1/2 ;
; ;inch plastic pipe, 652-3417 ,
(47)
■ AA'A':
CLARK ENTERPRISES: All types ol glass 
, ’ at; largo: discount; prices.- Table ;tops;
' Ropaits.; Greenhouse Glass; I8''xl8"; 
;; 7 5cA"oa;;'-’;ctc;,'- otc.-;,Ternpored;:;: Glass:' 



















7117 W. Saanich Rd.
'A ■■:a:::6524591'"'^':''
; FIREWOOD CUT TO ORDER, Cedar
: posts and rails. Select tree (alling/ese-
■■A4213,';:;;::'::::'-:'''^';';-A;4387-tf:
expect to pay, Doors at great prices too! 
Walker Door, Vancouver, U2-Z66-U01; 
North Vancouver tl2-98!(-9714; Rich: 
mond n2”273-7030; Kamloops 112* 
3 74 -3566; Nanaimo 112-758 -73 75. t(
;; SIDNEY SUMMER SWAPj: SHOP;Ne)(t 





A' July to, Rain datd July 17, Onjho Point,:: 
; West Day Marino, 453 Head St,, 9 o.m.,?
; 7 p,ni, Ample parking, Sellers Foe, $2,
Admission, 25c, Tables not Supplied, - 
Bring your;own blanket, board, box,
■' -/.booty:,-:: "■; ,30;
■'"SA'LEi
. J)':;A'V'■ ■ ■
J 'WLf^liwr
• ^ U P H
OLSTEfiiNa, oic; Jerry Hoveal
.♦.Gimrarilpou Cipitoin WoiH •,('JuHiiiy Fabnc.*' ■ 8H2-1393 7050 Wallace Dr.PrompASwAM''.* i"i£)(- tntirrVtor,' V* ;'Sn«nlchton*B.C.'
LIGHTING FIXTURES. Western
Canada's largosl display. Whole,sale and 
retail, Free catalogues available. Nor- 
bum Lightiiig Centre Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B.C. VSC 2K5. 
Phono 299 0666,., , , H
- ;’W0W;”’Y6Fir"^W'^A^''^aTr:
greenhouses, 8x10, completely finished. 
Denches, stained, etc.,$975, 652'9C17, 
384'9790, A; 6329-RTS26
GIGANTIC NEIGHBORHOOD
7957 Lochsidfi Drive, Saturday, Juno 26, 
Ihido; 10 a,m. - 6 p,m. NaugMii  sofa and 
chair, coffee toblos, humidillor, 4 and 9 
HP motors, 16" chain saw as now, and 
muchrnoro^ :57lO-25
MOVING,*"must sell, tfouseholrrioods^
A ^clothing. furnituro, 2245 James White,;
Juno2eand27,from 10b,m.• 3p.m- p
V:;:25.''‘A--: ■'■'
rawn m mm mmm mmr iw wp iiww ^
NOW IS THE TIME TO START A SUBSCRIPTION,iRENEttI 
YOUR CURRENT ONE, OR PURCHASE.A ONE YEAH 
EXTENSION AT THE $12.00 X.YEAfl RATE
' , , , ij. ... I... „ ;............. ■
rc'V'v.'.rf i ;,A.r'V
"'w -. ‘ , 'IV.';;' ;; .v
.. j.n w MM 1;LW w niMiaMi.'itw,™ II mm -I:.*! , w w»iPiii,.;weFew,i'my ew w'lfUFMr, i fA;
- , ' ,■ I " ' . 1
*Senior‘clti2flris new rate will bo $1?,00 per year 
♦Anyone older than, the Review (1.6. 70 years or moro). 
only pays $5.00 a year, , . a,.
TO THE iUIMBHIBf ftMF ''
, A;:!,A
iflV
, ■ V i
'V-: I'
:$
CHILDREN'S BOOKS, at, the Jumping 
Mouse, A great selo'ction o,f good and 
beautiful books for ail ages, Bosidd the 
Royal Bank on Beacon, ; ; 562341(1
AiijfWAY” PRBMiTifFiwan^ -
porsonal service Try us and sea. We 
deliver, Ask about our wholesale pur­
chase plan. 6560014. : A ,6575-25
FO'R'SAl'E WfViWTiFnHuilon’^^ 
wedding gowns, 4 youth jackets, 1 
gentleman’® tuxedo, shift and tie. 







D Room groups,: BacIwkW: ii,uiiMS, 
Individual pieces, hldo-a-beds, 
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Announcements
BLACK MALE, 55, SEEKS NEW 
FRIENDS IN CANADA. Write John: 
P.O. Box 3244, Seattle, Wa 98104. 
OR CALL (206) 324-1479.
(?G|
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE
(formerly Saanich Peninsula Guidance 
Association). Services for the family, 
individual, marriage and family coun­
selling. 656-1247. 9813 Fifth St., Sid­
ney. tf
LOSE WEIGHT. Other weight loss plans 
ask you to pay to lose weight. We pay you 
$1.00 for every pound that you lose on 
the Shaklee Slim-Plan. For more in­
formation, call656-1776. 5555-25
ANNIE, ASTROLOGER AND ADVISOR. 
Taro cards, palm readings. 2827A Cedar 
Hill Road, Victoria, V8T 3H6. Open 10 
a.m.-8 p.m. No appointment necessary. 
'/• price for readings. 5706-30
July 1st 
SIDNEY DAYS
Book your table now for a spot on 
the mall — Beacon Ave. Phone 
Joan or Doreen at J.C.'s Playtime 
Clothing, 656-2455, 9:30 a.m. - 5 
p.m. Mon. - Sat. Charge $10 per 
table. Most merchants will be 
operating tables.Come and Join 
Us!
EARN MONEY and lose weight at same 
time. Exciting new program in Canada. 
No experience necessary. Call 656-3733 
evenings for appointment. 5714-25
VICTORIA LEGAL SECRETARIES 
ASSOC, meets July 6, 5 p.m. Imperial 
Inn, 196r Douglas St. Guest speaker, J. 
Michael Hutchison. Reservations before 
June 30. Price $7.50. 388-5421 or 382- 
8067. (residence). 25
POTLUCK DINNER and workshop on 
Native rights and the constitution. 
Meeting takesplace at Victoria Native 
Friendship Centre, 2002 Fernwood 
Road. June 23, 6 p.m. Films, guest 
speakers. Info. 383-1146; 592-8973. 25 
STRAWBERRY TEA AND SALE, Elk Lake 
Baptist Church, 5363 Pat Bay Highway, 
June 26, 2 - 4:30 p.m. Stalls include 
baking, gifts and plants. 25
EXHIBITION AND SALE of oil and 
watercolor paintings by Windsor Park 
Art Club, July 12 to July 17, Hillside 
Mall.lnfo.386-6401. 26
CANADIAN GUILD OF HEALTH. Victoria 
branch meets June 24 at 1:30 p.m. 
Chapel of St. John’s Church, 1611 
Quadra. General meeting follows at 2 
p.m. lower hall. Guest speaker Mrs. 
Corinne Tench, practitioner of Holistic 
Medicine. 25
VICTORIA R.E.A.D. Society Summer
School offers Reading, spelling and 
math, locations in Victoria, Sidney and 
Colwood. July 5-23, Monday to Fridays, 
9-5 p.m. Info. 388-7225. 26
BAXTER. Warren, Elizabeth and Sarah 
are delighted to announce the arrival of 
Jillian Elizabeth, 8 lbs. 6oz. on JuneSth, 
1982. Many thanks to Dr. P.B. Walsh.
5 7 02 -25
^nnoisncements
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to Sid­
ney? Don't know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, activities 
and a warm welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthavenorcall usat656-5537. tf 
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St., is the 
information. and Volunteer Service for 
the peninsula. If you need assistance or 
if you wish to volunteer a few hours a 
week to help others in your community, 
please rcall :656-0134 for further in- 
\"fbrmation,;'T's’ ■ tf.
LOW PANGE VOICES WANTED by 
; Sidney Ladies’ Barbershop Chorus. Nevy 
ifriendships idevelop and barbershop 
S style singing is enjoyed: Feel welcomei to 
join US Mondays, 7:30 p.m. Masonic Hall, 
4th and:Mt; Baker. Info: 652-2469 , 656:- 
,v5301.ss-Tf;:;:i:S''''^.:V7;-s.-‘-:’T- -'^s: '’^tT 
SIDNEY SUMMER SWAP & SHOP. Next
vtdlTrayelod^:Sundays 9laim: -v3 pirn. 
Adrn. 25c; adults.: Every 25thsperson 
free. Many bargains. 2 Door - Prize 
- Draws. Info. 656-5316 evenings, • p-28 
WATCH FOR OPENING of the Peninsula
I^Gommunity Assoc; new Thrift. Shop; 
Volunteers needed. Phone P.C.A. 656- 
0134, we need your support! 26
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOC.
annual genera! meeting, Panoramia 
Leisure Centre, June24,7:30 p.m. 25
ta<9tiXAmKiS»naKM>i3pmvH««mma«i)iEMR




•2 PCE. EN-SUITE (MOST UNITS)
•ALL WITH STOVE, FRIG & OAK KITCHEN
OPEN THURS., FRI., SAT. & SUN. 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.




Sealed Tenders marked “Tender for 
One Ton Cab & Chassis Truck will be 
received by the Town of Sidney, 2440 
Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B.C. up to 
4:00 P.M., local time on June 25th.. 
1982. Specifications and Conditions 
of Tender may be obtained from the 
above address.
E.L. Clarke. Director 






4 Door wagon. Top 







Effective Wednesday, June 23, 1982
The 78 WORTH SAANICH P.M. 
loop routing will change as 
follows:
Instead of following McTavish 
Road directly to Lochside Drive 
and into Sidney, the buses will 
turn north off McTavish Road 
onto East Saanich Road, at 
Summergate Village the buses 
will turn south onto Ganora 
Road to return to McTavish 
Road and into Sidney.
382-6161
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